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Economic problems of the farming industry may have come 
inadvertently, but in no small part, from federal fiscal 
monetary and taxation policies. Inflation resulting from 
fiscal-monetary policies may influence the composition, 
growth and size of family farms. 
of deductions and credits, have 
Tax benefits, in the form 
encouraged the use of 
capital and debt financing throughout agriculture. 
subsidy encourages substituton of capital for labor 
influences the size of farms. This study attempts 
measure the impact of selected federal policies on 





The impact of policies resulting in inflation and tax 
benefits on the farming industry is_ imperfectly understood. 
Unanticipated secondary effects such as cash 
from federal government policies appear to 
flow problems 
be creating 
hardships for some farmers. Research is needed to determine 
the intensity and extent of the consequences of inflation 
and tax policies on the composition, 
family farms. 
1 
growth and size of 
2 
Sufficient evidence now exists to voice concern over 
the survival of the family farm. As farms become larger and 
fewer, the family farm structure, long the mainstay of the 
farming industry and prized by society, is threatened. 
Farmers have experienced changes in profitability, liquidity 
positions and entry-exit conditions severe enough to 
endanger traditional patterns of ownership. Of concern is 
not only the extent to which federal policies have 
influenced changes, but also the consequences for future 
family farms of continuing these policies. 
Inflation is particularly troublesome for family 
farmers at several points during the life cycle of a family 
farm. Inflation increases the cost of production assets and 
thus generates formidable barriers to entry along with 
problems in intergenerational transfers of equity. Debt 
financing of these high initial capital requirements create 
severe cash flow problems. As the rising real requirements 
for an economic unit are compounded by inflation, beginning 
and expanding low-equity farmers face cash-deficit 
operation. Inflation tends to raise immediate costs and 
def er returns which are realized 
land is sold. The causes and 
as capital gains only when 
effects of existing and 
continuing cash flow problems need to be determined for 
certain subsectors of the farming industry, particularly for 
family owned and operated farms. 
3 
Despite favorable rates of return and high net incomes 
of commercial farmers on the average over the past decade, 
discontent over economic conditions is especially apparent 
among the younger and expanding family farm operators. One 
possible explanation for farmers' discontent is the increase 
in cash outflow relative to cash inflow due to inflation 
(cf. Tweeten, 1979). Less income is available for family 
living. Inflation impacts most heavily on low-equity, 
entry-leve~ farmers due to the combined and related effects 
of higher interest rates and rising capiia1 requirements. 
Current earnings from farming are insufficient to service 
debts incurred in owning an economic unit with traditional 
levels of minimum equity. As a result, entry-level owner-
operators must control increasingly higher initial equities 
to survive the cash flow deficits in early years. 
Farmers have responded to these stresses with new 
strategies for entering and surviving in farming. Renting 
land to control an economic size unit has become a popular 
way to cope with inflated land prices and utilize the 
technological improvements which require larger farms. 
Additionally, many beginning and marginal farmers with 
smaller than economic sized operations hold off-farm jobs 
providing income to help offset the cash flow deficits from 
the farm. Both of these strategies allow entering farmers 
to exploit their labor resources. One of the few 
traditional solutions to entering farming that still works 
4 
is inheriting sufficient equity in a farm to survive the 
initial deficit years. Each of these strategies -- renting, 
part-time farming and inheriting equity -- compromises the 
family farm ideal of a full-time, full-owner, single 
proprietorship farm accessible to those who want to farm. 
Unanticipated consequences of inflation and the 
attendant divergence from the original target of existing 
tax legislation have changed the economic climate for family 
farmers. The Food and Agriculture Act of 1977 states a 
committment to preserve family farms. 
Congress hereby specifically reaffirms 
the historical policy of the United States 
to foster and encourage the family farm 
system of agriculture in this country. 
Congress firmly believes that the 
maintenance of the family farm system of 
agriculture is essential to the social 
well-being of the Nation and the 
competitive production of adequate supplies 
of food and fiber. Congress further 
believes that any significant expansion of 
nonfamily owned large-scale corporate 
farming enterprises will be detrimental to 
the national welfare. It is neither the 
policy nor the intent of Congress that 
agricultural and agriculture-related 
programs be administered exclusively for 
family farm operators, but it is the policy 
and express intent of Congress that no such 
program be administered in a manner that 
will place the family farm operator at an 
unfair economic disadvantage (p. 6). 
One purpose of this research is to determine if 
inflation and selected tax policies do indeed place the 
family farmer at an unfair economic disadvantage. This 
study reports implications of 
typical farm firms and attempts 
5 
taxation policies for 
to determine to what 
extent concessionary tax policies such as interest payment 
write-offs, depreciation allowances, and investment tax 
credits for business related investments have influenced 
the size and number of family farms. 
This research examines the ability of a farm firm to 
grow under various assumed scenarios of inflation, initial 
ownership and tax policies. The family farm ideal is 
fostered if policies assist entry and growth to a family 
size and discourage growth beyond the family size, where 
size may be measured by labor inputs, sales or other 
criteria. To analyze these and related policy issues, a 
deterministic computer simulation model was developed. 
The model computes annual cash in-flows and expense 
streams and calculates a yearly financial balance sheet 
for the firm over 30 years of simulated operation. The 
computations include cash flow, factor income, tax 
payments, family consumption, savings, various measures of 
firm size and a record of rates of growth starting with 
the initial year. 
The data compiled by the simulation model provide a 
basis for testing specific hypotheses by varying the 
calculation methods specified within the model. The 
results of similar runs made with and without a specific 
tax provision at 6 or 12 percent inflation and with 
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differing consumption patterns can be compared to 
determine the impact of the policy change. 
This research determines the extent to which 
inflation induced increases in tax benefits available to 
farm and non-farm investors encourages growth in size and 
decrease in numbers of farms by reducing the cost of debt 
financing. It is hypothesized that these policies are 
especially beneficial to established farm owners and high 
wealth investors. Additionally, other tax benefits 
targeted at capital investments through 
allowances and investment tax credits have 
costs of capital intensive farming units. 
depreciation 
decreased the 
The benefits and costs associated with land purchases 
in inflationary times are unevenly distributed. It is 
hypothesized that inflationary policies provide benefits 
to large, established farmers who are able to meet or 
avoid the cash demands of the initial deficit years and 
survive to the cash surplus years. The prosperity of this 
already fortunate sector of the farming industry is 
enhanced by tax and inflation 
them more able to afford 
related policies which make 
land purchases, thereby 
accelerating the trend toward fewer and larger farms. 
Intergenerational transfers are another area of 
particular concern to family farm operators. Continued 
growth in the size of farms and the value of farm assets, 
especially land, have increased the cost of transferring 
7 
ownership of farm firms between generations. Inflationary 
fiscal and monetary policies have placed upward pressure 
on the values of farm assets, while estate tax rates have 
remained fixed. Research is needed to determine whether 
current estate tax laws permit sufficient equity to be 
transferred between generations to maintain the family 





farmers to amass estates large 
economic-sized unit under the 
taxation rates applied to the values of typical family 
farming units. 
Objectives of the Study 
The general objective 
apply a model for the 
of this study is to develop and 
evaluation of selected federal 
policies as they affect the growth in size of typical family 
farms. This model will determine the 30 year growth pattern 




and show how federal policies influence 
structure of farms. The specific 
1. To construct a family farm business simulation 
model capable of projecting annual operations and 
firm growth over a 30 year horizon. 
2. To utilize the simulation model and data from the 
Federal Enterprise Data System typical farm series 
8 
to estimate the potential impact of selected 
federal fiscal and monetary policies 
income, liquidity and growth. 
on farm 
Federal policies examined in this study include: 
a. Interest payment deductions against taxable 
income. 
b. Depreciation allowances on farm machinery as 
a deduction against taxable income. 
~- Investment tax credits on business equipment 
and facilities 
d. Inflation rates of 6 and 12 percent. 
e. Indexing tax rate schedules for inflation. 
Firm growth with and without the above features 
are evaluated 
positions. 
from various initial starting 
i. Full ownership of land and machinery 
ii. Land ownership with minimum equity in land 
and 25 percent equity in machinery 
iii. Land rental with 25 percent equity in 
machinery. 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter II presents a brief overview of the structure 
of agriculture. Structure is defined and a historical view 
of changes in farm firm characteristics is provided. 
' 
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Chapter III presents a theoretical framework for the 
model to be formulated. This chapter also contains brief 
summaries of recent studies pertinent to the objectives of 
this work. 
Data employed in the analysis,including characteristics 
of 20 typical farms are described in Chapter IV. This 
chapter also contains a summary of the Federal Enterprise 
Data System typical farm methodology and a tabulation of the 
characteristics of the 20 typical farms used. 
The model is presented in Chapter V. 
equations and methodology are summarized. 
the computer simulation model is provided. 
The assumptions, 
A description of 
Chapter VI reports the results of the simulation. The 
tax experiments, effects of inflation and changes in 
consumption patterns are discussed and reported. 
Sensitivity analysis of the income terms is provided. The 
results chapter ends with a 
family farm continuance 
discussion of opportunities for 
under current estate tax 
regulations. 
The study is summarized. in Chapter VII. Conclusions 
and limitations are presented along with possibilities for 
further research. 
The initial and ending values for all experiments on 
each of the 20 farms studied are tabulated and presented in 
the Appendix. Summary data on size, value and rates of 
growth are presented along with a guide to interpreting the 
tables. 
CHAPTER II 
OVERVIEW OF THE STRUCTURE ISSUE 
Review of Previous Studies 
The 
relates 
of structure of concept 
to how farming is organized, 
tenure patterns and 
American agriculture 
to farm size and 
to the markets and numbers, to 
institutions with which farmers interact. Structural 
changes have been a leading concern of policy makers in 
recent years. Farm numbers have declined by one-half since 
1940, average farm size has more than doubled, and control 
of agriculture's productive resources has been concentrated 
among fewer farms. The "farm problem" which originally 
consisted of excess resources in the agricultural sector has 
largely been eliminated as unneeded resources have been 
released to the nonfarm economy. Penn (1979) concluded that 
the farm sector, for the first time in over 40 years, is in 
relative resource equilibrium and that most of the technical 
efficiencies available have been 
farms. Yet evidence currently 
attained by moderate sized 
available suggests that 
technology, national economic conditions, price 
relationships and institutional arrangements will continue 
to encourage growth in farm size (Tweeten, 1980b). 
10 
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The interest in farm size and the importance given to 
family farms as the basis for the structure of production 
agriculture go back to the days of Thomas Jefferson. Today, 
research into the structure of agriculture continues. Many 
observers believe that public policy has encouraged farm 
expansion, possibly endangering the very existence of the 
family farm (Blobaum, 1980). 
To answer questions raised about government involvement 
in structural changes, the USDA under Secretary Bergland 
surveyed much of the current research on structure issues in 
~Time To Choose (USDA, 198la). The report concluded that 
the many individual forces affecting structure cannot be 
fully understood and addressed without regard for their 
interactions with other forces. Tax rates, inflationary 
pressures, technology, commodity policies and international 
market forces, to name a few, all interact in a kind of 
"economic chemistry". 
Analyzing this brew requires information about the 
forces driving the 
numbers is one of 
changes. 
the most 
The decline in total farm 
frequently used statistics in 
discussions of general policy issues. This statistic, while 
making a point about what has occured, conceals much more 
than it reveals about the farm sector today. Only 1 in 12 
farm families depends entirely on farming for income. 
Policies, programs and events have created jobs for rural 
residents, while technologic improvements have created 
12 
efficiency gains for larger producers, and increasingly the 
marketing system is becoming oriented to better serve larger 
producers (USDA, 198la). The most widely used source of 
farm numbers is the Agricultural Census of the Department of 
Commerce. This report utilizes two definitions of a farm. 
The original definition was based primarily on a combination 
of "acres on the place" and the estimated value of 
agricultural products sold. Places of less than 10 acres 
were count~d as farms if the estimated sales of agricultural 
products for the year amounted to at least $250. Places of 
10 or more acres were counted as farms if the estimated 
sales were at least $50. The new definition of a farm is 
more restrictive, requiring product sales of $1,000 or more. 
This change affects the number of farms in the smallest 
sized categories and thus the percentage shares for all size 
groups. Analysis herein uses the new definition and focuses 
on family farms with sales between $40,000 and $200,000. As 
a group they comprise 22.1 percent of all farms and produce 
81 percent of total farm sales (USDA, 198lb). 
"The Balance Sheet of the Farming Sector'' (USDA, 1980c) 
provides information on rates of return for the farm sector. 
While the average total return to equity (including capital 
gains) is appreciably higher for the 1970's than for the 
previous decade, the curent rate of return to equity 
investment has declined to 3.7 percent. Tweeten (1979) 
reports a 4.0 percent current average rate of return to farm 
13 
investments since 1960. This return plus capital gains, 
assumed to equal the rate of general inflation, is the total 
return on farmland used in this study. 
Land ownership has been a deep-seated personal goal in 
the American culture from its beginning. Having a chance to 
own the land they worked and to realize the income from it 
has always been a value fundamental to American farmers. 
Farmers who own part and rent the rest of what they work 
have now .become a large and growing category of farm 
operators. Their operations account for over half of 
American farmland (USDA, 198lb). As a policy issue, full 
tenancy commands little attention, perhaps because full-
tenant operations now account for only about 11 percent of 
farms. Moreover, being a tenant farmer in many instances no 
longer implies either poverty or reduced social status, 
although ownership remains a cherished goal in our society. 
Research by Tweeten (1980a) and Melichar (1979) has 
shown that as long as we expect significant inflation in 
land values, returns to ownership of farmland will continue 
to be split between current net returns to land and capital 
appreciation of the land. During the 1970's, appreciation 
in land values was by far the greatest part of total land 
returns. 
Very likely, the greatest single force propelling 
changes in the current structure of landownership in 
agriculture is inflation. In current dollars, physical 
14 
assets of farm operations (land, buildings, machinery and 
livestock) more than tripled in value between 1960 and 1978, 
with the major increases occuring after the 1973 boom in 
grain prices. Benefits and costs associated with land 
purchases in inflationary times are unevenly distributed. 
Land is an investment hedge against inflation, but, perhaps 
more importantly, it is a tax shelter. With high interest 
rates induced by inflation, the distance between current 
earnings on farmland and the amount needed to carry the 
financing has widened. The rate of current earnings might 
even be decreased by the same inflation that raises interest 
rates (USDA, 198la). The growing gap between interest rates 
and returns to land is most easily bridged by the wealthy 
because of specific provisions of the tax laws. Inflation 
enhances the attractiveness of farmland as an investment and 
strengthens the competitive position of the wealthy in 
buying land. 
Inflation creates other circumstances that drive 
structural change. A farmer who purchased farmland 20 or 
even 10 years ago, for example, not only has obtained large 
gains in net worth (which can be used as loan collateral) 
but also has lower cash obligations to be met out of annual 
receipts. That large equity and cash surplus can be used to 
outbid other potential purchasers of land. Federal income 
tax laws also work to reduce the real cost of such 




Established owner-operators are in a strong competitive 
position compared to young 
established owner-operators 
potential owner-operators. 
and other farmers with 
The 
high 
taxable incomes can obtain a defacto tax exempt status, 
def erring taxes on current income by continual growth and 
expansion of the farm. 
meet the initial cash 
High income farmers who are able to 
flow are more able to afford 
purchases, thereby accelerating the trend toward fewer and 
larger farms. Entering owner-operators who have gross 
returns similar to established farmers find it difficult to 
handle the negative cash flows that result from high levels 
of debt financing relative to current returns. Tweeten 
(1980a) shows that capital gains that can be realized or 
fully used as borrowing collateral potentially can offset 
the cash flow shortfall caused by high mortgage interest 
rates. But such "mining" of capital appreciation is 
especially difficult for highly leveraged entry level 
operators, further eroding their comparative advantage 
compared to established owner-operators. Cash flow problems 
stemming from national inflation, which defers returns and 
raises immediate costs of farmland, are exacerba~ed if land 
earnings are expected to increase faster than inflation, 
transforming farmland into a "growth stock" (Melichar, 
1979). 
Babb (1979) contends that progressive income taxes tend 
to discourage growth in farm size. However, large farm 
16 
operators derive a greater advantage from the use of cash 
accounting procedures and investment tax credits than do 
small farm operators (Raup, 1978). Eginton (1980) looked at 
specific income tax provision and found that interest 
payment write-offs created major incentives for growth. 
Depreciation allowances and investment tax credits 
encouraged growth, but to a lesser extent. In general, 
these write-offs have, in the presence of high inflation 
and the attendant tax bracket creep, reduced the cost of 
capital investment. The credit does not reduce costs, 
however, unless there is a tax liability against which it 
may be applied. Most reseachers in the tax area conclude 
that tax benefits are proportional to the tax rate on the 
income sheltered through these rules, so the greatest 
inducement is offered to the wealthiest and highest income 
taxpayers. 
Harl (1980) analyzes numerous tax policies specified in 
various tax laws, which can influence investment behavior 
and thereby have a bearing on structure. The tax policies 
which impact on agriculture are general in their design. 
That is, they were not designed specifically to benefit one 
size or type of farm over another, or to influence structure 
in any predetermined direction. But, in fact, those 
individuals or firms with considerable wealth or high 
income-tax liabilities have the greatest incentives and 
financial ability to utilize the tax rules to their benefit. 
17 
Research results to date are consistent on one point: the· 
direction of change caused by tax policies has been toward 
increased concentration of farm production and wealth, and 
perhaps more capital-intensive technology. 
The USDA structure of agriculture report concluded that 
existing tax law tends to perpetuate ownership of farm 
assets, particularly land (USDA, 198la). In addition, the 
report states that tax law seems to encourage (a) capital 
structures.with a higher ratio of debt to assets, and (b) 
greater use of debt capital relative to other resources than 
would otherwise exist, and (c) the substitution of capital 
for labor. Eginton (1980) reported that existing tax laws 
encourage the growth and expansion of high income producing 
farms. Some of this growth comes at the expense of other 
farms, and some at the cost of denying entry to persons who 
want to begin farming. Tax law thus appears to have abetted 
the trend toward fewer and larger farms. 
Cash flow is used herein to answer questions about the 
structure issue by looking at the effects of inflation, 
cash-flow limitations on abilities 





interaction of these conditions with taxes. 
Taxes are levied to raise revenue and as one means to 
stabilize and direct the economy. Fiscal policy that 
specifies their level and incidence affects the distribution 
of income and wealth in our society. This report focuses on 
18 
the potential impacts of taxation on the structure of 
agriculture. The analysis seeks to answer several questions 
including: Have our Federal taxes influenced the patterns 
of ownership and control of farm assets, the distribution of 
wealth in the agricultural sector, and the way that the 
farms are organized and operated? 
Farmers inability 











sources of this cash flow problem are national inflation, 
declining labor-management shares of farm returns, 
increasing size of economic farming units and increased 
reliance on debt financing. Among these sources of the cash 
flow problem, inflation and increased debt financing can 
most easily be linked to federal fiscal-monetary policies. 
Whatever their source, cash flow problems have implications 
for the future structure of the farming sector. 
The cash flow problem centers around farmers' current 
expenses and the distribution of earnings over time. This 
pressing problem is not' necessarily due to low returns to 
assets invested in farming. Numerous studies on farmland 
pricing by Tweeten (1979, 1980) and Robison (1980) have 
shown tendency for a constant ratio of net returns to 
current land prices over time. 




this can be 
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where net returns to an acre of farmland are represented by 
Rt, rents, equal to the rate of return, a, multiplied by the 
price of an acre of farmland in time t, Pt. 
expense, C, for an acre of farmland is 
Ct = rPo 
The interest 
where r is the interest rate, defined herein as the sum of 
the expected rate of inflation and the real rate of 
interest, effective at the time of the purchase. Po is the 
initial or purchase price of the asset. This assumes a 
perpetual mortgage, or approximates the early years of 
payment on a conventional mortgage. 
The difference between net returns, aPt, and interest 
expense, 
land, or 
rPo, for the asset is the cash flow attributed to 
CF = aPt - rPo. 
In a stationary economy, the simplest case with no 
inflation, there would be no capital gains on land due to 
financial factors, so Po would be equal to Pt. CF would be 
a positive income stream whenever the rate of return to 
farmland is greater than the interest rate, or 
a > r. 
As long as this condition exists, entering or expanding 
in farming is possible without heavy reliance on outside 
income or wealth. 
21 
Effects of Inflation 
Now consider the effects of inflation on cash flow. In 
a study on farmland pricing in an inflationary economy, 
Tweeten (1981) found empirical support for the hypothesis 
that the current rate of return on farmland is invariant to 
the rate of inflation. The rate of return trends toward a 
constant, a. The value of farmland will increase with 
inflation resulting in a capital gain for the land owner. 
This capital gain, Pt - Po, is not realized in cash by the 
owner-operator, however it does contribute to his future 
cash flow under the above assumptions. Cash flow will 
remain positive in subsequent time periods as long as 
aPt > rPo 
Breaking this expression into factors gives the expression 
in terms of the capital gain on land 
a(Po + nPo) > (n + i + in)Po 
where i = real rate of interest and n = expectations rate of 
inflation. But Po < (1 + n)Po for one time period if 
farmland values keep pace with inflation. So, the 
conditions for positive cash flow in terms of inflation are: 
aPo + anPo > (n + i + in)Po 
anPo > (n + i + in - a)Po 
an > (n + i + in - a) 
a > (n + i + in - a) / n 
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When n lies between 0 and 1, as n increases the ability of 
a, net returns to agricultural investments, to provide a 
positive cash flow is reduced. 
The above derivation shows that increased inflation 
causes cash flow shortfalls for fully financed agricultural 
land investments. Fortunately, continued inflation 
alleviates the problem by increasing future returns if the 
initial cash flow deficits can be met by income from other 
sources. 
The cash-flow problem associated with inflation can be 
further illustrated with an example. Assets controlled by 
typical family farmers, where a typical family farm is 
defined to be the size of farming unit annually utilizing 
2600 hours of family labor, range from 800,000 to 1,500,000 
dollars. For simplicity, assume a one million dollar fully 
financed commercial family farm earning a real return to 
invested assets of 4 percent annually and 3 percent real 
rate of interest on a perpetual mortgage. 
of no inflation, the returns on assets, Rt, 
dollars and the interest expense, Ct, 
Under a scenario 
would be 40,000 
would be 30,000 
dollars. The resulting cash flow of 10,000 dollars assures 
liquidity and allows for contributions to principal and 
living expenses. A fully amortized 30 year mortgage 
requires an annual payment of 51,019 dollars for interest 
plus principal. This form of financing would require 
contributions from labor and operator management earnings to 
meet the mortgage expense. 
sufficient internal savings 
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An owner-operator may generate 
from his labor-management 
returns to make these payments. As long as enough income 
remains uncommitted to financing to pay living expenses, the 
farmer can enter farming sucessfully. 
With 6 percent inflation, the situation is less 
favorable for the low-equity beginning farmer. Using the 
same example and assumptions as above, the interest rate 
charged with the inflation premium would be (n + i) 6% + 3% 
for an interest rate of 9 percent. The initial year returns 
to assets, Rl, would remain at 40,000 dollars, while the 
constant expense stream, Ct, would be 90,000 dollars. This 
leaves an initial year cash flow deficit of 50,000 dollars. 
This shortfall is too large to be paid from internalized 
savings out of labor-management earnings. Land income, Rl4, 
in year 14 would generate enough income to offset the 
interest payment. To retire the mortgage in 30 years would 
require an annual payment of 97,336 dollars. Asset earnings 
based on inflated land values would cover this conventional 
mortgage cost after 16 years of deficit operation under the 
assumption of 6 percent inflation. The farmer must be able 
to survive 16 years of negative cash flows before annual 
earnings on assets growing at 6 percent per year will equal 
the initially set 9 percent borrowing cost. 
At higher rates of inflation, the situation becomes 
progressively more difficult. The time period required to 
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"break even" decreas·es but the magnitude of the cash flow 
deficits leading up to the "break even" point increase 
dramatically. 
High rates of inflation appear to favor established 
owner-operators with high net worths. The impact of 
inflation according to theory most severely dampens 
opportunities for low-equity entry-level and expanding 
farmers. 
Inflation increases the equity requirements for a zero 
cash flow (break even) starting position for ownership of a 
given number of acres. The above derivations assume 100 
percent financing, but conventional mortgages on farm land 
usually require a 20 percent down payment. The returns from 
this equity are not committed to servicing the original 
mortgage and may be applied towards offsetting cash flow 
deficits incurred on the remaining mortgages. This strategy 
can be effective at low inflation rates. To show how this 
minimum equity requirement responds to inflation rates, the 
cash flow equation 
CF = aPt - rPo 
can be expanded to incorporate the effects of inflation on 
the assets income stream and borrowing costs. 
The cash flow equation under inflation is income less 
expenses. 
CF = a(l + i)Po - (n + i + in)Po 
where 
a - net rate of return on farm land 
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n = inflation rate 
i = real rate of interest 
Po = initial or purchase price of asset 
Initially, inflation acts only on the expense factors 
of the equation, so the cash flow equation for the first 
years accounting is: 
CF = aPo - (n + i + in)Po 
In this worst case, the anticipated inflation is reflected 
in the bo~rowing expense while expected increases in the 
income stream have not, as yet, been realized. The cash 
flow shortfalls in the initial year will be the most severe 
constraint on financial survivability. To show how 
inflation affects initial year cash flow, the above cash 
flow equation can be solved for the expected inflation rate, 
n, using a set of assumed values for the other variables. 
rate of return: a = .04 
real rate of interest: 
cash flow: CF > 0 
i = .03 
The equation is independent of the price of land, Po. 
With the assumption that cash flow must be positive, the 
equation simplifies to: 
a > n + i + in. 
With the assumed variable values from above, n < .97% 
for the cash flow to be positive in year 1. This result is 
easily anticipated from a farm management accounting 
standpoint, showing that the 4 percent earning power of a 
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newly purchased farm asset can only support a 1 percent 
inflation premium and a 3 percent real rate of interest. 
Inflation rates of 1 percent or less would allow access to 
farming for new entrants subject to the ability to provide 
food and shelter out of earnings from farm equity, farm 
labor-management or off-farm sources. This discussion 
assumes a perpetual mortgage with no amortization. 
Contributions to principal would place increased demands on 
earnings, thus reducing the potential for entering farming 
with no equity base. Since rates of inflation have been 
well above this maximum break even level for many years, it 
is more interesting to examine the effects of inflation on 
initial equity requirements. 
To find the percentage of Po, DP, required in initial 
equity to achieve a zero cash flow in the first year, the 
income awarded to the entire asset is set equal to the 
expenses of a perpetual mortgage on the asset value less 
down payment. 
(1 + i)aPo = (n + i + in) (1 - DP)Po 
(1 + i)aPo / (n + i + in) = (1 - DP)Po 
(l + i)a / (n + i in) = 1 DP 
DP = l - (1 + i)a / (n + i + in) 
Differentiating this equation for initial equity in terms of 
inflation yields the derivative of downpayment with respect 
to the inflation rate. 
a + 2ai + ai 2 / (n + i + in) 2 
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This derivative is always positive, so as inflation 
increases, the downpayment required for a zero cash flow 
balance sheet in the first year increases. 
Using the same assumed variable values as in the 
previous example, 
following results: 
the downpayment equation yields the 
For inflation rates of zero to one 
percent per year, no down payment would be necessary. At 3, 
6 and 9 percent inflation, down payments of 43, 54 and 67 
percent r~spectively would be required to meet borrowing 
expenses in the first year of operation. The theory shows 
what new and expanding farmers have found: with high rates 
of national inflation, a given equity can not be as highly 
leveraged. 
During periods of increasing unanticipated inflation 
and fixed interest rates, the more highly leveraged borrower 
reaps real wealth gains from lenders. This exacerbates the 
problem of competition for entry by advantaging established 
farmers with higher equities. Furthermore, those farmers 
who are able to survive the initial high deficit years 
through other earnings are rewarded with very high rates of 
return to initial investment. As this happens, subsequent 
purchases become progressively easier for these established 
owner-operators. 
What can entry-level farmers do to become established 
in farming? As younger farmers become less able to purchase 
farmland, renting becomes one viable alternative. This 
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allows the farmer to control enough land to fully utilize 
his other available inputs (labor and machinery) without 
committing his capital to ownership. Such a farmer can 
build equity in machinery and provide income for family 
living expenses through labor and management earnings. As 
savings and net worth acrue, the chance to become an owner-
operator may become available. 
Renting additional land can also be a viable strategy 
for existiDg owner-operators who are past the mid-point in 
their farming careers. Individuals who do not desire to 
increase their long-term debt may have needs for additional 
land to fully exploit their labor resource or to adopt new 
labor saving technology which effectively increases the size 
of an economic unit. In theory, rents award all of the net 
returns to land to the owner. From the earlier equation 
relating rents to the current price of land, Rt = aPt. If 
this relation holds, the renter will gain income on rented 
land exc.lusively through earnings from his labor-management 
and equity in machinery and other owned resources applied to 
the rented land. To the extent the renter retains earnings 
in excess of normal rents, incentives exist to utilize 
available family labor and other owned resources through 
custom farming or rented land. 
In theory, inflation forces trade offs in ownership 
control or size of operation for beginning farmers. As 
inflation increases, initial equity requirements rise. For 
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an entry-level farmer with a given initial net worth, size 
of operation under ownership control must be compromised as 
inflation increases per acre mortgage costs. As size of 
operation is traded off, operator labor requirements change. 
This labor can be employed on-farm through renting 
additional land or in off-farm work. Rental strategies 
compromise the owner-operator ideal, while off farm labor 
affects the goal of being a full-time farmer. The chain of 
trade-offs.required for entry into farming, resulting from 
increases in inflation, may change the economic requirements 
and opportunities for ownership control 
prospective family farmers. 
Tax Effects 
available to 
For farmers who have sufficient initial equity or cash 
flow to be owner-operators, 
several beneficial provisions. 
the current tax codes offer 
These benefits take one of 
two forms: tax deductions such as interest payment write-
offs and depreciation allowances, or direct tax credits such 
as the investment tax credit. Each of these benefits 
provides farmers with subtle, but very real, incentives to 
pursue certain courses of action. Questions as to the 
propriety of directing decisions by means of the tax codes 
are beyond the realm of this study. This research 
concentrates on the potential effects on farm growth of 
utilizing these benefits. 
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Tax deductions redistribute the burdens of taxation. 
Each of the deductions examined in this study change the 
economics of asset ownership and expansion decisions for 
family farmers. The values of these deductions vary with 
income due to the graduated nature of the Federal income tax 
rate schedules. Consider the value of interest deductions 
for various taxable income levels. The real cost of 
borrowing money is the nominal interest rate less whatever 
would have been paid in taxes had the interest expense not 
been deductible. 
TABLE I 













Nominal Interest Rate 
8% 10% 12% 
After Tax Cost, If Deductible 
6.3 7.9 9.5 
5.4 6.8 8.2 







Table I shows the potential savings through interest 
deductions for three taxable income levels. High marginal 
tax rate payers, in effect, pay less to borrow money than 
lower rate payers. In actual practice, these individuals 
face lower real costs from any decision which results in a 
tax deduction. Other financial aspects of the investment 
decision such as the commitment of future income to debt 
servicing remain the same. The 
investment~ through borrowing 
incentives to 
and to make 
leverage 
capital 
investments become stronger as marginal taxation rates 
increase. Inflationary effects on tax brackets have 
increased these incentives. 
From a structure standpoint, these deductions are a 
mixed blessing. On the one hand, as shown above, they 
encourage growth and investment by high wealth individuals 
with high propensities to save, thus leading to the 
consolidation of farms with the possible side effect of 
higher land prices due to increased demand. On the other 
hand, these same deductions allow easier entrance to farming 
for beginning farmers. The Oklahoma break-even starting 
position provides an example of this impact of tax 
deductions. 
The ability to deduct $12,897 in interest payments from 
taxable income allows a full-time family farmer in Oklahoma 
to control through ownership 184 acres of a 960 acre farm 
and still provide a minimum living of $12,600 for his 
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family. Without this deduction, valued at 30% for tax 
savings, the break-even land holding would be 94 acres. The 
farmer's annual disposable income would be reduced by 
$3,709. To maintain a $12,600 standard of living, this 
beginning farmer would have to seek off-farm work or rent 
additional land to supplement his farm income. Tax 
deductions such as interest payment write-offs help defray 
the costs and risk associated 
farming. Interest payment 
with the 
deductions 
initial years of 
and depreciation 
allowances allow lower equity starting positions to be 
economically feasible for entry-level farmers. 
Farmers can benefit economically by taking advantage of 
the incentive to accumulate wealth at the expense of 
consumption offered by the current tax codes. Farmers 
willing to make this trade-off enjoy increasing benefits 
over time from operating larger farms better suited to 
realize economies of size, increase benefits of annual 
income tax deductions and deferred taxation through capital 
gains. The theory described receives support from 
statistics on farm size showing that family farmers and farm 
investors grow as their current incomes and propensities to 
invest for the future allow. In short, whenever current 
earnings exceed consumption demands, 
business can and often does result. 
expansion of the farm 
Farmers who may have been indifferent towards expansion 
in the past are now seeing the benefits of debt financed 
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growth. Especially in the 1970's, farmers encountered 
additional incentives to grow in the form of real wealth 
increases for debtors due to unanticipated inflation. These 
unanticipated trends have been especially beneficial for 
highly leveraged farm_ land holders. As expectations of 
continued inflation persist, farmers seeking gains in net 
worth are encouraged to expand. However, recent changes in 
national policy and mortgage formats may serve to reduce 
opportunit~es for real wealth gains because of greater 
chances of deflation and the adoption of indexed interest 
rates on long term borrowings. 
Given a somewhat stable aggregate land base, the 
theoretical counterpart to growth in size of farms is 
decline in numbers of farms. The firm level analysis of 
this study is linked to macroeconomic issues of agricultural 
structure. Policies affecting growth rates analysed in this 
study also influence farm numbers. 
CHAPTER IV 
A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Typical Farm Series 
The United States agricultural sector is presently 
composed of nearly 2.5 million independent farming 
operations. To provide information about american farms, 
the Department of Agriculture published a cost and returns 
series for average types of production farms by region. 
These publications gave farm incomes and costs for a variety 
of crop, livestock and specialty crop production situations 
and were widely used as an indicator of the well-being of 
individual farmers. However, as agriculture evolved, 
difficulties arose with the series and it was discontinued 
and replaced by a new, more flexible series. 
The new Firm Enterprise Data System typical farm series 
provides the basic firm data 
of the farms used in this 
for the initial operating year 
research. This data series 
attempts to provide up-to-date summary information 
describing the resource base, production levels, and 
operating budgets on a comparable basis for typical farming 
operations across the U.S. The data, encompassing most of 
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the major commodities produced throughout the nation, 
provide useful information on farm receipts, expenses and 
the balance sheets used in this study. 
The Typical Farms 
The organization and enterprise combinations of the 
farms in the data series typify operating farms located in 
areas emphasizing production of the major enterprise on the 
typical farm. Most present day farms concentrate on one or 
two major enterprises and the total farm organization is 
developed to support and complement the major enterprises. 
Data and information for synthesizing the typical farms are 
based on the Census of Agriculture, cost of production 
surveys and ESCS statistical data. A modal size of 
principal enterprise was selected and the remaining typical 
farm characteristics were derived from the data sources. A 
typical farm defined in this manner is not an average but is 
representative of a selected type of farm in a specified 
area. The typical farms in this series are intended to be 
realistic models of commercial farming units operating in 
the specific areas. The key varibles for depicting the 
typical farms are the size of farm, land and livestock 
values, total asset value and labor requirements. These are 
summarized in Table II. 
The typical farm for Oklahoma is defined as a cotton, 
wheat and beef cow farm. The Census data used to determine 
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TABLE II 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FEDS FARMS 
Farm Land Livestock Value Typical Labor 
Value Value of Unit Size Required 
---------Dollars---------- Acres Hours 
SW Oklahoma 1,046 12,905 1,210,060 960 2,516 
Central Iowa 3,338 10,728 1,243,291 320 3,392 
Minnesota 2,160 26,952 918,003 320 2,304 
Illinois 3,914 0 1,775,952 400 1,492 
Ohio 3,060 0 913,239 240 770 
Missouri 1,580 20,076 792,023 360 2,419 
Nebraska 2,257 11,778 1,705,060 640 3,468 
North Dakota 778 0 1,096,357 990 3,326 
Georgia 1,274 18,700 991,790 580 3, 062. 
South Carolina 1,296 18,950 514,710 320 1,290 
Arkansas 1,389 0 1,468,266 850 5,678 
Mississippi 1,295 0 1,558,235 900 4,293 
Texas High Plain 1,346 0 1,259,553 720 4,025 
Central Texas 973 21,777 713,899 600 2,106 
Kansas 1,119 11,778 937,745 640 2, 342 
Montana 548 0 1,775,274 3,404 2,797 
Colorado 565 42,998 2,130,433 3,200 3,104 
Washington 1,270 0 1,975,162 1,280 2,010 
Arizona 3,862 0 6,154,282 1,440 7,215 
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the modal size of the principal enterprises comes from 
Tillman, Jackson and Cotton counties in southwest Oklahoma. 
Cost of production data and price and yield information are 
derived from enterprise budgets developed and maintained by 
the Federal Enterprise Data System. 
The sizes of the enterprises of the Oklahoma typical 
farm are: cotton production, 140 acres; wheat production, 
420 acres; hay production, 
acres; and, 30 beef cows. 
50 acres; pasture land, 320 
The cash flow equation of the simulation model was used 
to calculate the initial starting positions for the zero 
cash flow tenure arrangements. The equation was modified to 
allow a solution which trades off income against mortgage 
expense by varying the number of acres under ownership 
control for a given typical size farm. The enterprises of 
the 20 typical farms used are detailed in Table III. 
The zero cash flow equation has variable income and 
expense streams calculated as follows: 
Income from one acre of land X (no. acres owned) 
+ Family labor earnings 
+ Operator management return 
+ Machinery equity return = 
Family living expense 
+ Mortgage payment per acre 
X (1 - equity requirement) (no. acres owned). 
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TABLE III 
ENTERPRISES OF THE 20 TYPICAL FARMS 
Farm Enterprise Size Machinery Receipts 
Name Value 
Acres/Head -----1979 Dollars-----
s.w. Oklahoma Cotton 140 Ac 154,875 107,166 
Wheat 420 Ac 
Hay 50 Ac 
Pasture 320 Ac 
Beef Cows 30 Head 
Central Iowa Corn 150 Ac 155,537 113,252 
Soybeans 125 Ac 
Farrow Sows 50 Head 
Minnesota Corn 110 Ac 191,129 73,883 
Corn Silage 25 Ac 
Soybeans 110 Ac 
Hay 15 Ac 
Oats 20 Ac 
Fed Steers 100 Head 
E.C. Illinois Corn 200 Ac 158,647 105,109 
Soybeans 180 Ac 
N.W. Ohio Corn 95 Ac 145,592 55,487 
Soybeans 90 Ac 
Winter Wheat 35 Ac 
N.E. Missouri Corn 100 Ac 175,300 82,853 
Soybeans 80 Ac 
Clover Past 50 Ac 
Bermuda Past 91 Ac 
Beef Cows 35 Head 
Farrow Sows 20 Head 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
Farm Enterprise Size Machinery Receipts 
Name Value 
Acres/Head -----1979 Dollars-----






































Arkansas Rice Irrig 250 Ac 
Soybeans Irri 100 Ac 

































TABLE III (Continued) 






































































Inflation rates affect the expense stream, but not the 
income stream in the first year. The resulting differences 
in mortgage expense change the initial tenure positions 
which result in a zero cash flow first year balance sheet. 
For example, the change from 6 to 12 percent inflation 
raises the debt service on an acre of land for the Oklahoma 
farm from $101 to $159. More equity or other farm earnings 
would be required to offset this $58 per acre added expense. 
Under the qssumption of a 20 percent starting equity, the 
initial ownership 
inflation would be 
for an Oklahoma farmer facing 6 percent 
184 acres mortgaged versus 82 acres for 
12% inflation. Similar changes were recorded for the effect 
of inflation on starting position for the other states in 
the study. 
CHAPTER V 
THE MODEL FOR THE EVALUATION OF FEDERAL 
POLICIES INFLUENCING FARM 
GROWTH 
A deterministic computer simulation model was developed 
which computes annual income and expense streams and a 
yearly financial balance sheet for the firm for each of 30 
years. This balance sheet includes cash flow, tax payments, 
family consumption and savings, and various measures of firm 
size and a record of rates of growth. 
The data computed in the simulation model provide a 
basis for testing the impacts of selected federal policies 
by comparing the results of runs made with and without a 
specific tax provision, or with various assumed inflation 
levels. 
Farm firms are considered to be able to expand and grow 
only during years in which the firm generates income in 
excess of expenses. Once the decision is made directing the 
disposition of these profits to consumption, savings or 
investment, the feasibility of expansion can be analysed. 
Cash flow analysis provides the information needed to 
determine the feasibility of expansion by taking the 
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operating income and expense streams and calculating the 
residual cash surplus or deficit. Farmers with positive 
cash flows are poised for growth. 
Income and expense streams of actual firms are subject 
to gyrations caused by exogenous factors such as weather and 
export levels. Simplifying assumptions project constant 
average returns from which costs can be deducted to 
determine net cash flow. This cash flow can be expected to 
continue o~ increase in subsequent years, subject to imputed 
variation in costs over time. As such, this cash flow 
approximates the funds available to the firm for increases 
in consumption, savings or investment. Cash flow shows how 
much money is available each year from the existing 
operation to finance expansion. The use of cash flow to 
service new mortgages provides the basis for growth in owned 
acres. 
The system of equations which form the basis of this 
model are as follows: 
Total Income Equation: 
Total Income = Net income from land ownership 
+ Family labor earnings 
+ Operator management return 
+ Machinery equity return. 
Taxable Income Equation: 
Total Taxable Income Total income 
- Personal exemptions 
- Depreciation allowances 
- Interest payment write-offs 
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Cash Flow Equation: 
Annual Cash Flow = Total Income 
- (Income tax less tax credits) 
- Self-employment tax 
- Current living expense 
- Total mortgage payments 
Net Worth Equation: 
Net Worth = Current Value of land holding 
+ Value of Machinery Complement 
+ Cash savings 
- Mortgages - Machinery debt. 
Borrowing Equation: 
Borrowing Power = Cash Flow Surplus 
x Present value factor. 
Minimum Living Equation: 
Minimum living expense = Urban Median Income 
x Rural savings rate 
adjustment. 
The variables are calculated as follows: 
Income from land equity = 4% of current value. 
Labor returns = On-farm labor at farm wage rate 
+ Off-farm wages on surplus time. 
Operator management return = 7% of value added. 
Machinery return = Value of machinery equity 
x Opportunity cost factor. 
Depreciation allowance = 6% of machinery value. 
Interest write-offs = Mortgages x Interest rate. 
Self-employment tax = Net farm income 
x Self employment tax rates. 
Current living expense = $12,600 
x Inflation factor. 
Total mortgage payments = Total mortgages 
/ Present value factor. 
Hired labor expense = Hours used x Farm wage. 
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Assumptions 
The central assumption in this research is that cash 
flow gives a measure of a family farm firm's ability to 
survive and grow. Growth decisions are based on cash flow 
criteria to model the decision-making process followed by 
family farmers seeking firm expansion. To insure 
consistency and thus comparability of results across the 
various experiments, this model assumes farmers will expand 
. 
using financially leveraged purchases to a point at which 
they reach and maintain a near zero annual cash flow without 
refinancing. 
A second set of assumptions regarding income and 
expense streams are a necessary part of a determ'inistic 
simulation model. Specific data on prices, yields, costs 
and technological improvements over the 30 year simulation 
(1979-2009), or approximations of these variables made by 
assumptions, are required. Assumptions for these variables 
were selected to approximate projected real-world situations 
based on past performance and economic theory. They provide 
the basis for comparison required to test the hypotheses of 
this research. A net, after production expense, 4 percent 
return based on the current value of land is awarded to the 
owner-operator. The labor-management income is estimated 
using the farm wage rate times labor requirements plus a 7 
percent return to net cash receipts for management. Net 
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cash receipts comprise the value of all agricultural 
production, less input costs. Debt financed machinery 
investments are assumed to break-even financially through 
labor savings, efficiency increases and timeliness benefits. 
Any equity in machinery is awarded an opportunity cost 
return contributing to income. 
Initial Farm Parameters: 
Land Value (1979 market prices) 
Number of acres operated 
Number of acres owned with full equity 
Number acres owned with mortgages 
Number of acres rented 
Capital gain rate on land 
Value of machinery required for units 
Value of machinery owned 
Value of machinery under loan 
Depreciation rate on machinery 




Interest on machinery loans 
Interest on savings 
Returns to equity 
Returns to rental land by value of net receipts 
Leverage rate for savings 
Capital gains use rate 
Mortgage rate for land. 
A 30 year horizon was chosen to replicate the typical 
term of active growth oriented ownership for a family farm 
owner-operator. The operator can be assumed to begin 
farming for himself at age 35, which allows for building 
experience and net worth in earlier years in preparation to 
become a farm operator. 
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Initial Farm Parameter Values 
The land value for each of the 20 typical family farms 
was determined from the Firm Enterprise Data System, which 
lists the value of all land-based improvements (fences, 
barns, terraces, drainage, etc.) separately, and reports 
land values exclusive of these improvements. For this 
study, the value of land-based improvements is added to the 
unimproved land value to approximate the market price of an 
. 
average acre of land. 
The number of owned acres, mortgaged acres, and rented 
acres were calculated from the cash flows reported for the 
FEDS typical family farm. The ownership patterns of these 
economic size units change for the various experimental 
starting positions (full owner, zero cash flow minimum 
equity, full renter). For example, the full-owner's initial 
position has no mortgaged or rented acres. For the renter 
or part owner, the growth strategy employed in the model 
initially replaces rented land with expansion purchases. 
This replacement continues until the entire economic size 
unit is under ownership control. At this point, expansion 
beyond the typical size results from additional expansion 
purchases. 
The value of the machinery complement required by the 
beginning typical size family unit is taken directly from 
the FEDS machinery accounting data for each typical farm. 
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The depreciation allowance in the first year of the 
simulation is the same for each of the ownership 
experiments. The farms' labor requirements are taken from 
the typical farm data. These labor requirements are entered 
as hours of labor required per acre operated. The typical 
farm family is assumed to have four members providing 2,600 
hours of labor annually. For farms with labor requirements 
less than 2600 hours, provisions for off-farm employment 
allow full utilization of the available labor at an hourly 
wage rate of $7.50. Off-farm time is replaced with on-farm 
work up to the point of full utilization of available family 
labor resources Additional labor is hired when labor 
requirements exceed the family's available time. After the 
twentieth year of the simulation, the two children are no 
longer assumed to be available for farm work, so the 
family's annual labor resources drop to 2000 hours. All 
farm labor is paid the farm labor wage rate reported by the 
USDA for the state in which the farm is located. 
Exogenous Economic Parameters 
The impact on typical family farms of federal policies 
influencing the general price level are gauged from assumed 
inflation rates of 6 and 12 percent to show the possible 
effects of continuing high and intermediate rates of 
inflation on growth in size and net worth. 
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Interest rates charged on purchases and paid to savings 
are based on a real rate of 3% resulting in a nominal rate 
equal to the inflation rate plus 3%. 
The federal tax schedules used within the model to 
determine income tax liabilities are based on the tax rules 
and rates in effect in 1981. The various tax deduction 
experiments change the method for calculating taxable 
income. An experiment using non indexed income tax 
schedules ~imilar to those in effect prior to the 1981 tax 
legislation has been included for comparison. Self-
employment tax limits are indexed to general inflation rates 
and the tax liability is calculated using the current 
projections. 
The living expense for the farm family was set to be 
equivalent to the median family income of urban families in 
1979. Farm families save at rates approaching 30% of their 
incomes in contrast to urban residents 5% saving rates. The 
differential between these consumption/savings patterns 
provides the basis for adjusting the minimum living standard 
to 70% of the urban median income. The farmer is assumed to 
invest the entire income differential in his farm operation. 
This assumes a farm family spends $12,600 per year when a 
median income urban family earns $19,000. 
The value of a minimum size expansion tract is based on 
the area of the country and the costs of improvements and 
livestock typically associated with the land. The model 
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uses expansion units of 40 acres, with specific values for 
each typical farm operation. 
A present value factor is used throughout the model to 
calculate the annual mortgage payments, first on the initial 
mortgage and later on any leveraged expansion purchases. 
The present value of a uniform series of payments is 
calculated for each rate of interest and length of loan. 
The accounting formula used is: 
Present value of $1 = 1 - (1 + i)-N/ i 
where i is the rate of interest and N is the number of 
payments. 
Beginning of Accounting Year in Model 
The simulation model begins by calculating the current 
values of the imputed variables and determining the income 
and expense streams for the accounting year necessary to 
produce a financial balance sheet for the farm operation 
beginning on January 1. The current values of land and of 
the machinery compliment are determined by multiplying their 
original values by an inflation factor of (1 + inflation 
rate) raised to the N-1 power where N is the year of the 
simulation (no inflation premium is added in the first year 
because initial values include year 1 inflation). The 
resulting data are used to calculate the current values of 
the land equity and farming unit. 
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Other Income and Expense Elements 
The income streams from all sources are calculated in 
current dollars. The annual mortgage payments are broken 
down into interest and principal components for use in the 
tax computations. The current maximum taxable self-employed 
income is calculated by inflating the 1979 ceiling of 17,700 
to current dollars. The taxable self-employed income of the 
owner-operator up to this maximum is charged at the 1979 
. 
rate of 8.1 percent and entered as an expense. An indexed 
allowance for personal exemptions is deducted from taxable 
income. The machinery depreciation tax deduction used 
approximates an annual tax deduction allowance of 10 percent 
of the purchase price. New accelerated depreciation 
schedules have not been considered. These income, expense 
and tax allowances are summed to find taxable income in 
current dollars. 
Indexing Income Tax 
In the standard case with indexed income tax rates, the 
taxable income is deflated to constant dollar terms and the 
tax liability is determined from the tax rate tables. This 
tax is inflated to current dollars for the year of the 
simulation. At this point, investment tax credits for the 
firm are calculated as 10 percent of the years depreciation 
or .6 percent of the current value of the machinery 
compliment. 
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With the elements of the financial balance sheet now 
available, annual cash flow is calculated as follows: total 
income - total expenses - (federal income tax - investment 
tax credit). These cash flows give a measure of the firms' 
ability to service additional mortgages, 
used as the basis for expansion decisions. 
and as such are 
CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION MODEL 
This chapter reports 
policies for twenty typical 
implications of fiscal-monetary 
commercial family farms. Data 
are provid~d on estimated rates of growth in discounted net 
worth and on changes in size for alternative ownership 
patterns and selected federal income tax features. These 
results are tabulated in the appendix Tables IX through 
XLVIII. To save space, the discussion of these data 
primarily focuses on the Oklahcma farm. Patterns of 
response for this farm are similar to those of the other 
farms studied. However, differences in input ratios, value 
of land, degree of capital intensity and size of operation 
create some variation in the responses to inflation and tax 
provisions among typical farms. 
The data were analyzed to detect interactions among 
inflation, taxation policies and farm characteristics as 
well as to determine the separate effects of differing tax 
provisions and rates of inflation on growth in farm size. 
The three general experiments, or alternatives to the base 
case, reported here relate to (a) initial tenure, (b) family 
consumption pattern, and (c) tax policy. Each of these 
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experiments was run for two rates of inflation, 6 and 12 
percent. In all, 54 30-year simulations were run on each of 
the 20 typical farms. On each of the 1,080 runs, the first 
and thirtteth years data were recorded and compared. Tabl~s 
were formulated and reported in the appendix showing 
starting values and increases over the thirty year 
simulation defined by rows for each of the nine experiments. 
Eight selected balance sheet variables are reported by 
columns. The appendix tables allow comparis_on within farms, 
among experiments and among farms. The following brief 
description of concepts and calculations underlying the 
balance sheet variables is included as an aid in 
interpreting these appendix tables. 
Basic Comparison 
The basic comparison model simulates 30 years of 
operation of a family farm under the tax laws in effect in 
198i: The tax tables are indexed throughout the simulation 
and all currently available tax advantages such as interest 
payment write-offs,· depreciation allowances and investment 
tax credits are allowed. Self-employment taxes are 
calculated using current projections in rates and with 
earning ceilings indexed to inflation. Consumption is 
assumed to remain at $12,600 in constant dollars. This 
scenario provides a basis for comparison of the increases in 
balance sheet variables with the other experiments. The 
. -. 
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highest rates of growth and asset accumulation are to be 
expected in this experiment. 
Initial Tenure Experiment 
The initial tenure experiment tests the 
different starting positions on the rates of 




initial ownership positions affect growth rates for all the 
farms stud~ed. The rates of growth in discounted net worth 
appear to be correlated with the degree of initial leverage. 
The greatest rate of increase in net worth is for an initial 
full renter, primarily because of the low base value from 
which the growth rates are calculated. Both the full 
renters and the zero cash flow farmers under the basic case 
assumptions were able to gain partial ownership of an 
economic unit within the thirty-year growth horizon. The 
full renter consistently was able to remain in the lower tax 
brackets, while the full owner's growth rate was restricted 
by higher tax rates. The greater absolute increase in net 
worth and acres for the full owner supports the widely held 
view that the established owner-operator is in a position to 
outbid competitors for land. 
Alternative Consumption Experiment 
In this experiment the baseline case of constant 
minimum consumption levels regardless of income was modified 
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to allow consumption to increase with income. The 
consumption function used specified 70 percent of the cash 
flow surplus for additional family spending beyond the 
$12,600 minimum level. The implied marginal savings rate is 
30 percent. Increased consumption reduced investment rates 
and annual cash flows, thus limiting the farmer's ability to 
service additional mortgages. This change had a greater 
effect on firm growth than any other changes from the 
baseline case. In most of the low-equity farms, increased 
consumption levels prevented growth beyond the initial 
family size. The dampening of growth would have been more 
pronounced with higher consumption had not lower federal 
taxes attended the high-consumption scenario due to lower 
net worth and the attendant reductions in income from 
equity. Because of space limitations, only pelected results 
are presented here, but other data show large combined 
effects of consumption and tax policies on growth. 
Alternative Tax Policy Experiments 
Four tax policy alternatives illustrate the importance 
of various tax concessions to farm growth. The baseline 
situation was simulated with all available tax advantages in 
1981 and then rerun with one tax advantage eliminated. The 
differing value distribution between real and nonreal estate 
assets among the typical farms influenced the sensitivities 
to changes in tax policies. Capital improvement-intensive 
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farms respond more to depreciation and investment tax 
credits, while land-oriented farms derive relatively more 
benefits from interest payment write-offs. Interest payment 
write-offs were extremely important for all farmers with 
expansion opportunities. Using this measure, the largest 
tax decrease resulted from indexing income tax rates. 
Removing any of 
the effective 
the existing tax advantages would increase 
income tax rates for farmers. Interest 
payment dequctions appear to encourage expansion in acreage, 
while depreciation and investment tax credit benefits 
encourage the substitution of purchased capital for other 
inputs. 
Use of Constant Dollar Values 
Throughout the tabulated data, all financial results 
are reported in constant 1979 dollars. This allows easier 
comparisons between end values simulated with different 
inflation rates. Constant dollars place all values in 
common terms so the starting and ending values can be 
evaluated and consistent rates of growth determined. 
Net Worth 
Net worth is an indicator of ability to control assets, 
of accumulated buying power and financial progress. Net 
worth, the difference between the current value of all 
assets and total liabilities, is reported for the beginning 
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equities of the different starting positions and for the 
financial positions at the end of the 30 year simulation. 
The end values can be compared to the initial values as a 
measure of the size of the estate accumulated and the 
ability to start a family member in farming. 
The compound rate of increase in discounted net worth 
for the 30 years is reported in Table IV and the Appendix 
tables to measure the relative impacts on structure of the 
various experiments. Table IV reports net worth values and 
rates of growth for 10 typical farming situations with 
assumed initial full ownership and 6 percent inflation. The 
initial equities range from $792,000 for the Missouri beef 
and hog farm to $1,975,000 for the Washington Palouse wheat 
farm with an average value for the 10 of $1,281,900. This 
is a fairly representative value for the equity required to 
control an economic unit in 1979 (Fawcett, forthcomming). 
The increases in equity over the thirty years reported for 
the Iowa baseline scenario estimates economic progress of a 
farm family under existing tax laws when personal 
consumption is held constant at $12,600 annually. 
family 
Thrifty, 
high-equity farmers do very well, as would be expected, with 
most recording a threefold increase in net worth over the 
30-year simulation. The average constant dollar increase 
for the 10 farms under the base case was $2,795,600 for an 
ending net worth 3.11 times the initial value. The rates of 
growth in net worth ranged from 3.3 percent for the Iowa 
TABLE IV 
NET WORTH VALUES AND RATES OF GROWTH FOR 
FULL OWNERS AT 6% INFLATION 
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Farm Initial Base No High No Limited 
Equity Case Indexing Consurnpt Interest Write-offs 
1979 Dollars (000) 
-------- --------
Increase Over 30 Years 
----- ~---~ 
OK 1, 210 . 2,489 1,968 614 981 1,286 
(3.9%) (3.4%) ( 1. 5%) (2.1%) (2.5%) 
IA 1,270 1,963 1,437 284 876 1,125 
(3.3%) (2.6%) (0.7%) ( 1. 8%) (2.2%) 
MN 940 1,806 1,713 366 881 1,111 
(3.8%) (3.6%) ( 1. 2%) (2.3%) (2.7%) 
IL 1,803 4,026 3,335 1,218 1,503 1,925 
(4.2%) (3.7) ( 1. 8%) (2.1%) (2.5%) 
OH 940 2,697 2,525 726 1,150 1,507 
(4.9%) (4.7%) (2.1%) (2.8%) (3.4%) 
MO 792 1,526 1,413 259 759 975 
(3.8%) (3.6%) ( 1. 0%) (2.3%) (2.8%) 
ND 1,123 2,708 2,520 235 1,066 1,368 
(4.4%) (4.2%) (0.7%) (2.3%) (2.8%) 
GA 991 2,235 1,957 269 902 1,169 
(4.2%) (3.8%) (0.9%) (2.3%) (2.7%) 
MT 1,775 2,922 2,146 l,034 1,127 1,434 
(3.4%) (2.8%) ( 1. 6%) ( 1. 7%) (2.1%) 
WA 1,975 5,584 5,045 1,674 1,720 2,113 
(4.7%) (4.5%) (2.2%) (2.2%) (2.5%) 
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corn and hog farm to 4.9 percent for the Ohio soybean and 
winter wheat farm. Higher rates of growth are more easily 
achieved by farms with smaller initial equities and labor 
requirements. The higher growth rate reported for the Ohio 
farm reflects the underutilization of own labor on-farm and 
the availability of off-farm income to finance early growth, 
as well as the relatively higher impact of growth on its low 
initial equity. The average rate of growth in net worth for 
the group was 4.06 percent. 
The results of the experiments run on each farming 
situation were consistent in rank of severity of impact. In 
every case, the higher personal family consumption decision 
truncated accumulation of net worth to the greatest extent. 
High-living farmers recorded increases in net worth ranging 
from $235,000 for the North Dakota spring wheat and potato 
farm to $1,674,000 for the Washington State Palouse winter 
wheat farm. The 10 farms averaged only a $667,900 increase 
for an ending total net worth 1.5 times the initial value, 
less than one-half the average increases for the constrained 
consumption cases. Rates of growth were correspondingly 
lower, averaging 1.37 percent. 
Eliminating the interest payment deduction from taxable 
income created the second to the highest rank decrease in 
accumulated net worth. Without the interest payment income 
tax deduction, the increase in net worth reported for the 
Minnesota corn and beef feeding farm was $881,000. The 
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Illinois corn and soybean farm's value increased by 
$1,503,000. The average for the group was $1,096,000, or 
1.85 times the initial net worth values, less than 60 
percent of the increases for the base cases with this 
deduction allowed. Obviously, the interest payment 
deduction is an important tax concession for family farmers 
who use debt financing strategies for growth. 
Placing a one million dollar limit on total tax write-
offs over the life cycle of a family farm produced the third 
highest rank constraint in 
all farm situations with 
these simulations. 
a given initial 
inflation rate responded in like fashion. 







farm reported a $1,434,000 increase. As 
10 farms averaged a $1,401,300 increase, 
a 
a 
twofold increase in net worth over 30 years. This was two-
thirds of the increase reported for the unlimited cases. 
The least restrictive scenario tested was eliminating 
the rate schedule indexing of federal income taxes. Net 
worth increases for the group of farms averaged $2,405,900 
for an end value 2.88 times the initial value. The 
aggressive farming situations modeled make extensive use of 
the tax codes to shield income from taxation. For this 
reason, the impact of tax rate schedule indexing is probably 
underestimated for the general public, but it may be quite 
accurate for farm businesses which aggressively pursue tax 
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avoidance. Net worth, as reported herein, includes 
machinery and improvement values as well as all other farm 
assets, so the pressure for more land, whose value makes up 
the greatest part of net worth on most of the farms, will be 
overestimated by the rates of growth reported herein. 
Discounted net worth values and growth rates provide the 
cornerstone for the analysis of the relative effects on 
growth in size and net worth of the various experiments and 
policy implications reported. 
Sensitivity Analysis of Income Terms 
The results reported rely heavily on the assumptions 
controlling the income streams of the family farming 
situations modeled. The impact on income and net worth of a 
change in factor price depends on the relative contribution 
of that factor to earnings. For example, a change in labor 
earnings has the greatest impact on farms which derive most 
of their earnings from labor. A look at the sensitivity of 
the growth rates to changes in assumed values is in order. 
Annual income drives expansion and therefore the 
economic progress of the farm firms as measured by the 
accumulation of net worth. The primary components of annual 
income, as calculated within the model, are: equity 
returns, family labor earnings, and operator management 
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returns. Rerunning the simulations with variation 
introduced in these income determinants proved cumbersome 
and has been left as an interesting area for future 
research. However, the questions raised have been addressed 
using an ad hoc approach. The methodology employed requires 
a measure of the weight of each factor income and its 
relative importance to total income through time. 
Additional information on the directional effect of a change 
in a facto~'s return on total income is needed. Once the 
direction of the change, either positive or negative, and 
the relative weights or importance of the factor are 
determined, the sensitivity of growth rates in discounted 
net worth to changes in a factor over time can be described. 
Estimates of rates of equity returns to investments in 
agricultural production vary widely depending primarily upon 
the levels of skill and luck which comprise successful 
management. Values above or below the 4 percent return 
assumed herein will respectively raise or lower the 
resulting incomes available for expansion. 
The weights assigned to the equity return factor vary 
with initial tenure situation. The full ownership starters 
enjoy higher equity and would respond more to changes in 
equity returns than would low equity entrants and renters. 
All of the tenures have the potential for increasing net 
worth, if consumption is restrained, and thus an increase in 
equity return would create increases in income available for 
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growth over time. Policies increasing equity returns to 
agricultural investments would encourage growth at an 
increasing rate over time. A further effect could result 
from a disruption of the equilibrium 
investments and alternative uses 
between agricultural 
of capital. Upward 
pressure on prices of agriculture related investments could 
attend a situation of increased demand due to more favorable 
returns. This situation would work to the detriment of 
entry-level farmers as capital gains resulting from the 
capitalization of the increase in returns are awarded to 
existing asset holders. 
Labor returns provided a more 
analysis targeted at family-sized 
operation has 2,600 hours of labor 
operator and family labor does 
fruitful area for policy 
farms. Each farming 
to sell. The supply of 
not vary with tenure 
situation. Over time, the factor weight of labor returns 
diminishes whenever economic progress occurs because labor 
returns comprise a larger proportion of total income in the 
early years of the simulation. This holds for all of the 
tenure situations considered. With labor supply constant, 
increases in labor earnings would result from increases in 
the farm wage rate. This research uses the conservative 
values for farm labor in constant value 1979 dollars 
reported in the federal enterprise data system (FEDS) data 
for each state. The values range from $3.04 per hour in 
South Carolina to $4.35 per hour in Washington and 
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California. Labor saving technology and the availability of 
high paying off-farm employment have resulted from 
infrastructure investments in many rural areas. The impact 
of investment in human resources to raise opportunity costs 
and payoffs for persons who do farm work has not been 
considered herein, but would be a useful area for additional 
work. As with other components of factor income, an 
increase in labor return would result in increases in income 
for expan~ion in the absence of increased consumption. 
Unlike the other factor returns considered, the relative 
weight of labor returns to total income decreases with firm 
growth, so policies designed to increase labor returns more 
effectively benefit entry-level and low equity farmers. 
This could speed early growth and development of financially 
viable farm units without corresponding benefits to well-
established large farmers. Potential exists in this policy 
area for fostering and encouraging family farms. 
A section on sensitivity analysis would be remiss 
without some quantitative measure of impacts on rates of 
increase in net worth to changes in the assigned values of 
the income determining varaibles. Determining the effect of 
a change in income on the 30 year rate of growth in net 
worth would require rerunning the simulation; however, a 
measure for the change in equity resulting from a change in 
income in a given year is feasible. Annual farm income is 
the sum of returns to equity, labor and management. 
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Mathematically, the incremental net worth effects can be 
derived from the annual income equation. Let quantity of 
With consumption labor be L, management M and equity E. 
held constant, the proportional additions to net worth, E 
from a single years income are: 
dE/E = (Lpl + Mpm + Epe -C-T) /E 
where: pl = hourly price of labor 
pm = management return to $1 of net receipts 
pe = returns to $1 of invested equity 
T = tax increase on additional income 
C = Consumption, assumed to be constant. 
The rate of increase in net worth with respect to a 1 
percent increase in, for example, pl or the elasticity of E 
with respect to pl is: 
dE/E /dpl/pl = Lpl/E - @T/@pl(pl/E) 
If the tax effect @T/@pl(pl/E) is small, as expected, then 
the impact of a change in pl on E is approximately Lpl/E, 
the ratio of labor returns to total equity. Similar results 
follow for 
variables. 
changes in the other income determining 
Holding equity and management returns constant allows a 
look at the income elasticity of labor. If labor 
availability is fixed at 2600 hours, labor return will vary 
with the farm wage rate. The resulting change in income 
will, in the absence of increased consumption and taxes, 
increase net worth. The rate of increase in net worth with 
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respect to a given increase in the farm wage rate, or 
elasticity of net worth with respect to farm wage rates, is 
the total differential of the changes in the income equation 
responding to changes in labor earnings. Holding all other 
income terms constant, the resulting elasticities can be 
approximated by the ratio of the increases in labor earnings 
to total equity less leakages to taxation on the additional 
income. One can assume these tax leakages will be small for 
small changes in wage rates, 
growth in net worth with 
so the resulting elasticity of 
respect to labor earnings is 
approximated by the ratio of the change in earnings to total 
equity. 
To clarify this, a few examples from the Oklahoma farm 
have been constructed. The magnitude of the response of net 
worth to increases in labor income depends largely on the 
existing equity. The equity base is important in that high 
wealth farmers respond less to a given change in equity than 
do low wealth farmers. In illustrating this point, the 
extreme cases of the full owner and full renter are used. A 
1 percent increase in the hourly farm wage rate of $3.47 
used on the Oklahoma farms would, for 2600 hours of 
available labor, result in an increase in annual income of 
$90. The elasticity for a full owner with $1,210,060 in net 
worth would be 90/1,210,060 or .00007. This same income 
increase for a full renter with $57,000 in initial net worth 
would be 90/57,000 resulting in an elasticity of .00158. 
TABLE V 
ELASTICITIES OF GROWTH IN NET WORTH WITH 
RESPECT TO INCOME TERMS 
Full Owner Full Renter 
Labor Return Year 1 .00007 .00158 
Year 30 .00002 .00025 
Management Return Year 1 .0009 .0188 
Year 30 .0014 .0029 
Equity Return Year 1 .01 .01 
Year 30 .01 .01 
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Thus the response of equity growth to labor income is low, 
but is relatively greater for farmers with less equity. In 
addition, the assumption of no increases in taxation is less 
likely to hold for the high income farming situations, thus 
amplifying the differences in response. The response to 
changes will be dampened over time as the farmers make 
economic progress as evidenced by increases in net worth. 
After 30 years, the elasticity values for the two extreme 
cases would be smaller. The full owner's net worth would be 
$3,860,060 and the resulting elasticity would be .00002. 
After 30 years, the full renter reports a net worth of 
$364,000. A $90 increase in labor returns results in an 
elasticity value of .00025. Impacts of changes in farm 
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labor returns diminish over time for successful farmers of 
all size categories. 
The income from operator management increases as farm 
size expands. The elasticity of E with respect to changes 
in the rate of management return, pm, is approximately 
Mpm/E. A 1 percent increase in the rate of management 
return, when applied to net receipts on the Oklahoma farm 
($107,166) would increase income in one year by $1,071. The 
elasticity.value for the Oklahoma full owner in year 1 would 
be 1,071/1,210,060 = .0009. In year 30, with net receipts 
of $531,364, the elasticity value would be 5,313/3,860,060 = 
.0014. For the full renter, the elasticity of equity with 
respect to management returns would be 1,071/57,000 = .0188 
in year 1 and 1,071/364,000 = .0029 in year 30. Additional 
income late in the life cycle of a family farm helps 
established farmers to outbid less secure entrants for 
agricultural inputs, especially land. The simulation model 
uses a 7 percent return on net farm receipts (value added) 
for management returns. This value closely corresponds to 
the returns reported in the FEDS data. 
The elasticity of accumulated equity with respect to 
changes in returns to equity for agricultural investments is 
Epe/E or .01. A one percent increase in the rate of return 
on equity raises the growth rate of equity be .01 percent. 
One shortcoming of this constant return approach is the 
exclusion of economies (or diseconomies) of size. If 
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economies or diseconomies of size exert economic impacts on 
family farmers of the sizes studied herein, the effect would 
impact especially on operator management returns. Small 
farms could experience some diseconomies due to small-scale 
operation, inability to fully employ owned resources and 
lack of purchasing and selling benefits available to higher 
volume operators. Additional problems with timeliness could 
also be expected, especially for small specialty crop 
producers who can not afford to own the specific and often 
expensive equipment necessary for production. Diseconomies 
may also result from growth beyond family-sized (2,600 hour 
per year labor requirement) units, as management 
capabilities become over-extended and hired labor expenses 
increase. 
Evidence available appears to show economies of size 
are fully exploited by 
($41,000 to $76,000 gross 
medium-size farming operations 
income). Smaller operations may 
experience relatively higher per unit costs. Larger than 
mid-sized operations do not appear to enjoy any further 
technologic efficiency advantages nor face larger management 
inefficiencies. Miller (1981) concludes in a recent USDA 
study on economies of size in U .S. field cropping that 
economies of size have been realized by the smallest size of 
farms considered in this study and the range of growth 
considered does not give rise to marked economies or 
diseconomies of size. 
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Effects of Inflation 
The effects of inflation on family farms fall into two 
major areas of varying impact: potential for leverage and 
rate of growth. The first, and by far most significant 
impact, is on the starting positions available to entry-
level farmers faced with debt financing. Inflation 
increases borrowing expenses through higher interest rates 
and creates cash flow barriers to acquiring ownership of 
assets. 
The initial equity and farm size of the zero cash flow 
farmer show the impact on farm ownership patterns resulting 
from an increase in inflation. The initial tenure positions 
were determined from the cash flow equation. For the zero-
cash-flow starting position, the inflow and outflow 
equations were set equal and solved for the number of acres 
feasible to own with consistent down payment percentages. 
The result shows the maximum number of acres to which the 
operator can obtain title, subject to the constraints listed 
in the equations. Initial equity requirements vary with 
size of ownership. For the Oklahoma farm, the zero cash 
flow starting position for 6 and 12 percent inflation rates 
were 183 and 54 owned acres respectively. Higher borrowing 
expenses at 12 percent inflation severely limited the 
mortgage which can be carried by the income stream from a 
960 acre farm. The beginning farmer is faced with a 
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significantly smaller land base from which to grow. To 
insure comparability, all tenure situations for a given farm 
use the same degree of financial leverage, 20 percent 
minimum equity. Each state's typical farmer operates the 
same number of acres, but with varying degrees of ownership 
control due to the differing debt service expense. The 
differences in land ownership result from variation in net 
cash flows and thus the ability to financially control the 
land operated. 
rented. 
Remaining acres in the economic unit are 
The full-owner and full-renter's initial land ownership 
patterns are set by definition and thus are not varied in 
the experiments with inflation at 6 and 12 percent. 
However, the results for the zero cash flow start show the 
consequences of the smaller base resulting from the 12 
percent inflation rate. 
Tables VI and VII provide a data base for comparing the 
effects of inflation on growth in net worth for the Oklahoma 
farm. Table VI reports the results of the simulation run 
experiments at 6 percent inflation, Table VII details the 
results with 12 percent inflation in identical format. Each 
of the tenure situations studied (full ownership, zero cash 
flow, and full renter) reported consistent ranking of 
changes from the base case for the experiments. In all 
cases, the Oklahoma farm followed the pattern of growth 
reported for the 10 (6 percent ,full-ownership) farms shown 
TABLE VI 
NET WORTH VALUES AND RATES OF GROWTH (%) 










Net Worth in 1979 Dollars (000) 
Value in Year 1: 1,210 68 100 57 
Increase Over 30 Years: 
Basic Comparison 2,489 416 460 392 
(3.9%) (6.9%) (6.1%) (7.3%) 
W/O Indexing 1,968 406 427 390 
(3.4%) (6.8%) ( 5. 9%) (7.3%) 
W/ Higher consumption 614 80 165 39 
( 1. 5%) (2.7%) ( 3. 4%) ( 1. 9%) 
W/O Interest Write-off 981 271 267 269 
(2.1%) (5.6%) (4.6%) (6.2%) 
W/O Depreciation Allowance 1,621 194 245 181 
(3.0%) ( 4. 7%) (4.4%) (5.1%) 
W/O Investment Tax Credit 2,287 402 423 379 
(3.7%) (6.8%) (5.9%) ( 7. 2%) 
W/ Tax Write-offs Limited 1,286 358 391 346 
(2.5%) (6.4%) (5.6%) (7.0%) 
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earlier in Table IV. Doubling the rate of inflation did not 
affect the ranking of the experiment's impacts. Increasing 
inflation did change the end values for the simulation runs. 
In every case, the direction of change in net worth was 
consistent for all experiments within a given tenure, 
however direction of change varied for different tenures. 
Both the zero cash flow and full renter situations lost 
financial ground with increases in inflation while the full 
owners reported slight net worth gains due to the economic 
strength afforded by the full ownership starting position. 
The ending net worth reported for the zero cash flow 
basic comparison on the Oklahoma farm increased over the 
simulation run at 6 percent inflation by $460,000 and by 
$303,000 at 12 percent inflation. The net worth increases 
reported for the full renter were $392,000 at 6 percent 
inflation and $306,000 at 12 percent inflation. Increased 
inflation holds no benefits for these farming situations. 
In contrast, the full owner reported increases in net worth 
of $2,489,000 with 6 percent inflation and an increase of 
$2,650,000 with 12 percent inflation. The full-owner is in 
a better position to insulate his assets from the pernicious 
effects of inflation. 
Inflation has increased the cost of controlling an 
economic farming unit (defined as a farm providing full-time 
labor for a farm family) to the point where a full-time 
owner-operator must be a high wealth individual to enter and 
TABLE VII 
NET WORTH VALUES AND RATES OF GROWTH (%) 









Net Worth in 1979 Dollars (000) 
. 
Value in Year 1: 1,210 68 57 
Increase Over 30 Years: 
Basic Comparison 2,650 303 306 
(4.1%) (6.0%) (6.5%) 
W/O lndexing 2,206 295 301 
(3.6%) ( 5. 9%) (6.5%) 
W/ Higher consumption . 615 60 19 
( 1. 5%) (2.3%) ( 1. 1%) 
W/O Interest Write-off 1,082 250 255 
(2.2%) (5.5%) (6.0%) 
W/O Depreciation Allowance 1,922 201 174 
(3.3%) (4.9%) (5.0%) 
W/O Investment Tax Credit 2,458 300 291 
(3.9%) (6.0%) (6.4%) 
·-:·~ .... 
W/ Tax Write-offs Limited 1,355 277 279 
(2.6%) (5.8%) (6.3%) 
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survive in farming. Real wealth gains to agricultural asset 
holders have increased the value of typical farming units. 
The initial values of the economic units reported in the 
FEDS typical farm series for 1979 ranged from $600,000 to 
over $4,000,000 with the average value for the twenty farms 
studied being $1,688,728. The higher inflation rate 
increases equity requirements and thus reduces the ownership 
position of a family-size unit with a given net worth. For 
highly leveraged farmers, cash flow available in the first 
year limits the farmers' ability to service mortgages and 
thus the potential for ownership of the farming unit. The 
reduction in owned acres resulting from a change from 6 to 
12 percent inflation ranges from 40 to 60 percent among 
farms studied, depending upon the price of land. Higher 
priced land shows the greatest reduction. 
The second impact of inflation on growth in size of 
family farms is the effect on the rate of growth. The 
inflation experiment compared the balance sheet values 
recorded for simulation runs 
inflation rates. The data show 
using 6 and 12 percent 
the rates of growth differ 
for the three tenure situations under different assumed 
inflation rates (See Tables VI and VII for the Oklahoma 
results and Appendix Tables for the other 19 states). The 
full owner reports the only positive, though very small, 
change in growth rate with higher inflation. For the 
Oklahoma full owner, the ending net worth is slightly higher 
at 12 percent inflation with an 
growth of +.2 percent. This 
overall change in 




equity acres and a somewhat lower overall rate of taxation 
due to larger deductions for interest. The full renter 
reported a lower net worth at 12 percent inflation for all 
experiments. The rate of growth in net worth for full 
renters using the basic comparison model with identical 
starting equities under 6 and 12 percent inflation rates 
were 7.3 a~d 6.5 percent respectively. The Oklahoma full 
renter ended the simulation with 26 more full-equity acres 
and 214 more mortgaged acres at 6 percent inflation. There 
was little effect due to taxes because this tenure situation 
generates low taxable incomes under the growth scenario 
modeled. The results for the zero cash flow starts show the 
consequences of the smaller base resulting from the more 
costly debt service of the 12 percent case. Because the 6 
and 12 percent zero cash flow starting positions do not have 
identical initial equities like the full owner and full 
renter, a standardized case for the partial equity farmer 
was developed using the lower equity and smaller starting 
acreages of the 12 percent zero cash flow situation. This 
most restrictive starting position was viable from a cash 
flow standpoint for both 6 and 12 percent inflation rates 
and allowed a better measure of the impacts of differing 
rates of inflation on minimum equity farmers. This 
situation utilizes identical starts at both inflation rates, 
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with 14 acres fully owned, 40 acres under mortgage control 
and $68,449 in initial net worth. Increasing inflation from 
6 to 12 percent decreases the rate of growth in net worth 
from 6.9 to 6.0 percent. The ending acreage under ownership 
control was slightly higher in every experiment with the 
lower rate of inflation. In addition, inflation appears to 
have little impact on rates of growth reported for the tax 
policy experiments tested. The data show decreases due to 
higher inflation for the zero cash flow and full renter 
situations. Only the full 'owner, of all the tenure 
situations considered for Oklahoma, reported a higher ending 
net worth at 12 percent inflation with an increase in the 
rate of growth of +.2 percent. Apparently, even the farmers 
fortunate enough to benefit from inflation reap only small 
gains. 
Results of the Tax Experiments 
The full owner faces a significant reduction in growth 
in the experiment run without tax indexing. In this case, 
as inflation changes from 6 to 12 percent, the rate of 
growth in discounted net worth decreases from 3.4 to 1.5 
percent. The experiment with increased consumption shows 
corresponding rates of growth, on the order of 1.5 percent, 
for both rates of inflation. Of the tax write-off 
experiments, similar effects on net worth were noted for 6 
and 12 percent inflation with the elimination of the 
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interest payment deduction having the most marked effect on 
expansion. The experiments limiting write-offs by wealth 
(less than $500,000 in net worth) and income {less than 
$36,000 in factor income) resulted in nearly identical 
growth rates for 6 and 12 percent inflation. The limit 
triggered by accumulated wealth was encountered more often 
than the income limit due to the reductions in net income 
resulting from aggressive leveraged expansion effectively 
circumvent~ng the limit triggers. The full owner starting 
positions exceeded the net worth limit ($500,000) in all the 
fully owned farms. 
The zero cash flow beginning position reported similar 
rates of growth over 30 years, approximately 6.1%, for all 
twenty typical farms. The zero cash flow farmers increased 
their ownership but not their size of operation over the 
course of the simulation. Tax indexing was more important 
for the 12 percent inflation case, but resulted in a lower 
increase in net worth due to the more restrictive starting 
position even though both inflation rates returned identical 
rates of growth of 5.9 percent per year. Higher consumption 
slowed growth in the 12 percent case to a greater extent 
than in the 6 percent inflation experiment with rates of 
growth 2.3 percent and 3.4 percent per year respectively. 
This probably results from the higher increases in living 
expense ($12,600 in constant dollar terms) at 12 percent 
inflation. In all cases tested, the assumption of a higher 
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consumption level was the most severe restriction on growth 
of any situation tested. Low tax liabilities eliminated 
much of the significance of the tax limit experiments. On 
the Oklahoma farm, as with most of the zero cash flow 
starts, only the 12 percent inflation simulations 
encountered the one million dollar limit which triggers an 
end to additional tax write-offs and deductions. 
Inflationary effects on the full renter are apparent 
only in rates of growth and not in initial positions because 
the 6 and 12 percent inflation rates used identical starting 
positions. The basic comparison showed a slower rate of 
growth for the full renter under the assumption of 12 
percent inflation than for 6 percent, with rates of growth 
on the Oklahoma farm of 6.5 and 7.3 percent respectively. 
Similar decreases occured in the other experiments. In all 
cases, the full-renter was not able to expand beyond the 
family size due primarily to the low initial net worth and 
the high asset requirements of an economic family-sized 
unit. The tax experiments showed small decreases in growth 
rates when compared to the base case, however the 
depreciation allowance was of greater importance due to the 
large proportion of net worth concentrated in machinery. 
The depreciation tax benefit has less impact on the 
expansion of the land-dominated farms studied; however, the 
highly mechanized, capital-intensive farms grew at rapid 
rates due to the depreciation allowance. The net effect 
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over the long run was to encourage the use of capital 
relative to labor, thus exacerbating the trend to increased 
size and reduced numbers of farms. 
Investment tax credit concessions benefited all farms, 
with capital-intensive farms 
than the land-intensive farms. 
benefiting proportionally more 
Each farm in the study was 
able to increase its growth rate due to the combination of 
tax benefits presently available. Growth rates were also 
found to qe highly sensitive to savings rates. Indexed 
income tax rates were extremely beneficial to all farmers. 
In every case, the effective tax rate in the thirtieth year 
was decreased by indexing. With the 6 percent inflation 
rate results reported here, farmers were able to use the 
existing tax provisions effectively, thus reducing the 
severity of nonindexed income tax rates. With the 12 
percent inflation rate, options to avert very high (maximum) 
tax rates are diminished in the non-indexed cases. 
Interactive Effects of Inflation and 
Taxes 
The data show several parallel and/or curnmulative 
effects on taxes paid by farmers resulting from increases in 
inflation and changes in the calculation of deductions. In 
general, inflation makes tax deductions more important to 
growth in size of typical family farms. Even with indexing 
of tax rates as provided in the 1981 tax legislation and 
used herein, growth in farm size and net worth results in 
higher factor incomes and thus higher tax rates. The 
progressiv~ty of the tax code is not evaded by indexing. 
Indexing and deductions are only of value when taxable 
factor income is great enough to require a tax payment. In 
many of the low-equity and full-renter scenarios, incomes 
were low enough, especially after deductions, to result in a 
zero effective taxation rate. For these situations, removal 
I 
of excess deductions had no effect on growth. This·occured 
more frequently at the higher inflation rates where the 
small starting basis limits incomes. With indexing, tax 
revenues appear to decrease for higher inflation rates. 
Inflation appears to favor farming units with 
sufficient equity positions to weather cash flow squeezes. 
Higher inflation increases the cash shortfalls in the early 
years of the simulation, but decreases the time to "break 
even". Once the early deficit years are passed, large 
increases in income are available to fuel future growth. In 
the absence of progressive income tax rates, high levels of 
inflation would encourage large increases in farm sizes, 
especially for high equity owner-operators. Federal income 
tax provisions and the limitations •tested in this study 
influence cash flows available for expansion and, depending 
on the tax bracket and concession, affect the growth rates 
of farms. The interaction between inflation and taxation, 
while dampened by the tax schedules, appears to be a major 
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force changing farm organization, composition and structure. 
The high income needed to realize large benefits from 
interest payment write-offs was met by the typical family 
operated economic units considered. These family farms are 
sufficiently capital intensive to realize sizable benefits 
from depreciation allowances and investment tax credits. 
All of these tax benefits require high income and/or wealth 
available for investment. 
Capitqlization of these tax benefits into the prices of 
agricultural inputs has placed low income, entry-level 
farmers at a severe disadvantage. Expansion of farm size as 
depicted by growth in typical farms shown herein means fewer 
farms, although changes in size and numbers as depicted by 
the deterministic model are exaggerated estimates of actual 
changes in the real world because simulated growth tends to 
be at maximum levels unconstrained by risk, high consumption 
levels, competition among buyers for land, and other such 
factors. 
Opportunity for Farm Continuance Under 
Estate Tax Regulations 
Farm estate transfers are a major concern for family 
farmers. A family farm operation usually relies upon labor 
and capital from more than one generation, so 
intergenerational transfer of the farming operation is a 
necessary condition for farm continuance. In this study, 
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the ending values after the 30-year 
measure of the value which would 
simulation provide a 
be subject to estate 
taxation. The initial values reported for the start of the 
simulation provide a basis for answering the question: can 
a second-generation family member be started in farming with 
an after estate tax equity equal to or greater than that of 
the deceased farmer when he began a generation earlier? 
To answer this question, Table VIII has been 
constructed allowing 
determined from the 
generalized transfer values to 
ending equity reported for 
be 
the 
simulation runs, given the number of heirs involved in the 
estate. The values in the tables were calculated using the 
1981 estate tax rates and exemptions. A provision for the 
surviving spouse has been made by deducting the value of an 
annuity, $82,222 in 1979, which would, when added to social 
security benefits provide a $12,600 annual income. The 
remainder of the estate is assumed to transfer equally to 
the heirs in the next generation. 







can be cases, for example, 
demonstrated. The full owner begins farming with a net 
worth of $1,210,060 and amasses $2,489,918 over the 30 years 
of the simulation for an ending net worth of $3,699,979. 
The value of estate transferred to each of the two heirs 
assumed throughout the simulation model would be slightly 




this value of estate transferred would allow each 
control a nearly fully-owned economic unit. Of 
course, technologic progress and increases in real median 
family income over a generation could increase the cost of a 
fully-owned economic farming unit substantially, but at 
least one heir would be able to control a fully-owned family 
farm equivalent to the original unit. It may be contended 
that from a political or social standpoint it is not 
reasonable.to expect family farms to be transferred with 
full ownership equity between generations. Aside from the 
"equity" considerations of estate transfers, one important 
effect of progressive estate tax rates is on the 
propensities to save for future generations at the expense 
of current consumption. As the sacrifices required to 
achieve a full ownership transfer increase, 
may abandon this goal. 
farm families 
The experiment allowing increases in family consumption 
demonstrates the potential impact on the next generation of 
farmers from changes in propensities to save by today's 
farmers. The spending patterns modeled in the high 
consumption experiment probably more closely duplicate 
actual investment behavior among farm families and thus 
serves to illustrate the potential for family farm transfer 
under current tax laws. The "high" consumption simulation 
for an Oklahoma full owner begins in 1979 with $1,210,060 
and adds $614,000 to net worth over 30 years. The 
TABLE VIII 
VALUE TRANSFERRED AFTER ESTATE TAXES AND 
PROVISION FOR SPOUSE IN 1979 
DOLLARS 
Ending Equity Value Transferred 
Number of Heirs 
1 2 3 4 
400,000 317,778 158,889 105,926 79,444 
450,000 367,778 183,889 122,592 91,994 
500,000 417,778 208,889 139,259 104,444 
550,000 467,778 233,889 155,426 116,944 
600,000 504,778 252,389 168,259 126,194 
700,000 578,978 289,489 192,992 144,794 
800,000 646,978 323,489 215,658 161,744 
1,050,000 811,978 405,989 270,659 202,994 
1,300,000 969,478 484,739 323,159 242,369 
1,550,000 1,121,978 560,989 373,992 280,494 
1,900,000 1,379,478 689,739 459,826 344,869 
2,050,000 1,411,978 705,989 470,659 352,994 
2,550,000 1,636,978 818,489 545,659 409,244 
3,050,000 1,759,978 879,989 586,659 439,994 
3,550,000 1,866,478 933,239 622,159 466,619 
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$1,824,060 estate allows two next generation heirs $689,739 
in equity to begin farming. This is 57% of the original 
family farm equity. To insure full equity in an economic 
unit for even one heir would require a life-long committment 
to this goal and the severe restrictions 
consumption assumed in the baseline simulation. 
on family 
Another 
alternative is for each of two heirs with 50 percent equity 
to marry spouses with similar equity contributions, thereby 
perpetuati~g "full-owner" farms. However, transfer of large 
equity may encourage formation of larger than family farms. 
The minimum equity starting tenure position (zero cash 
flow) farmer in Oklahoma, faced with 6 percent inflation, 
begins with $100,493 in net worth and accumulates $460,015 
over 30 years. The ending net worth of $560,508 would allow 
an estate transfer of more than $233,889 to each of two 
heirs. This is sufficient equity for each heir to enter 
farming with an equity more than twice as great as that of 
the original farm. Under the "high" consumption scenario, 
where only 30 percent of available income is saved, the 
ending net worth is $265,654. After tax transfers to two 
heirs would be $91,716 or 90 percent of the original farm 
equity. 
The full renter in Oklahoma enters farming with a net 
worth of $57,729 and amasses $392,537 during the 30 year 
tenure. The resulting net worth of $450,266 would allow two 
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heirs an $183,889 estate each. This is three times the 
beginning equity of the original farming unit. Under the 
"high" consumption scenario, the ending net worth is 
$96,766. After provision for the surviving spouse, and no 
estate tax liability, $14,544 remains for the heirs. 
Initial ownership is the most important determinant of 
value transferred. All of the tenure situations under the 
assumptions of the baseline case allow continuance and even 
upgrading or expansion of the original farming unit. The 
higher consumption experiments compromise the ability of 
future generations to enjoy similar entering net worth 
positions. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study develops and applies a model for evaluating 
selected federal policies as they affect the growth in size 
of typical .family farms. The ability of a farm firm to grow 
under various assumed scenarios of inflation, initial 
ownership and tax policies was modeled using a deterministic 
computer simulation and the results reported. 
The specific federal policies examined in this study 
include tax regulations determining credits for investment, 
allowances for depreciation of capital assets, deductability 
of interest expenses and the indexing of taxation rate 
schedules. Each of these tax policies has been related to 
two rates of national inflation. 
Inflation is considered to be a policy variable and has 
been linked to the cash flow problem of farms. The benefits 
and costs associated with land purchases and farm operation 
in inflationary times were found to be unevenly distributed. 
Early periods of cash deficits decrease the ownership 
accessability of farms for low wealth entrants and marginal 
existing farmers. Later periods of cash surplus allow those 




The inflation rate was found.to have a greater impact 
on structure of farming by restricting 
beginning operators more than it restricted 





Inflation induced increases in equity requirements and 
cash flow problems have encouraged new strategies for 
beginning and continuing in farming. 
off-farm employment, and renting 
External financing, 
land to control an 
economic-sized farming unit have become popular ways to cope 
with inflated land prices and high mortgage rates. The 
three study reports results for 
bracket the typical ownership 
of the full unencumbered owner 
tenure situations which 
position. The extreme cases 
and the non-land owning full 
renter are supplemented by a minimum equity combination of 
mortgaged ownership and land rental strategies. 
Supplemental income from off-farm jobs has been incorporated 
on the smaller than full-time farming operations. 
Termination of favorable tax treatment would mean 
trauma to a financially weak owner who purchased farmland 
with expectations of continuing tax benefits. Of the tax 
experiments, interest payment write-offs had the greatest 
effect on rates of farm growth by subsidizing leveraged 
purchases of land, 
and larger farms. 
thus accelerating the trend toward fewer 
Higher growth rates permitted by 
utilization of federal income tax provisions increase 
competition for land which would crowd out some existing 
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farmers. The established full owner is in the best position 
to compete for land, but progressive tax rates appear to 
diminish this advantage. Limitations on tax concessions 
such as interest payment write-off and depreciation 
allowances to set dollar amounts (as investment tax credits 
are now limited) prevent continuing inflation and tax 
policies from encouraging super farms to grow ever larger. 
This study illustrates that substantial real capital 
gains can be expected for farmers oriented to expansion at 
the expense of current consumption. Each farm's operation 
begins with control (tenancy or ownership) of a typical 
commercial farming unit, with growth measured by 
accumulation of owned land, first by purchasing formerly 
rented acres and then by expanding the size of operation 
beyond the initial family size. The conclusion that cash 
flow rather than equity is the limiting factor in firm 
growth is consistent with previous analysis emphasizing the 
contribution of inflation to the cash flow problem. 
All of the above mentioned situations were simulated to 
determine how inflation and tax policies can influence the 
composition, growth and size of family farms. Conclusions 
can be drawn based on these results, recognizing the 
inherent limitation of the model concerning the structural 
and economic consequences for future family farms of 
continuing or abandoning these policies individually or in 
total. 
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Areas for Further Research and Model 
Development 
The model for evaluating impacts of selected federal 
fiscal-monetary policies developed for the • research 
incorporates several simplifying assumptions and 
computational shortcuts which give rise to inherent 
limitations. With regard to the model itself, several areas 
for improvement are possible. The limitations imposed by a 
. 
deterministic approach to annual income and expense streams 
could be reduced through stochasticising prices and yields, 
thus introducing variation in the management and equity 
returns more in keeping with the real world situation faced 
by family farmers throughout their careers. This would 
serve to introduce risk and uncertainty factors into the 
growth analysis and provide information on survival for the 
minimum equity positions modeled herein. 
Considering risk and uncertainty will serve to amplify 
another shortcomming of the model, namely failure to provide 
for the "mining" of equity. The ability to survive the 
inevitable shortfalls in income due to variation in prices 
and yields, while maintaining comparable leveraged starting 
positions, would require provision for refinancing capital 
gains. In the deterministic farmework used herein, 
certainty in income streams allows ideal conditions for 
decision-making which would be lost in a stocastic 
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simulation. Provision for mining of equity would minimize 
survival problems and provide information more in keeping 
with existing real world conditions. Without tapping 
capital gains, the model simulates only extreme conditions 
for survival. The extreme case problem also exists with 
respect to the assumed coefficients of the components of 
income. Constant rates of return to management and equity 
do not provide for economies or diseconomies of size 
resulting {rom firm growth. 
The model employed is a disequilibrium model. No 
provision is made for decapitalizing the values of tax 
benefits from agricultural land when the model is run with 
the benefit eliminated or reduced. This could result in 
over estimating the price of land in certain experiments, 
but insures comparability between experiments. Another 
/' 
limitation imposed by the model results from the use of 
discrete or fixed assumptions, for example constant 
consumption. While using discrete policy assumptions 
insures comparability between farms in different states 
because none of the variation is due to differences in 
consumption, the procedure also reports maximum rather than 
most likely growth rates. The "with or without" approach to 
policy variables also tends to distort the resulting rates 
of growth and the implications for structural changes in 
agriculture. More information on the effects of inflation, 
such as the effect of unanticipated increases or decreases 
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in interest rates on financial growth and liquidity 
constraints would be desireable. 
Conclusions 
The efforts of this study have produced a model for 
evaluating the impact of federal fiscal-monetary policies on 
the economic structure of typical family farms. A data base 
has been developed for the set of FEDS typical farms. An 
initial framework has been provided upon which future 
researchers may build. 
Inflation may influence the structure of 
through entry conditions and rates of growth. 
agriculture 
Growth rate 
responses to inflation were found to be small, while entry 
condition responses were large. Impacts can be divided into 
direct and indirect effects. Inflation directly effects 
mortgage rates and agricultural input prices, especially 
land, as evidenced by cash-flow problems for highly 
leveraged farmers. Cash flow limitations influence the 
composition of farms by reducing the set of possible 
ownership positions available to an entrant with a given 
equity. Smaller starting positions compromise the potential 
end-of-career opportunities for family farmers. Growth, 
which must be financed out of internalized savings, is 
restrained by cash flow in the early deficit years and 
fueled by cash surpluses in the later years. A pattern of 
slow initial growth followed by rapid expansion late in the 
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career of a family farmer developed. The hypothesis that 
inflationary policies provide benefits to large established 
farmers who are able to meet the cash demands and thus avoid 
the cash flow problem appears to hold within the context of 
the model. The direct effect of inflation on growth in size 
of this set of typical family farms was found to be 
concentrated on starting positions and equity requirements. 
Only slight changes in the rate of growth were recorded for 
simulations run with assumed inflation rates of 6 versus 12 
percent. 
The indirect effects of inflation gain importance over 
time. These primarily impact farm composition through the 
tax codes. Higher tax liabilities increase the value of 
available tax deductions, thus distorting the costs of 
sheltered inputs. Tax benefits in the form of deductions 
for depreciation and interest, 
have encouraged the use 
and direct credits appear to 
of capital in agricultural 
production. Debt financing of expansion and technologic 
improvements has given rise to substitution of capital for 
labor. Increasing capital intensity may be exerting upward 
pressure on the size of farms. Another subtle incentive for 
expansion of farming operations may arise from income 
pressures stemming from real wage gains in the manufacturing 
sector. As urban families real income increases, farmers 
strive to keep up by expanding their farms as a means to 
increase income. 
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Inflation changes the conditions for the survival of 
family farms. Entry to farming is affected by decreased 
debt capital that can be serviced with a given cash flow. 
The liquidity of a farm business is affected throughout it's 
tenure in farming and the exit conditions are affected by 
estate taxation. Inflation increases the nominal cost of 
agricultural land. During periods of inflation, if estate 
taxes are not indexed or adjusted, real tax burdens 
increase. This study reports increasing net worth values 
for typical farms with the effects of inflation minimized 
through the use 
Applying these 
of indexed tax rates and constant dollars. 
values to current tax schedules may 
underestimate actual tax burdens unless estate tax rates are 
indexed. Regardless of inflation, the growing real asset 
requirements for an economic farming unit will tend to 
increase estate tax burdens for family farmers, especially 
those with high equities. As mortgage expenses increase, 
the income generating potential of the farm unit to meet 
these financial obligations is stressed. The result is a 
cash flow problem for any farmer subject to the higher 
interest rates. Increases in inflation rates also create 
wind fall gains for earlier investors insulated from the 
costs of inflation, either through favorable fixed-rate 
mortgages serving to transfer the costs of inflation from 
debtors to lenders, or through high-equity ownership 
positions resulting from capital gains or previously retired 
mortgages. 
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Guide to the Appendix Tables 
The next five sections present a brief description of 
the data headings in the appendix tables. The discussion is 
intended to facilitate interpretation of the large amount of 
data presented in these appendix tables of th9 balance sheet 
variables for the simulation runs. The results are grouped 
by typical farm and inflation rate. Subsections tabulate 
the outcomes by initial tenure position with individual 
entries f o~ increases over 30 years for each of the nine 
experiments as well as the values in year 1. 
Factor Income 
Factor income reported herein is net return awarded to 
all factors (labor, management and equity) contributed to 
production by the farm operator and family less principal 
payments on indebtedness. This variable shows the earning 
power associated with the different initial tenures. One 
note of caution is necessary because the increase in factor 
income reported is greater when fewer purchases are made 
late in the simulation due to the effects of interest 
charges on the net factor income awarded to land. Negative 
changes over the thirty years indicate a reduction in real 
(constant dollar) earning power. These reductions in income 
occur mostly in the higher consumption experiments. 
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Taxes Paid 
Columns for taxes paid report the initial year federal 
income and self-employment taxes paid and the increases or 
decreases in thirty years. This balance sheet variable 
shows the value of indexing taxes and the decreases in 
taxation available to farmers who are financially able to 
grow actively. In many cases, especially the zero cash flow 
farms, taxes are eliminated through use of deductions and 
credits. The model assumes that the owner-operator will not 
contribute to social security unless his income forces his 
participation. Tax liabilities can be misleading due to the 
wide variability that attend high interest payment 
deductions resulting from recent purchases. For this 
reason, the average increases reported for the thirty years 
may give a more representative measure of typical tax 
liabilities faced by the different farming situations and 
experiments. 
increases in 
Limitations on write-offs cause significant 
tax liabilities for financially secure 
operators, especially at the 12 percent inflation level 
where these write-off limits are encountered earlier in the 
30 year period. 
inflation rate 
With indexing of tax rates, 
reduces tax payments for 
situations studied. 
the higher 
most of the 
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Residual Income 
The tables report residual income as after-tax factor 
income in constant 1979 dollars. This measure of disposable 
income is personal income less tax payments. In most cases 
the farmer is able to double his initial value of residual 
income through savings-investment after 30 years. This 
doubling increases the rate at which growth occurs in the 
later years of the simulation . In the experiment without 
. 
indexed taxes, where the progressively graduated tax rates 
have a large effect, savings and investment increase, thus 
limiting growth in later years. Consumption has a major 
influence over residual income, especially in the later 
years when high consumption reduces equity base and factor 
income. 
Owned Assets 
The column of data reported as owned assets measures 
the value of assets controlled under the various tenure 
situations and the increases over the 30 year simulation. 
The difference between owned assets and net worth reveals 
the value of mortgages outstanding for each of the 
situations reported. The higher inflation rate produces a 
significant reduction in the value of owned assets for the 
zero cash flow and full renter cases, but has little effect 
on the full owner due to tax benefits. 
The 
Operated, Full-Equity and Mortgaged 
Acres 
section of the tables reporting 
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acreages 
accumulated during the simulation give a measure of the 
changes in size of farming operations for the different 
initial tenure situations and the experiments. The values 
of full-equity and mortgaged acres are calculated from 
financial data and the current value of land. The columns 
are set up to enable the calculation of rented acres (not 
reported) as the difference between acres operated, acres 
owned with full equity and acres controlled via mortgages. 
The degree of leverage and variability in capital gains 
due to different times of purchase make these results less 
reliable than discounted net worth for analyzing the effects 
of the experiments on firm growth. These data do give a 
very graphic measure of the pressure for land exerted by the 
different tenure positions and other assumed conditions. 
For example, the Oklahoma full owner acquires 3,800 
additional acres during the 30 year baseline scenario, while 
the zero cash flow farm makes no purchases. 
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TABLE XI 
RESULTS OF SIMULATION RUNS AT 6% FOR THE 
IOWA TYPICAL FARM 
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TABLE XII 
RESULTS OF SIMULATION RUNS AT 12% FOR 'l'HE 
IOWA TYPICAL FARM 
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.. .. 
.. . . 
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RESULTS 
ftl'PI IAl•l1 Ml-i1'::SQTA 
!IP'U?IOI HTt: 0.06 
TABLE XIII 





TUSS snur:s- .,., .ORTH OMN!D FIRM 51%, 
PUD l!fVf:STHF.:'fT ASS!;TS nper.nr.o t'ULL .. er.;UI<'T l!OSTG.\l:~c 
---·---- 1•79 C'OL.t.4PS ----------- ----... ·---ACR!S•-.----
llITU&. t!~URE: PULL OVSU 
ULU!S 1 S Y!.&R 1 
l•CP!&SE CV!lt 30 t!lRS 
IJ.SIC COJ+P-&:ttSC.'!1 
W/0 T II t!1:3£XUC 
Vl•IGll!lt conSOMPti:O• 
W/O Ut!Rl!!S'f' 1'1ilr.-crr 
V/0 D! .. ICUTION lLLOUHCE 
KIO IHISTME~.1' TJI CAEDlT 
llfAI V•ITt-orrs LU.tT!O TO UI 
Vllf•ltE•DrtS 't'RUICJ..'f!O BY li!lLT! 
1/11111'1-arrs "!'JIUICAT!D IY llCOMI 
IWITUL tE!IUJ!£1 %ERD ClSH rt.OW 
ULUES 11 TCH l 





















Ill.SIC CIJ!'tPIRISCI 9•n'1. 
SIUS2.• 
lf/0 TU llll!XUC 99'11. 
591!12.• 
V/fttCl!P:R CO!IStHtPTtO!ll 6937. 
su1.• 
V/D l !ltt.AES! •Rln:-orr t41l. 
5746.• 
V/O O!PPECU.ttO• u.tc·,i.r1C! 8126. 
5596.• 
1110 lOESTltt:ll'T TU CltP:OtT 9917. 
Siil:.• 
1/t.U WUTE-OP"l'S UMUtD m 1H ?JJU. 
9116.• 
V/UllT!-OPFS Tll.O:ft:&T!D !J'I ~!1.LT!I 9917. 
5tiU.• 
11/IHtTl-OFrS tltUWC1T£0 BY UCOMI 11144. 
IUTUL tuUIE~ fUU. R!IT.ER 
YILUES ll tt H 1 
tliCl:E&Se OV!!? 30 't'tl.~S 
IUSJ:C CCHPlRl:'.:'Cft 
11/0 'Ul l!'IDE:XUC 
V/HJ:CP.tR COS.StJPPTIOl'I 
tl/O DEPREl!llTJGH 1[.L0:4J.NC! 
V/D U'IES':'~!::IT !'1X CRECI? 
¥/'tU VRlTE-OPFS !.lMITED TO 1M 


































42333. 9406139. 940619. 320. 
49002. 1806190. 276'7572. 1440. 
152R8. • (. l. B\ J 
lt>•l!ll'i. t 71 3'J97. • 250055JS. 12'1!10. 
12716.• ( J.611). 
9256. 366962... 49555.,. 
3446.• ( 1.211 
9654. 88155.jj. 1220'531!1. 
•4136.• ( 2.J1J 
16181. 1051189. 
4776 .. • ( 2.6') 
41192. 1675954. 
12952.• ( 3.61J 
48469. 1111048 • 
.26304.• ( 2 .. 71) 
40163. 891554. 










13955. •13771. IBJ2'94. 121HJI. ua. 





























1372t. 120893 .. 
9'567. 364'1!9. 
5567.• ' 4.9'l) 
956.,. Jti44n. 
5561.• ( 4.9t) 
6l9JS. 134J53. 
51'72.• ( 2. ~\) 
740fi. 289025. 
4477. • < 4 .. JU 
4235. 193208. 
30J8.• ( 3. 4\) 
1372'J. J6J)b6. 
5531.. ( ... 9\J 
20522. 142661. 
829'5·. ( 4.1\J 
9567. 364419. 
5567.• ( 4.91) 
110?$. 351!1022. 
6412.• ( 4.91) 
1.I036. 104ot. 
1142. 263BU. 
-101.• ( 5.1\) 
842. 263818. 
..101.0• ( s.U) 
-462 3. 2093. 
•Hd6.• ( 0.11) 
223. 229'116. 
-656.. ( 4. 811) 
-316'4. 91017. 
-1817.• ( 2.11) 
1l'JOJ6. 263e18. 
-.1.a1.• < s.10 
1oq1s. 2s429J .. 
206J.• ( 5.01) 
11142. 26l919. 







































.. 12 • 









.. 12 • 
... 160 • 
40. 160. 
40. 160. 
. .. 160. 
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RESULTS 
ST&TI 1Uff£: Ml!':NE!:CT! 
ur1.u1u1 un:: 0.12 
TABLE XIV 





run suucs- lilt WORTH O'D!D !".\~M SU! UCTOR 
llCCl!4C run UHSTMY.llT ~TS OPIR&t!D roLL ... E:«:Ult1 "CR1':1C~C 
·-----•·• 1919 ca.LARS ----·---- -----.1CRts .. --··--• 
llttllL t£1lUJE1 rutL OtniER 
Ht.Uts Ut YF.&R l 
ll~US!! Ctr.• 30 Y!l"'S 
a&SIC CD!ifPA!:lSC!I 
V/D UI INO&l!Ri: 
1/1llC110 CO!'ISOPPTtOW 
V/0 111TER£Sf IUl't!:":-OPP 
V/D OUP!CllTtC!I ILLOlllHICE 
11/0 llH.STNEIT U.". CR!DIT 
















lf/llH!l•''FFS TJIJ!r41'ED ftY WEJ.LTB 55013. 
31003.• 
W/VIITl•DFrS U••~Un sr UCDHI •11017. 
4234.• 
UltllL 1EKURE: :tao CASI fLOlll 
la.LDC: Ill YEAR 1 
UCRl&st CY!R 30 YUt?S 
llSlC COltPlRU:O' 
V/O TU l!ICtXU:C 
VllltGRER CCNSUMPTl01' 











V/D t:CVES':'Mt'•T TJ.X CPtillT lll3• 
lllS.• 
111'.H HIT!'.: ... OFFS Ll"!tED "tO lM 15917. 
6835.• 
1tnntt1'!-orrs TRU?:l:ATED Br llllUB 3323. 
3335.• 
V/llllTt-OFFS TPOJ:ClTEtl sr UICDME 33:23. 
llltl&L T!?IUP!: PULL R!IT!R 
Yll.OZS Ill n:AR t 
U:CF!J.St OVER 3'l YEIJ'S 
u::1c COMPAlll::n·: 










V/0 l!l'"ttREST lllPIT!".•OFP' -'5431. 
·2J66 •• 
V/O OtPRICUTtCll l(.f,.OIU9Ct •2731. 
-::1211.• 
11/0 IUESTM!!i't 'UX CREDIT -'4131. 
-2444.• 
111/-!ll 9RI':E•OFF~ LI.HltED !O 1N 719'). 
921.• 
V/ltlT&-arrs THMC.ITID l!IY VULT" -4131. 
-2444.• 
V/11',ITl•OrPS TR11:CU!.D H llCDJCE -'4131. 
-2444.• 
9.143. 42414. 942599. tml9. 320. 
1'526. 
-1139 •• 





2233.. ( 3. 6't) 
'7155. 389105. 4SH1'7. 
32').• ( 1 .. 2\) 
1542. '148026. 121261.1. uo. 
-9920. • ( 2. 4U 
5898. 
-4lt0.• 
11566. 1243562. 1"21969. 180. 
... 5,.. ( l.01) 
•1466. 
-11ses.• 41291. 1612119. l2.J4049. 1160 .. 3211.• ( 3.01) 
16032. 
4420.• 
4611!. 1119925. 131'1'60. 160. 
113'15. 
5"128.• 
21see.• < 2.1u 
41230. 5148026. 121»11. 
24391.• ( 2.41) 
133'1'l. •14199. !1!1621~. 12l~61. 




























l116 .. • ( 4 .. 41) 
3250. 2J5i91S. 
lt76.• ( 4. 41) 
3206. 50492. 
4040.• ( 1.51) 
JB1S. l910lO. 
2960.• ( 3 .. 9,, 
3654. 146401. 
2572.• ( J.21) 
1281)4. 2359'15. 
3116.• ( 4.4\) 
15509. 219204. 
6501.. ( 4.21) 
3280. 23591,. 
31'16.• ( "'· 0) 
321!0. 235915. 
3176.• ( <l.41) 
18036. 90736. 
-37'43. 161)8!.1. 
-22os.• < 4.31> 
-3143. 188851. 
-220'5.• ( '4.J1) 
.. 4aao. ..92u. 
-1821.• (-0. 4't) 
... 399,. -5156. 111069. 
-389... -2445.. ( 1. 01) 
-63?. '-2500. 8~2~1J. 
-aoo.• -2242. • < 2.61) 
...319. 18036. 198MSt .. 
-Js9.• -22os.• ' 4.31> 
-399. '7110. 181JU. 
•389.• 910.• { "!i.21) 
-111•. -:n41. n11s1. 
-Jl9.• -2205... ( .. .it) 
-JI'). •3743. 181!51. 














































-o. . .. 









.. o • 








RESULTS OF SIMULATION RUNS A'r 6% FOR THE 
ILLINOIS TYPICAL FARM 
:Tlft U.t't: tt.t.U:nt= 
tlrt.A':'lOW RAT~: 0.06 
Tll!S S&ft!ICS- liP!'f WOH• OVHD FHM SIZ~ r&CTOI 
UCOI!& PJ.ID t1"~TMP:!IT ASSETS OP!Pl'l!D FOU·~OUt ty )llQRTC&r.ID 
------- 1''19 DOLLlRS ------ ·----~cus------
'lltTUL 1'!ftUtt£: fULL OVN!R 
f.&LUF.S IS Y£AI 1 
tlCllUSC 01'11 3·0 YEARS 
l·&SIC COHP.&R lSC, 
V/D TH UDE.Xl?iC 
11'/lllC!lla cntrSO!t'llftQ!lf 
VIO !llTEUST ••n!!•On 
V/0 DiPRECllTIOK lLLOHKCC 
W/TJI lllltT!-Off'S L.JNIT!D to IN 


















W/VWUE-orrs ~;UJCUID "' UCOJll -:z4n'7. 
•9054·• 
llJTUt. 'ff:llUREI ?!:RO CUR pt.Qllf 
llLU!S I a Tt:IR l 





1110 TU IIOEXUC 19153. 
10976.• 
11'/IJCllER corr.:::uMrTIOlf 15111. 
11156.• 
V/D llHl!:UT '4P.l"tt-orr 16896. 
10763.• 
V/O DEPR!C:U'UCN lLLOU!ICE 16996. 
10'126 ... 
Jl/0 1"1'ESTH!:!l'T TM CR!DIT 11946. 
10111.• 
11/t&I MUTE-Orts t.lfflt!D TO UI 43\'79. 
19642.• 
l/llllTE-OrtS TRUllC&TED IY WEALTR 39645. 
16071.• 
lf/Vlllttl-OFF3 TPUKeA":'ED BY tKCCM! 25239. 
lllTllL TENURE: FULL 1!11'11 
f&LVts U 'HIP 1 
UCR!.lSE ·avz:~ JC Y~lP.S 
W/O T 11 l?IDElt~u: 
¥/HIGP.r.R C011SU>:;PT!Q!I 
11/0 DIPlt!CUTID~ lLLOWl!!Cl 
ln'AX W1'!TE-orr:; LIM!UO TO lff 






















60521. 1803432. 1803432. 400. 
57191. 4016145. 6110872. 1640. 
16164.• ( 4. 211) 
28494. 3335001. 4681780. 12110. 
5741.• ' l. 71). 
155'70. 12181374 •. 177'26'71. 
5196.• ( 1.81) 
•8331. 1503324. 
-21389.• ( 2.11) 
27495. 2971231. 
44'12.• ( J.51) 
595.S9. .3830533. 
14671.. ( 4.01) 
4904]. 1925643. 
]0974.• ( 2.51) 
-10683. 1 ~3324. 











41626. •69957. 1506717. 2051377. 600. 



































,,29.• c 6.81) 
11400. tA3!i60. 
8476.• ( 6.4\) 
11791. 311541'. 
9502.. ( 4. J1) 
12216. 473015. 
8275.. ( ... 91) 
9!1120. <f.93105. 
6581.. ( !:I. ~1) 
15732. 756480. 
8611.. ( 6 .. 21) 
Jo23 a. 6191'26. 
15112.• ( 5.9\) 
28811. 147165. 
lllJO.• ( 6,.,2') 
12290. 623109. 
12219.• ( 5.7') 
2304t. '78003. 
'3742. 5'53274. 
-soo.. ( v. 01, 
llOt. 5402?3. 
-635.·• c .8. 91) 
-56a,. 9.1017. 
-1111.• < J.at) 
-001. 4J495'1 .. 
-3077.. ( 6. 71) 
-3S15. 319634. 
•19J2.• ( 1,.J\) 
22091. 518777. 
-42 .. • ( 7.7\) 
20067.. 5$1059. 
4547.• ( 7.51) 
15681. 624169 .. 
1'69.• ( 7.9\) 
64'79. 489901 .. 



































106 .. .... 























STATE IA.flt: ru.ir.nts 
llfLITIOI U?U O .. U 
TABLE XVI 





tU:r.s SH111C:S- lll!T WIT.II QttlfED r&R" SIZE r&Ct<ll 
UCDM& PUD lNraTM!ffT USP:TS QPU&T!O ror.L-P:QUUY »tnRt:ACEC 
·------ 1979 DOLLARS ------ ------acAt:s-------
tllTUL 'tE!UP.F.: F'tU. 0'.il1'!R 
Ut.OP:S U T£1J l 
llC'P!lSI OYER JO YE&a.S 
,1102. 3044'. uas3. tW.06459. uo&4S9. 400. 
IHJC cr.:tr&PtSC!I 209115. '•12R42. 
.19334.• -20985.• 
llll"· '4356408. 0 S9527SJ. 1540. 
1768.• ( 4.'1) 
V/Q t.H UDt.111.C 13431. •21JB56. 42982. J"i9262S. 5491111. 1520 .. 
-16424.• •150B4.• -2224.• ( 4.l'l) 
l/IJClfEI COlf!JOP'!PTlOll 4tll. ·54'54,. 9179. 13411!Jiir. 1'9023J. 41!!0. 
-9212.• -1ooea.• -as.• < 2.00 
lllD lltr.RF.ST VP.ltt-arr 23112· 43062. -20357. 164427'. 20~94411. 600. 
-ssn.• 22sss.• -ze911.• < l.J,> 
V/0 DEPl!ECU!l:CR ILLQH:SCE 4'7234. 2614'1. 20671. 3463'552. 141'1'123. 1240. 
-12611.• •9417 .. • -4093.• ( 3.i1) 
V/D UIESTli!ENT Tl.I CR!DlT 2'1663. -3351J. 5970t. 4203291. 5647835. 1560. 
-1655.S.• -Ul'90.• 851.• ( <1.21) 
V/fU tdUTE•OFfS LU!ETE'D TO lH 106382. 541!'75. 51100. 2Q09864. 2'500163. 6H. 
0015.• 22391.• 25800.• ( l.6\) 
v1111 ·.::-orr:; TP.OllC'lTED EIY li'!At..TH 85388. -4J062. .Cl910. 16442T7. 205944!. IOG. 
49lU.• 2255'5.• 25873.• < 2.3-1) 
11/lfftftl-Ol'FS TPU?l:'lTID IT INCOH! -37960 .. 
-1431J.• 
Il1Tl&.L Ur.URE: Z!Ra C&SI n.o;r 
HLalES 11 Y£1R 1 
UCP.F.lSE OVER lO tr.J.iS 
BASIC Ct:MPl:tlSCR 
1110 t .1.1 uc~x uc 
V/ll JCf.ER CC'1Stl,.PTl DI 
VID 111!REST VJil1!!-CIFP 
V/O D!PR!CUTttl'I lLt.O'.il UC! 
Vl!Al VlttTE-orrs Ll~ITED TO l~ 
'ii/lllIT!-DtFS TRUJ."t'.l TED DT :.l!'AL1'H 
V/Wllt!•OfFS 'TPUNC"U!:O H UCON! 
lllTllL T!'NUPE: ~ULL P.!IT!SI 
ULOtS ur YEH 1 
llCP!IS! OVER lC l£l05 
llSIC COHP.a:u:;mr 
11/0 Tu Hl[if:X me 
llllCP.ER COr1$11!fPTt01' 
1110 Ut.tREST ldll1::-orr 
11/0 DEPR!CUT[CI U.LDW.l:ICF. 
WID l'ft'Vt:STM~NT TAX CJIEDIT 































11/lltTl-arrs THICITID 9Y W!lLTR 12460. 
•22••·· 
11/VRITE•DPfS TJU~&TEO H llCOllE 15e90. 
.3611.• 
43062. -11100. 1653407. 2061518· 






































6361.• ( 7.3\) 
6911. 529011. 6oas.• t 1.ou 
9554. 111906 .. 
9181.• ( 4.11) 
11!21. 466326. 
5751!1. • ( S. lfl) 
969. 435 .. 81. 
5285.• ( 6 • .(1) 
13590.. 626365. 
5945.• ( '· 71) 
25390. 555312. 
14595.. ( 6.l1) 
26'284. ti26225. 
10299.. ( 6. 71) 
29072. 571462. 
12591.. ( 6. 4\) 
23094. 18683. 
-9659. 41'30'52 .. 
-lea1.• < a.4u 
-1012. 45'11311. 
•191?.• ( t1.J1J 
•5903. 141R'J'. 
-1994.• ( J.61) 
-2211. ~4J4JO .. 
-5128.. ( 6. 81} 
-1n6. J093St. 
-ll1J... ( 7.2l) 
22143. 51842!. 
•3482 .. • C 7.JI) 
16784. "Pl5.50J •. 
Jl'12... < 1 .. 01) 
1035'l.. ~2210. 
-2144.• ( 7.5'J 
U7o•. 493516 .. 

























































. .. 160. 
32. ua. 














RESULTS OF SIMULATION RUNS AT 6% FOR 1rHE 
OHIO TYPICAL FARM 
!:TA~[ tu.to:~: n:• ltl 
INFL.HIO!I !U.T!::i o.a& 
TUF.S SHINt:S- .er WITH UV•P:O URN Sl1.f P&CTUR 
lftC0!1£ PUD IIVEStMt:fT .USETS QP!Rlt!D P'ULf .. •EQUl 'fY MORTCACEIJ 
-·---- U19 Oat.LU$ -------- ----·-ACRES·-------
IllTIAI. t!:NURE: FULL QWMEI 
HLUES , .. nu t 
JICllEASC OTElt 30 YE&!tS 
561$1. UOIO. 43671. 'MGllt. •40119. 
IASIC CDHPAP!SC!ll l'76l9. •125?1. 4811!2. 26'l7Jl61. 4404511. 15&0. 
1153.• -usu.• 11176.• ( 4.~1) 







90t3.. ( 4.11) 
8969. 726613 •• 1uno1. 
2210.. ( 2.10 
440. 
tl/D lltUl:OT vurw--orr 20521. 23120. -1.'Ul. 11!i073ft. 169122.2. 6GO. 
l049.• 11u2.• •1159'7.• c. ::z.so 
VIO or..-PECU.TIGPI .\LLCMAdCC 39490. 17421. 19044. 114'7956. 2614:3"2• 960. 
109&.• -1913.• 2u ... • < 3. n> 
lf/0 111'!S1':H!r.T T.lX CR!DIT 40432. •!219. 42A04. 2605307. 415'1514. 1480. 
12'19.• -1005'5.. 9910.. (. ... '11) 
11/tAX tiRIT£-CrFS Ll!U'TED TO 1M 85~95. 300"9• 53'793. 15074'18. 2059694. '720 .. 
39870.• 11146.• 2716'1.• ( l.41) 
VJVRITE•Otrs TRG!fe&TED 9Y ll!ALtl 69265. 23120. 44131. 1150739.. 1.691222. 600. 
4074.S.• 11922.• 21102 .. • C 2.81) 
vnwru-orrs TRU:ir.&T£D IY llCOMI U'7t9. 23120.. -13414. 115'1300. 169US6.. 600. 
6603.• 11101.• -6922.• ( 2.B\) 
tH~UL ":tPllP.t: ZERO C&SB P'LOll 
Ut.DIS II 1£Ail t 
llC'RElSE OVER 30 YEAP!S 
11.:ac CCMPIR lSCK 
110 TH UIDF.Zt!IC 
VIII !CP.EI CO?l~'J"'PtlOI 
VJO llt!RtST n1n:-crr 












•lfJ llYESTMEr.T T.U CRED!t 19541. 
959'5.• 
V/T U VRltl:-OfrS t. lMITED TO lN 39'J24. 
u:ue.• 
VIVII:E-OrFS TR1l:i'Cl.1'ED 9Y Wr:&L'l'R 34768. 
12536 •• 
11/VIITE-DFFS 1"Uft'Cl.'fED Br llCOMt 22S04. 
DtTUt. TtllUP.tS ruu. Rt!ltH 
1ALtJts U ·TEU l 
tlCR!&S·! QftR ~O 1!.l.~S 





V/O tJX I!'l'DUUC 4644 .. 
1'13.• 
V/RtCHl:R COPIS(l~PTIOJI -568'1. 
•1724 ... 
V/D 11't£RF.!it lilCttr.-CFr 6316. 
696.• 
V/0 DEPRtCUTinn .S.LLOWHl:t 1236. 
-911.• 
•.'O Uf£ST:!l&.U TlX CREDIT 602'7. 
·n•.• 
¥/TU 1ilPUt•D(!'S t.Z~ITE:D to 1M 32149. 
8214 •• 
V/llllt!-OP'FS TPIJN:4TID BY U!'.&LTR 1856"1. 
2lOJ.• 

























l6'72t. 709120 .. 
'1230.• ' 1.2i) 
14f.OO,. 677114. 
:!1900.* ( 1.11) 
1065). 280929. 
971)4.• ' 4.51) 
11418. 4154666. 
1110.• ( 5.J1) 
10101. 480442. 
6471.• (. ~ ... 01) 
154U. 731174. 
8'550.. ( 6. 61) 
30011. 0530'19. 
14939-• ' 6.lt) 
28271. '15696l. 
11491.• ( 6. 71) 
12591. 584429. 
13320.. ( 5. 91) 
22613. 74340. 
4696. 571050. 
246.• ' 9.41) 
•91. 4ME. 570759., 
-10.• 242.• ( 9 • .\1) 
·81. -l_i606. 79668. 
•72.• -1652.• ( J.1111) 
J6J'1. 1077. 469R01. 
ue2 .. • -2oa2. • l 1 .. 111 
312. •206. l!i9694. 
-410.• •1197 .. • ( 7.9t) 
-6'J1. 2180,. 6]801)0. 
-9.46.• 1244.• ( 8.lt) 
6013• 24120. ~7'H27,, 
U6'1.• 6396.• ( 7.81) 
1160. 16502. 664S54. 
-21'1.• 2361.• ( 8.JI) 
41'94. 9668. 524954. 
16'17.• 7431.• ( 7.~1) 








































... 192 • 
~·- 224. 
... 160 • 
.. o • 
. .. 256. 
2!;6. 









RESULTS OF SIMULATION RUNS AT 12% FOR THE 
OHIO TYPICAL FARM 
STA1'! NAJI£: r~!!IO 
IMFL&TIUI UT!: ~.12 
TUt:S snucs- lf!T WORTI OWl?D """ SIZf PlCttll! 
llCC!!I: PUD JMV&STMF.UT &SS£TS QPtRAtn RLL-£QUU1 lltOll'ICAGEC 
--------- 197t Dot.LA.RS------- ----ACRES·------
lllTUL 'fE='!UP!;: FULL DH!• 
tu.urs u YUR 1 
DICll&SS DU::tt 30 1!U.•S 
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IJLO!'S U T&U 1 
llClllSE 09£~ l3 Y!lRS 
ustc COMPlPlSC, 
•ID TU l~ICEXUC 
V/llCPER CO!':SUMPTto'I 
VID lltf.'R&ST WPitC•DFF 
V/0 DtfRECUTlCll lLLCi~UCI 
lf/llHTl"'OFFS TH'!CU!D IT VE.at.TB 
V/WIU'E•DFFS ti,U?l:A'n:o BY llfCmt! 
tlltUL tEIU~£1 rou. .R!ITEI 
'1LVES l?I 1!l!R 1 






























<1.551.• ( 2. 41) 
13431. 69311. 
4519. 244198. 
3268. • < S.4'J 
1127. 194247. 
'.218'5.• ( 4.61) 
2194. lt5167. 
21194.• ( l.!J1) 
4059. 132461. 
32SJ. • { l.81) 
2334. 14600]. 
2395.• ( "'•O\J 
13113. 214201. 
1001. • t s.01> 
4519. 244190. 
3268 .• • ' 5.4\) 
45?9. 24419" .. 
3268.• ( 5.4') 
4519. 2-41198. 













llSlC CO~OJPlSQI ... 545. 
-ot.9'7.• 
-665. •290. 190!70. 269309. 
v10 '.u: u:1n::xt!ie •39. 
-76s.• 
11/Pl(t,;f!U COf!SU!O!'PTtO'll .. 5019. 
•1459 .. • 
. 11/0 nur.:r.ST lilRITC:-Cf'f ... 971. 
-148.• 
11/0 D!PPECt:.ncn lLLCu::cc -2'54'1. 
-1216.• 
W/O HVtS'tMf:&T 'UI CREDIT -224• 
-111.• 
V/TlX liRlT!:-CFfS L l!"lTED 1'0 lH -545. 
-~91.• 
11/VRUE-O""tiS 'UU?:cue;o DY VtlLTR ... 54tj. 
•49'7.• 
11/VWITE•Q'f'f!: T.a!Jt.'Cl.TED at IllCOHI ·545. 
-~97.• 
...uo.• -as.• c 6.•U> 
139'5'. •1903. 1~801!!. 205261.. 
•96.• ... 999,.• ( 5.-81) 
-'799. -4450. 11440. 11440. 
•480.• -1211.• ' 1.0\) 
n. -1Ha. 1t"il&s2. 15164& • 
104.• •1393.• ( 5.01) 
•'462.. •2821. 19151. 101576. 
..497.. •1J02.• ( 4 .. 0t) 
•275. 15'78:!. 155675. 204912. 
-s62.• -s20.• < s. au 
•665. -2eo. l'9oi:110. ·2H109. 
-6 .. 0. • -BS.• ( 6. 4\J 
-•6s. -na. 190010. 269309. 
-640.• -ss.• t 6.41) 
·665. -2eo. i9os1a. 2u10•. 

































u • 64. 
-o • -o. 
.. 12 • 
.. l2. 













. .. ao. 
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TABLE XXVIII 
RESULTS OF SIMULATION 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
STlTI HI'!: SC'TTH C'..\~OLl:U 






'fUES s.nucs- llET "°"" UWIR ,.lt!'I SJZf ,.~ 
UCOlll!: PUD lllVESTMl':IT ASSETS .... ruu.-r.uut TY Hnl1C&Cr.a 
----·-- 1119 DDLLJ.IS -------- ----•&CR!s------
l•ITlU. TE:flU~'!: FOLL OUll!'I 
tlt.U!S Ilf Y£ AP 1 
UICIU$E OY!:P. JG ttl!?S 
lSS04. 
l&SIC Ct!MPIUSCI 434?. 
•1'741.• 
1110 TIJ ucr.111c '70it .. 
.. 5354.• 
llfftCRF.:I CO:'ISU,P':EDI -·'288. 
-5609.• 
V/0 OTER£ST •Rl'l!:-orr 15. 
•S990.• 
1/0 O!PHCU'UCN 11.t.CllHC'I!: 291'7 • 
•7031.• 
V/0 llffE5T!lfENT TU CR!DU' 2212 .. 
-'7685.• 
If/TU ttRIT£•DrF$ LJ>!t'?!D TO lH 31400. 
'1503.• 
VJVIU!•O,,S 1'RU!l:'AT!D DY llEltTR 2'44!1. 
12~24 •• 
V/WIUTE•OrtS TIUll:UID !'f UCOllE 1Cl9~. 
UllTUL 'TE~ORE: ?ERO CUI ft.OW 
l&f.V!S U YEAP 1 
UCP'llSE CV£R lO IElnS 
BASIC COHPlPt:iO!t 
V/0 Tll tNOEXtnG 
11/IUGP.ER CO:tSTJMPTtON 
V/D UTER!ST 'llRl?r.•DFP 
VIO DfPRtC:IlTtCI lL.LDtUHCE 
1/0 1J1ESTM..:::tt U •. "t CR£CIT 
V/Tll 'UlT!-CP'FS t.IHlUD TO IM 
11v1nr-orrs uu.:1 HD ar V!ALtft 
V/VAUE-OtrS 1'RVC1TED BY llCOME 
JllTUL t£?1UP.P:: POt.L Rtlt!ll 
tALUP.S Ill 'IEl'P 1 





















BISIC C0:-4I'.l.P.t!;Olf •4'051. 
•l'JiJ.• 
V/0 T Al ll'fD!::XT:lC •:UU. 
-1'757.• 
11/RtCHtR cor:suMPTIO, -5112. 
-1sa1 .. • 
1110 UTEA!ST antr-orr -1843. 
-1579.* 
il'/O DEPtl!CUTUlft U.LOVANCE •2!92 .. 
-2042.• 
11/0 UYESTM!tJCT tll CR!DtT •1970. 
•1713.• 
V/UX ilRlT!-OFP'S LIRUED TO lM 11107. 
-6ss.• 
11/llrtt .. arrs "UU!J:&!EO ,., WULtft -~051. 
-li<tl.• 
WJllJl'IE•On'S 'tHIEITID H llC'ON! •4051. 
•1943.• 
15US. 2HH. 515769. 515769. 
-oo:J. 
•5193.• 
1342. 944l5q. 1232157. lML. 
-1741!1.. ( J. '1t) 
-l23 4. 7fl-4'l06. 831145. .,,.. 
•6110.• ( J .. 01) 
•3920. 
-3960.• 
-1111. llU«aO. 4llll7• ..._ 
•2533. • ( 1.·St > 
5?22. 
1625.• 
-624'5. S!i2-tl9. '1111§05?. ..... 
-8'499. • ( 2. S1) 
-4196. 3064. 1'90047 .. • 10257LS. .._ 
-4l'1t.• -lTSO. • ( 3. lf) 
•36"i!l. 
-~121.• 
2828?. d88257. 1111111. 1 ... 
-JJ10.• ( J.51) 
8514. 
166.• 
2247!.. 6'90866. 868630. 'I& 
6536.. ( 3.oi) 




















10115.• ( 2.51) 
4065. 514003. 




Jft49. 195•••· 175163. 
2140.• ( 5.6') 
·236fi. 90568. 53•77. 
718.. ( J .. 61) 
61l. 61093. 17130. 
2111.• < 2.at> 
2S96. 114650.. 115519. 
2529.• ( 4.2U 
1271.. lt)S064. 61!1917. 
1759·• " 4.01) 
12612. 151166. 129111. 
2045.• ( 5 .. 01) 
6586. 183199. 
3371.. ( 5. "'') 
3848. 195969. 
2110.• ( S.61) 
3848. 1'95969. 











797. 16209. 39005. 39005. 321;.. 
-191. -Hoe. l62J5s .. 216792. 
•6<t2. • -l462. • c s~ u > 
lG1'5• -5515. 91594. 102341. 
556.• ~zsos. • t •• 31 > 
-787. -<(!148. 7095. 1895. 
•4?J.• -13:32.• (. o. 71) 
-218. •2013. l11JOtl. 120262. 
-10').• -1S95.• ( 4,.b1) 
-511. -211n.. 78956. 9'4901. 
-639 .. • -1!!83.• ( 4.01) 
-402. 1582!. 122673. 132411. 
•60"•• -llOS.• ( 5.11) 
l!S. 1314. 1519"1. 16'341. 
•421•• -441.• ( S.'11) 
-79'1. -HOS. 16215!. 216792. 
_,42 .. • -l462.• ( s .. 1;11) 
_,,,_ -3408. 162358. 211792. 















. . 32. 

















ST&TC ll&"'l:: IR~l'ISIS 
IKrLl':' IUll PATt: 0.06 
TABLE XXIX 





tUP:S SUl"CS- •!T WORTH O'.tl!t!D Fir.It St?f 
P&lD UVUTHE:l'T AS.Sf.TS OP~RATf.D IULL .. fl:,UJ: TT ~Oll"'ClC~g 
------- 1979 DOLLARS -------- ------A.CRts------· 
twnuc. TENURC1 FtltL OiUt!I 
tlt.UES U TEU 1 
llCltUSE OY!R JO 'ttl~S 
ldlC CCHPl:?fSQI 















V/WRnt-orrs 'TSllJ'?Cl?!D BY lit.lLTB 56875. 
420lt.• 
ll/11111E-Orrs UD1':1tED IY llCOll!! -30833. 
•9480.• 
UUTOL TENUr?E: ZEPO CUR rt.Oil! 
tuais u Y£ lR t 
11CR!&SE DIEP 30 T!l!'S 
llSIC Cr.HP.t::n::mf 
V/0 T JI l!IC!I [NG 
lf/llCBER cnNSQJIPT?O!f 
lf/0 I!ltEREST 'fRI':':-OFF 
~/ft D!PR!:CUTIOtl ~Lt.OUNCI 
V/Tll' ilPUt-0?'1' Ll"lt!O 1'0 lft 
V/lltr1E•Dff$ TRQ.P;:'UED !Y WC&Ltft 
lf/111111£-0FFS ?RUt.::UED av IICOHI 
JStTllL U:HOREI FIJl.L 11't!IT!I 
Y&Lt:U II T£&n 1 
IJCR!J.SE 01'.tP. :?0 Y~l!'S 
llSIC CO~!IJP.tSC!I 
il/0 U:':'£R&ST WRI T:-Of'P 
il/O D!:PPtCU':IC':'< !U.c:u~C!: 





























Vl'fU liRJ'!E-OPts LJ!o!ITED TO UI -3871. 
-1048.• 
lil/llRlT!•OtFS tliUl.CUED DY lllEJ.t.18 -l811. 
-104~.· 

















97131. 1414611.. 14146'72. 1'50. 
53534. 1967353. 2728964. 2200. 
2.ls.ti•.• c J. 01) 
17956. 13614'11. 15114898. 121!10. 
10116.. ( 2.ll) 
-3496. -82203; -595H. 10. 
-JU.• (•O • .21) 
7296.. '782111. 10•4356. 960. 
•5B&8 .. • ( 1.StJ 
11113. 990115. 12434io. lOl!O. 
6974.• ( 1.81) 
56448. 1713690. 2341148· 11110. 
19239.,• ' 2.1u 
38957.. 100.4604. 1121080. 10110. 
30192.. { 1. 81) 
3269'1. '1112111. 1064355 .. 960. 
25259.• ( 1.51) 
22153. -5501 t. 1'1612. 106411!10. 960. 









































541. •3'797'46. -429313. 
1602.. t 4. 01) 
548. -38l33. •1!15'70. 
1ue. • c-2 •• ,, 
-1326. •1840611. -2ll105. 
142.. , •••• ,, 
22UO.. .S6966. -106604. 
ll07.. (-<1.8\) 
541. -30710. •60347. 








... 355,., •R 1231 .. 






-l5S'1. -'4:29643. -'42%43 • 
.. 924.• ( ij.61) 
-1ss1. -snen. •81188. 
-924.• (••••1) 
-tt9t. -226155. ...:226155. 
•1612.• ~16.21) 
2lS•U. •101!!91. •101891. 
-161.• (-8 • .JI) 
•3551. •1!!11188 .. 
•924.. , •••• ,, 
-3'557. -suss. 
.. 924.. t••••1) 
-l5'5'1. -uua. 














































.. . . 
.. . .
.. . . 
.. .. 
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RESULTS 
STATI IUI'!'!: •R,UISlS 
tHLu1011 un::. o.n 
TABLE XXX 





HU:S snucs- .. .,,, WORTH DVl£D 'lRllf SIU FACTOR 
'UICO!ll& PUO IU'CS1'HF.RT US!TS OP!RITllJ FUU.•P!,l.IITt MOH:acr.c_ 
----··--- 1979 OOLLJ.IS -------- -----ACRts-----· 
IUTUL THUP!: PULL "1tfft!R 
TlLIJ!S 11 YE 1R l 
IJiCltElSt CVER 3~ T!ARS 
, . .,.. 21220. 51958. 14'5\130. 1151430. HO. 
IASIC CCNPIPISCI 47393. 196t. 
4423. • -1 osu .• 
45021. 2183898. iZ113020. 2120. 
14052.• t J.20 
111663. •21220. 39'75. 1105031'. 2431164. 2010. 
V/lllGP.!I CO~'tSUMPTtO:t 






5214.• t 2.1'1) 
.. 2'5"71. •461i29. -93449. !O • 
-11 s. • (-o. 21 > 





15'531. 1218"i1'J. l5J9311. 1320. 
3419.• ( 2.11) 




555'76. 1981942. l59332S. :U2G. 
lll2t.• ( J.01) 




43125. 1112199. 1369579. 1200. 
23992. • < 2.00 
v111w1n-orn: TP:Ulr.ITED B'I VElLTft 59405. 22696. 35300. 866394. 1098145• lOGO. 
l657CJ.• 12396.• 23299.• ( , ... , 
W/VIXT!-OFFS TRUr:t'J.T!D Bf ncm.t 28163. 
•6'4'7.• 
l2696. sosa. 1168011. t096~H· 1oaa. 
lllllfllL ttlO'R!: ZEJ;D ClS!I rt.CV 
U.t.O!S 11 YU.I t 
UiC'RtlSE OT£1': 10 Y£1?.S 
I AS IC CaHP IP. ISCS 
w10 tu: I~Jer.xuc 
v1n1cer.1 cc~S1JMrt:on 
VIO ll't!'RES':' VRI'TF.-orr 
VIO DEPP.ECU":tcn 1Lt.OU~tCE 
11/D lllTEST~;:KT T JJt CREDIT 
11'/T.U 111RlT£•OtP'S f.UflTED TO 1'1 
V/1'RUE•OPT:S nu:::.lre:O BY WElLtn 
W/WIUE-O!"f'S no'::euto BY UCOH! 
tSttUL t!!IUP.E: POLL u:nER 
utor:s ur YE' Ali. t 



































22191. 65196. 17369. 
-ss1. --ft465t. •tGH24. 
9S4. • c··-·o 
-2223. ·101131.. •123904. 
sot.• , 1.st1 
-5~3. •432261. -454440. 
954.• (l'J.JJ) 
.. 553,. -na:!5!. -11001. 
897.• , ... J .. 91) 
..911. -191.IH:J. -214016. 
48'7.• (•O.!n) 
21993. •1018tl6. -1240'59. 
795.• c 4.2\) 
-ss 3. · ... l'l 4651. ..106824. 
1002.• , •••• ,, 
24132. 51Jl02. 
usrc CQMPliUSCfl •42lO. -90CJ. -3109. •11C572. -110512. 
-1490.• -909.•. -12•1J.• < s.n> 
V/0 TAI n:r.zur. -'4210. -34. -<\S84. -118174.. -1181'14 .. 
•1490.• •706.• -1501 .. • (-J .. llJ 
11/IHCl!EA cn~SOl'PTia:. -"210. ...909,. -170"9. -455'5&5. •455565. 
.. 11?0.• -909.• -1290.• no.st.> 
1110 uurr.s1' nttt-orr -.4210. •909.. -370"9. ,..11qs12.. ..uos12. 
-1490.-• -9o9.• -u•a.• < s.n> 
11/n D!PRF:CUTtCl'I J.LLOWUIC£ -4210.. -14<\2. -3176. •21'5213. -21'5213. 
•1490.• -1242." -1110.• ( 2.J,) 
'llJO UY£$Tr.E:lfT T.U CREClT -<\210. •1225. 21'590,. -12611'4. -126714. 
-l4'J0." •Ull.* -1013,. • (lli. 71) 
lf/TlX liiRITE•Orrs LlMITED to lH •4210. . •90'1. -1109. -nos12. -uan2. 
-1490.• •909.• •1.29!.• ( !i .. 11) 
lf/WlllTl-OFf'S tAUt:C'l':'ED IT Vr&LTB -·010. •90?. -3709,. •110572. •UOS'l'2. 
-100.• -90?.• -1291 .. • ( 5.11) 
r1v11n-orrs nuw::1n:a H nca111 -4210. -909. ..3709. -11os12. -uos12. 














































.. o • 
.. . . 
. . . . 
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RESULTS 
SUtl ~a.MU ~1:.s1.s:nrrt 
l•fL&? 101 PlT!t D.06 
TABLE XXXI 





TUES SAVUICS• l~I WORTH OVMF.D 'AtUI SlZf FICTOR 
lllC- PUO 1HES1'H£JIT U:iCTS IKP&T!O FDLL .. !~U11T Y.011~l:::EC 
-- 1919 DOI.UH -------- ---. -·lC'tES·-----
tfUTUL TtHUP:E: FULL OVt.iER 
flt.OU 11 YIU 1 
llCIUSE OYER io YEl~S 
l&SlC CQMPl?.ISn!f 
l/UGHl:lt CrJ!ISUttPTIO! 
•ID O!PPECUTTCll 1L1.CW.UCI 
11/0 rnEST,,£1T Tl1 CRZDlT 
vnu 1'RITr-crrs· t. r~ns.o TO 1M 
19146. 
107368. •11490. 116lt14. 3610tUJ. 59115ll. OlO. 
26101.• -11601.• 12672.• t 4.21) 
114771),. 21040:. 1)112,,. 3J~H"11., 4972914. 4:00. 
:284.18.• •to:>?4.• 37335.• ( •• li1) 
10414. •1229. 9629,. 249627. 31'1.J:O~ tftO,. 
2939.• .. 5435.,• 6549.. ( 0.5\) 
41633. 32011. 14609. llS29SS. 115591'1. 1'760. 
141l2.• l9Sl4.• •6626.• t :r.11) 
62132. 339151. 2625'7. 1"50606'. 2019127. 114G. 
11749.• 6925.• 10000.• ' 2.11) 
104814,. 4811. 624'70. 3272'HS. 501'2115.. 432C. 
26962.• •12414. • 37588.• ( J. SIU 
119llO. 39372. 11123. 162JOH. 2216185.. 2000. 
71966.• lq'726.• 50460 .. • t 2.!:iO 
V/Yllft-OP'FS TJIQJ.':'ITEO BY VEAt."UI 100206. 
'6531.• 
32011. 66181. 1282958. 1855'117. 176'. 
195l4.• 45114.• ' 2.1\) 
1'1••111-orrs TRUHC"ATEO H UCDlll -20091. 
-2e:z1.• 
32011. -snu. 1204341. ll56ll:r. nu. 
usoa.• -:zus•. • < 2.u> 
lWITUL t!KOR£: ZCRO CJSH rr.ow 
l&LVES U Y&lii 1 
llClllS& DTE'lt JO Y!&P.S 
20191. 2'5. 
llSIC COHPlP:ISO!t 2l899j• O. 
to29s.• o .. • 
V/O Tll l!tt~IUiC llR95., O. 
tO:Z99.;• o.• 
l'/R1Gft£R COGSUJIPTIO!I 114113. O. 
1424 .. • a.• 
110 INtERESt llJf.r~-arr 21351. 5739. 
1D'5611.• 1501.• 
V/O DURECUTIOtt J.LLOiiHCE 15197. . 5131. 
S!:~o.• :Z<l'S4.• 
V/D l1'U'STJIP!NT 'Ut CW!DIT 26010. -25. 
11144.• -J'S.· 
V/!11 VIU1't-orrs LJP.JT!D TO lM 51393.. 7080. 
254.30.• 2004 .• • 
v1warn-orrs Tfl!USCJ.TED DY W~lLTB 53500. 31'5'! .• 
Ui614.• 2'2S.• 
V/VllU-QFPS uurr.&T!D llY UCOK! 22454. 6395. 
PtTllL HIVRJ:z roe.&. l!ITU 
IALIJIS U: YE1R 1 
JJl'CIUSt 01!1' lO Ttl.F!S 
11.S U: COM'PIPtSO' 
li/O t J.X X~D~Xl9C: 
lllllCHEI ~O?fSDt!PTtOI 
IUO DUltE:CUTtcr: lL[.QlilJllCE 
V/0 lllftSTM!".NT TAX Cl!OIT 
I/TIX VRtT~-orn L l!l'!'ED TD lH 
V/VltlTE•Orrs TBU!tr&T£D IT '.4ULTI 



































2oou. 176054. 357ltt. too. 
2166t. 611523. 974711. ua. 
10091.• ( 6. l1) 
21H4. 6"71523. 974711. 16'1. 
10091.. ( 6. 1') 
10614. -301'16. -21197Z.. ..... 
7851.• (-0.8') 
tl599. 551965. 7111'1. -c. 
7388.• ( S.01J 
8051. 245921.. 11341.. -o. 
4664.• ( 3.4\) 
20"66. ao 41 !i9.. 11111421. llO. 
10?62.. ( 6.1\) 
4829!. 641932. SUJ96. 40. 
22353.• ( S.4') 
415334,. 1903"14. 1016147'. 240. 
15779.. ( 6 .. 0\) 
14043. 609992. 1Hts-i.. -C. 
15593.. ( 5.l\J 
2001. 122021. u202a. tao. 
15589. •97Uit. U2H1'5• UiO. 
4:195.• ( 7.01) 
.1ssa9. 691u1. 122sm._ uo. 
4195.. ( 7.61) 
9311. 608?25~ 
201.6.• ( b.'4\) 
1116. 20659'1. 
-111.• ( 4 • .2\l 
26909.. 819?88. 
5127.• ( '7.l\J 
46841. 61'9189. 
156'lO.• ' o.1\) 
151)54. lf05610. 
•1162.• < 1.2u 
545 l.. 627'H'5. 
12292.• { •• 51) 
101UU.. 































u •• 566. 
.. .. 
143. .. .. 
l·U. 









RESULTS OF SIMULATION RUNS AT 12% FOR THE 
MISSISSIPPI TYPICAL FARM 
ST11£ lll,..t: Ylio.SISSl:'Pl 
IHLU lO!f RJ.'Z't:: Cl. t2 
HHS $U[N'CS• il'.:T lilOATtl avu:D 'Aft" Sl?f Flt"TOI 
lllC'DlllE PUD l'llV!STlllF.IT ASSETS DP!RITIO rnU.-!l;UltY fl.ORTGACEC 
------- 1,79 OOLLlRS ------- ----·ACRES------
11111'111. T£NUP-F.: PUtL OVMll 
YALVES U Yf. .U 1 
ISCREAS!: CVf.R JO Y!iRS 
19119. 64655. 1598651. 151i!t6~: 900. 
l&SIC Cr!4PARISDI 50t49a •1'147. \ 6961'9. 3llo4.~J7. 4St14069. 400a. 
_,.,.. •18362.• 16165.• ' 4.01} 
1110 ru uc~xnc - 5339,. •107Gl. 63688. 32564111. 4415304. 392Da 
11r11cz.:n cc:isunnoa 






Js:zs.• ' 0.5,, 31'11132. ·'90. 
110 u1u&s? ntTr.-orr l233'fa lOQ06. ll 23. 137J71'4. 1812731. 1"160. 
1H2.• 14924.• •1]945,. • ( 2a2't) 
110 DEPP.!CUTlC!f 1LL0111KCE 44ll4. 217';5. 21911. 1199315. 2ll9'1GI. 21&.0. 
29!!5.• •2097.. 4099.. ( 2.11) 
•IO lftEST>!f::MT TU CREDIT 4894'. -16674. 62591!1. 323U706. 44'"159. l920. 
-53J.• -11393.• 1697e. • < 3. 9U 
VITAi lilUTE•Orrs LUflTED to l" 11"1091. 
54!40.• 
V/VltlT!•O!'FS TRUUC'J.U.D H WEILTll 98185. 
55236.• 
1/VRIT!•OPrS UOSCATED n nco•r •36957. 
•1214.• 
lSITUL ~E?ICPE: Z.E2D c.un n.av 
Tl.LUE$ U: YEIR 1 
UCRt.&SE DIER JQ nus 
!.&SIC COP.PlfHSCll 
VID tH l~i~f.Xl?fC 
l/RIC:P.tl rO!ISV•PTIOll 
via Ut£R!:St Httt.-arr 











V/0 ISU:ST~r.!IT TAX C'Jt!DIT 10491. 
5500.• 
'llnll 1iiRlTE-nrPs f.l~ITE.D !O Ut 417!11. 
17866.• 
VfliRlTE•Orrs TBUl.'Cl?IO DI WEALTH 28595. 
7152.• 
W/itl'II't!•Cf'FS TRG:IC'l'!'ED H lllC'OME 4.152?. 
PITUL TE!IU!'E: rutL R!t;T!R 
llLOES %?'! Y!:U t 
Jl'~!'.:ASt C7ER 10 Yfl.o:tS 
USIC COHPAPISCJC 






11/D lJ't!Rf;ST Ut~-nrr 3B67 .. 
-l'SOS.• 
V/0 DEPR!CUTICJll ALLOVHCE •309. 
•l!!Hll.• 
W/Q JKV!STl'f.:N'!' ~U .CREDI'? 1342. 
-1s22.• 
W/f.U UITE-orrs t.IMITED TO lH 15174. 
11983.• 
11/llltlTE-DFP'S UUMCA TED If WEJLTll 18537 .. 
-s1e.• 




7A552. 1689554. 2161901. 2000. 
40089.• ( 2.5\) 
30906. 
14924.,• 
6697'2. l 373144. 191:2'731. 1760. 
394.29.• ( 2.21) 
30806. -6$171. 1316174. 11125•3. t1H. 








5420.• c 5. (\) 
8'529. 41t2924. 





















4619.. ( 5.0l) 
5463. 206994. 
361 o.. ( 3. 71) 
19749. 516997. 
5461.• ( 5 .. Sl) 
Jqoas. 485279. 
17207.• ( 5-31) 
2eu1. s1so51. 
7060.• ( 5.41) 
38901!1. 415914. 
14108.• ( 5.J\) 
26901!'. 122541-
-411. 3386. 430A'5J. 
•4'11.. -1136.. ( 6.11) 
•411. \ JJ96. 430853. 









-4903. -239335. -239335. 
11112. 







-:ZOJl.• ( 4. 71} 
2617. 469429. 
-11'11 .. • ( S.6tJ 
-26"· lfJ449'). 
•l SSJ. • ( J .. 9\: 
l690 l!I. 540981. 
-1014.• ' 6.0') 
Jl44 4. 510356. 
1191 e .. • < s.n) 
19697. 539771. 
-45.• ( o.ou 
24253. 508811!1. 






































. .. 160. 
120. . .. 
.... 
120. • •• 
112. 441. 
.. .. 
111. .. .. 











STJTI Mll't:: T!""US l!l"':H runs 




RUNS AT 6 % FOR 
TYPICAL FARM 
THE 
r&CTOI: TllP!S 5UUCS- W.T WJITft OVIE9 FlR,_ StU 
UICUf1£ fUD JMY&STM£11T ASS---TS DPER.l\T!IJ f'ULL-tQOit1 ~OP'!"taia:t 
---- 1919 Dtx.LlRS -------- -----1Cil£S·------
tll'tTUL T£HUr!:.: FUU. DVl£R 
1431J. 52196. 1217103. 12111No T.10. IALHS. U HAO l 
I•CREIH DT£' JO Y!l"I'~ 
IUIC: CONra~tsC' 152600. -1926. 62Sl1o 21•9701. n1Hn. 212a. 
228'11. • t 3. 51) 13166.• -10909.• 
v10 TH u:cutrcc 6!i620. 24014 .. ]9'J92. 1176203. 25•2472. :Z1'20. 
1s210.• .. 3443.• 16H50. • ( J,..2\) 
V/HtC?fER amsu,.rT?O?I JRSO. •201!2. l'JU. 139011. ll'NH. 2!!0. 
54t.• -4141.• 2!6'5.. ' o. 41) 
V/O IP:tr:RtSt WRl~-on 29122. 2a11s. 7130. ~OT1&1!1. 13ll»l. 1160. 
S16t.• ui-.o .. • -5'196.• ( 1.9') 
•10 D!PH:euTIC!': ULOV&ICC 
W/D IHF.ST•r.'fT Tl1. CREDIT 







v1van1-orrs uur.ratE:t av WEI.UR 66545. 
0121.• 
w11111n-orrs TJ:ORrU!D !t UCDMI 56423. 
l•tTUL Tf!MUPf:; ?ERO CASH rt.DI 
11.urcs l• 1e:1R i 
tlCll&SI OUR 30 Yf.APS 
llSIC CCM!'A:?tSO~ 
1110 TU nn:~xnc 
»/lltCP.!R COUSUMl'TtOH 
V/0 UltEIE:T llllI:C-orr 
1110 OfPPECUTil::tll ALLOiU9CC 
W/0 lll!STH'.JJT T.IX CR!O[T 
V/fU 1'SUTE•Orrs LI!'ITEO TO 1M 
V/VU'tl':-OFFS TliU~lTED 9Y V!Attll 
l/Wllt!-OrtS TliU.:'A't!D n UCON& 
lllTUL 'TEIVRt: rct.L A!ftT!R 
flLVIS U YEAR l 
INCl!l.SE Cft~ 'lO Y!:IPS 
II.SIC COM~l~UDlf 
v10 Tu r:c-:xuu:: 
VIII ICP.~R r:o~;s:J~?t:on 
lf/0 UTEP.!ST VPITt-OFr 






























W/D U:YEST:-".":'IT nx CP!:DIT ... q66. 
-121.• 
V/TU lllltlTE·Ol'FS Ll~IT£D TO JM 1296. 
-1J2.• 
W/lfflTE-Off!i TPO'l!~lTED BY ME&Ltll ... qt,6,. 
-121.• 




1'7715. 1056230. ll16Z25. 1200. 
6102.• ( 2.11> 
37!7. 151293. 1961689. 2944""· 2440· 
-'M56.• 19195.• ( J.J1) 
24172. 
10721!.• 
501140. 111554'11. 1543.JR'e 1360. 
32133.. \ .2. ll) 
2017d. .(4353. 90'71U. Ull3'l'. 1160. 
ll,4.0.• 30157.• ( 1.9') 
20104. 4430.11. 908423. 1321<56. 1160. 

























1748.• < o.61) 
1081. 14551. 
17411.• ( 0 .. 61) 
Hltll. 
ioe1. -169209. •226'6l. 
1748.. (6l. 41) 
2154. 70232. 2fli21. 
1'63.• ( 1.7') 
•9UI. ·82453. -ll9'1'1. 
40.. (••••1) 
18502. 100525. 16535. 
202s. • t 2. 2u 
60"7'). 97730. 137 ... 
2944.• ' 2 .. .2\) 
3311. 100543. 16$53. 
2026.. ( 2.21) 
3311. 100543. 76553. 
2026.• ( l.21) 
20315. 9l41t. 
-3671. -!i5524. 
-t 177.. (-J .. 9t) 
-3671. ....,5524. 
-1111.• , .. J.91) 
.. 375. ..3571 .. -2274St. -227451. 
-11s.• -1111.• < 1.c1> 
.... 63. -1064. 43044. 69606. 
•46J .. • -110.• ( 1 .. 31) 
•791!. •4475. ..l]JUI!. •llJ11L 








-540.. l l.b\J 
132'7. '51519. 
a.• ( L .. 5\) 
•'7'il. ~3146. 
-540.• ( l.b1) 
•'l'5t. S3146. 
















































o. . . 
16 •. . ..
o • .. 
u. 640 
16. 640 




RESUL'rS OF SIMULATION RUNS AT 12% FOR THE 
TEXAS HIGH PLAINS TYPICAL FARM 
ITIT! H~: TEUI P.t':H PLUH 
lf'rt.lflO!I 11?£: D.12 
HIP SHUl'CS• l!I WOITlf DftD rARH :nu PICTOI 
UCC!IC PAID JllVESTMEIT as.ms DP!ftltlSt FULr.-~t.:Uli:t MOHtnlGEt 
------- 19'9 Oii.LARS ------- ----•ACRES·---· 
lllTl&L TEIUR!: FULL 0111!1 
HLOIS U YE IA I 
tKCll:ElSE CYEq JO l'!AP.S 
l&SIC CmtPAPISCll 
v1n 1'11 11tr-r.111c 
VlftlC:ltEI CDNSHPTIOll 
V/D UT!Q!ST lflltr.-crr 
V/0 DEPRECUTIOll ILLGHNCE 
V/O lllEST!'!ST TAI CIEDET 
V/Tll MRl":'t-orrs f.l!lTED TO Uf 
n1n. : 14263. 52916. 12119316. Um76. 120. 
29820. -13139. 43150. 2159122. .29ZJllM. 2411. 
•ll92 .. • -11221.• 8964.• , 1.su 
HJS4. -unn. 47715. 1'11479~'1. lSYeSB. UIO. 
•1742.• •19'JB.• 5384.• ( 3.3,) 
2018. 
-3144.• 
-2904. 4914. ll690ll. 10231. 210. 
-s1:n.• 993.• c o ... ,, 
1'3113. 
-1211.• 
19349. •41114.; 9112011. 12dD6D. 1200. 







15091. 12"5,.94. 151H16. 1441. 
18&5.• c 2. 41) 
'51403. 204233'2. 21'51112. 2311. 
7999.• ( 3.31) 
suo4. 1222140. 1sa1s::. tua. 
:2Hl5.• C 2.JO 
•IYlttl'•DttS TIUr.&TID IY tlEILT!I 650H. 
31767.• 
19349. 45303. 912111.. nov1a. 12oa. 
938'1.• 27496.• c 2-01) 
V/lllltt-orrs TIUllCITID H l'JICUM& -1202. 
-2s.• 
1•1TUL T!NURZ: U!'O ClSR rt.Oil 
ULO!S ll TUR I . 
JICl!lSIC OfE~ 30 IElPS 
BASIC CONPA!U:SCI 
VIO 'Ul l'IC!tlUC 
W/RICll!R CD~SU:i'PtIDI 
v1n Df'.l'R!Cl AT1C9 ALLDu::c£ 
V/0 l!IVESTJl!&St TIX CREDlf 
V/:11 ilUTE•OF!'S Ll!UUD TO l?t 
V/1'RUE•OFFS TPV?n!.\':"tC DY ;iE.\LTR 
V/llllTr-OPTS TltUn'!J.T.!D Bf UICOH! 
t:NnUL TE!U!'E: r11u. RE~'tER 
•&LC!S 1J 'YF. AR 1 
JICRUS! OY!.!! 30 Yf:J.RS 
IASIC CCHPIRISn .. 
V/0 TU INC~IUC 
V/RlGHE~ CC,.SUPPTIOll 
V/D lllTEP.F.S't 11111~-crr 





























tl/0 UY!STl1!:!fT 1'U CPEDIT •2'>31. 
-1945.• 
VITAi VRlTE-orrs Ll1"1tED TO lM -1721. 
•1!173.• 
tl/UllTl-orrs 'TPUIWC'.l":'!D :ST VEILTH -2,u. 
-1945.• 
•1~11n-arrs TIDICITID If llCOlll -2931. 
•194S.• 
19349. -2795t. 986986. 12nt24. 1200. 


























•495. -222931. •l944T. 
923. • c-o.:n> 
•49!1. •43f'I. _.,.,,_ 
1178.• <-0.11) 
-1142. .;.107Sft0. •lm.t. 
26.• Cll.~1) 
11154. 15433. 
703.• < a.so 
2004. 11192. 
1955.• ( o. 41) 
3'7'. 154J3. 
'703... ( 0.51) 
311. 15433. 





-375. -4012. •776'74. 
-ns.• -u22.• c-1.s1> 
•375. -40t2. -11674. 
--















-4012. -2'1~on. -2~ 
-1622.• , •••• ,) 
-nu. -1 un. -.JVll .. 
-1830.• (- 0.41) 
•3928. •134'521. -JJ.m,. 
-1942.• , •••• ,, 
203BS. •61!6'. 
-nu.• <-0.21> 
.. 1513. -10319. 
-121.• c-o. 41) 
•2632. •6flH. 
-nu.• <-o .. i1> 
-2'32. •616'. 








































1. J2 • 
1. 32. 
.. u • 
.. n . 
o. o. 
o. o. 
. . o. 
.. o. 
.. 
.. o • 
.. n • 
.. 
.. n • 
.. n • 
130 
TABLE XXXV 




S1'1TI lll!'!t: C:":t:':'R.U. !'£US 




tuts SlJIJICS... •r.t ll:Oll'TM 010.J::D P'UM Sit! rt ct Oii 
tnco~ PUD llY!ST'1~NT U::O~TS OPERlt!D rot.1.-t.GUl n ftORTCIGlC 
------ 19'79 Dct.tARS -------- ----1c11!s--------
lllTUl. tE•UP!I FULL owaER 
flLTJES ur T!lR 1 
lWCRUSC OfER Jo> YEARS 
1491. ll071. 713199. 113199. 600. 
!.UIC COJiPlRISC!I 26016. ;29'59. 11043. 1081599. 1548811. 1120. 
31i1'7t.• -J66J.• 5124.. ( l.2\) 
V/0 TH l~DEA:tltC 21733. 21206. 451 J. 822016. 972860. 1080. 
'5042.• 2136·· 582.• ( 2 .. ,,, 
V/BIC?llR ('QJISUl'!PTIDI 1lll. 319. 4fl43. 306560,. 3H927. 440. 
346.• -2114.• 119'5.• ( l.lt) 
1412'· 1036'5. nu. S6i.446. '767112. set. 
22 .. 1.• 5'190.• -5314.• c 2.0tJ 
W/0 OIPIECtl'!lC'I ALLC1Ul'l'C?: 12511. 9524. 109'74. 812616. 1080941. 1200. 
l4''14.• •224.• 19'74.• c 2. 71) 
V/0 IRISTttF.nT T.I'! CRtDlt 25639. 4!193. 
31114.• -2658.• 
32561. 1002105. 139(240. 1560. 
4641.• ( l.11> 
•ITll tiiAlT!-OfTS f.IHrT£D TO tft 41309. 14008. 25281. 7'70809. '4l1SIS. l12CI. 
11102.• 3810.• 12074.• ( 2.6'J 
WJVllT£-orrs TRUNC'lTID 8! V£1Lt'ft 32390. 10365. 
57'90.• 
2ao11. 564446. 
14662.• ( 2.0\) 22411.• 





1s2.• < 2.ou 
IltTUL T!N'O~t: %£PD c: 1Sff n.ov 
U.LQt$ U Tt la 1 
UICPtlSt OYER 30 'Y!!IPS 
I AS IC COK::t 1!USO!t 
V/0 TU l~DF:XINC 
W/ftlCHER CO!fSIJMPTtO?I 
V/O JllT£;iEST lll!Itc-IJtr 
V/0 DEPltl.C'l UIOtl lLLDIUllCg 



























2110.• ( 3.71) 
629. ioo:u. 
1630.. ( 3 .. 21) 
983. 569•42. 
2022.• ( 2.21) 
1'722. 6M83. 
19U.• ( 2.51) 
-12:z. 32456. 
1109.* ( 1.4\) 
12141. 87486. 
1'705.• ( 2.9U 
V/Tll HITE-arrs LI!1tTED TD lM 30.!2. -108. 2347. 121692. 
2170... ( 3.1\) 2456.• -322.• 
V/WRttE:-o?r:: TRIJlr.ATED BY VEALTn 3082. -10s. 2347. 1216~2. 
2170.* ( 3.7U 24!i6.• -J22.• 
KJWIU!-OfFS THll:'lTED 8Y UCOJIE 3082. -109. 2341. 121692. 
2110.• ( l.11) 
lllTUL TE11UR£1 ruu. R!ltER 
f.&LOIS U TtJ.lt l 





a1SIC CtJM'PlP:IS05 •1'511.;; -!149. -1661. 16112. 
-no.• -sn.• ·854.• < J.c1> 
V/D tll UIDEXl!liC -15'71. 143. -235'2. 12310. 
-a9o.• -446.• -1:1s1.• < J.31) 
llllUCH1£R cm:::tJ)IPTIOS •4749. -549. -4664. -27507. 
-Hu.• -5o.• -1uJ.• <-J.21> 
tl/O UU.:RF.Sr iRIT?.-aFF -2309. -so. ·245R.. 53104. 
-916 .. • -46J.• -UJ'J. • ( 2. 71J 
tl/D DEPRECUTIC!I lLtCVll'JCI -474'J.. -1055. -4511. -2843?. 
-1441.• -74'1.• -1633·· (.-3 .. 21) 
111/0 lnCSTMZ~t TU CREOtT -21"27. -'154• 14631. 4l!J2S .. 
-ll5t.• -736.• •92?.• c 2.41) 
I/TH VRlTE•O!'P'S t. UUTED TO lM -1571. •549. -1661. '16112. 
-S90.• -549.• ... 954.• ( J. 41) 
V/WRITE-Orrs TRUICAT!D SY VEJ.LT1' -l'S71. -!it•. -1661. '16112. 
-s••·· -549.• -11s4.• < J.41J 
K/VH1t•D'1'S UU!t!lUD 9Y UCON! ... 1s11. •549. -u61. '16117. 






























































SUTI. .... £: cr··~RAL ff.XIS 









TUEi SHUCS• ll!T WHJI U1UCtD FAR" SIZE FIC'TOll 
UCOMI PUD IJlllY!!TM!l1' lSSf:TS OPElll'l'ED FULL•!QU11Y JllO~TCACt!G 
lll'U&L TEllU~!: nu. OWNER 
•ALVIS II TEii 1 
t•Cll:Eh!" Cf!R 30 Y!'l!?S 
!llSIC CCMP1rH::C111 
via T.11 inor.xuc 
11/nlCJ!'l'.:R C'C~:St1MPTIOI 
•10 UTUE.tt MJ nr.-err 
V/O O!PP.£CUUC! ALLCllUCI 
11/0 UVEST)i!~!IT 'tl.t CREDIT 
4l57S. 
tl41"1 .• 









vnu ifRlTE-orrs r.1uuu to 1" .c2sa1. 
14620.• 
V/lllUE-orrs TJltl:IClTED DY WEALTH 33669. 
19910.• 
11111111-ans TIVICA!EO If UCGlll 2789. 
IltTUL urruu:r ?.!Ila cist1: n.ov 
n1.ar:s II TElP 1 
lllCRElSt DY£'P- JO l!'A~S 
7H5.• 
12764. 
llSIC CCll'PIRISCI 1241. 
1280.• 
111/0 tU l!tCt:XtsG 291. 
1415.• 
V/ftll;P.ESI CCtSUMPTfD?I •16t. 
1659.• 
V/O UTUtsT 1Ull~•CFP 542• 
1474.• 
v1n 3!PRECUTJ:Cl'I' lLf.0¥.&:iCE -361. 
16!.9.• 
V/O ltlVEST"f!?lT ?AX CR!Dlt 54:Z. 
1414.• 
V/TU 'i:RITF.-CrFs r.unTED TO lM 12015. 
2oos.• 
11/VlltE•Orrs TR!iCATED BY li&&LTR 1'249. 
uso.• 
•1v•nt-orrs 1'11'D!f!':'&T!D DY I!fCOJott 1248. 
IKITUL TE.11.UaE: rou. R!STEI 
11.LO!S (Iii YEIR 1 
11CRUSE OYER 'lC T!lttS 
llSIC: COMP1ruar1 










V/0 IltERrST ,."ttt-crr -2170. 
-l'1l4.• 
11/0 Dt:PRECU.TIO~ l.LLOVIHCE -'4'?7r,. 
-1606.• 
f/0 UYESTY.!':~:~ T&.."1: CREDtt -3104.. 
•l90t .. • 
vnu WRITE-OFFS LIMITED TO 1M •lJOB. 
-u1e.• 
V/illlTE-orr:;; TRU~"'ClTED nr "'EAL'l'tl -26)7. 
-1'107.• 
l/lllltt-orrs TJUUIC&UO sr UCOltl -2637 .. 
-1101.· 






































llt1t. n5235. 115235. 600. 
l44ll. t19J6tllt. 1'519793. lRuO. 
606.• ( J.41) 
27657. S'5JIJ07. •94851. 11::10. 
•403-1.. ( 2. 71} 
443,. ll2983. 4.03020. uo. 
115.• ' .... ., 
•21171. tlS"i 62. 104100. '160. 
•lil8l.. ( 2.21) 
9052. 9'3'541. 1191405. 1360. 
-102s.• c .J.01) 
32655. 1117035. 14632'5J.. 1680. 
163.• ( 3.31) 
27690. 1!03555. 
1Q&j6Q.• ( 2.b1) 
22404. «1]~562. 
14217.. ( 2. 21) 
•'147'5. 641210. 
1971.• ( l.21) 
12441!. 53783. 
us~ 13321. 
1141.• < 3.ou 
-ta5'5. 33739. 
624.• ( 1 .• 7\) 
•453. '1956. 
146J.• ( 0.51) 
637. 50014., 
127'5.. ' 2.lt) 
-110. 2568. 
845.• ( o. 21) 
124411. 503S4. 
1068.• ' 2.31.) 
2949. '71185. 
1!24.• ( J.01) 
1156. 73327. 
1141.• ( 3.0\) 
1156. 13327. 
1141.• ( J.O\) 
15094. 4614'5. 
-2496. 419609. 
-1608.• ( 2.6') 
...4409. 31101. 








•1567.• t 1.91) 
•1167. 49574. 
•122(1.• ' 2. b1) 
-2496. 49609. 
-L60s.• ( 2.61) 
•2496. 49609. 








25"788. . .. 
•27525. -o. 



























. .. . .. 






u • 64. 












RESULTS OF SIMULATION RUNS A'r 6% FOR ·rHE 
KANSAS ·rYPICAL FARM 
STl':'!: ·.1!"<::: n•::~s 
JNrt.UtJW RA.TE: a.o, 
THU S&1'UCS• Wot '901Tft DWK~D rARN SJ?.f 
PllD INff.'STHUT l.SSETS Ol'EUtF.D Fl1LL ... !l:QUJ'tY >'O~TCIC!:D 
------ 191? 00!.LAP$ -------•- ------.t.CP.ES--------
IlllTU.1. TE'WP".: ~ULL ovntl 
TALUES U 1t1P. 1 
IKCRIUSf: OttR :M Yt:.L"S 
llSlC CC~PlP.lSClf 
win TU lP.~r":lUIG 
V/!I tC:R£:1 em1su"PTlD'I 
VIO UtlREST lillltt:-orr 
V/0 D!PP£Ct l'!'tDn 1Lf.0111HCC 
V/0 JJCYESTMF.r.T TIX CREDIT 
















V/llAIT! .. orrs TAU~ A TED ilY ilULTR 5921 o. 
4001;4.• 
11/llllTE-orrs UOHC'U!D !Y llCOllE 7610. 
llftTUl. TErtUP.E: 7.!:!fD CASH ft.OW 
11.1.ns u n:u 1 
lflllCltllSE OTE" :JG 'f!A."S 
ltSIC COICPIPUnll 
V/0 TU l:ID!:XUIC 
lf/ft1GP.£R CO:tSUJll:~TtOll 
w10 nttRE~T unz-orr 
V/0 D!PRCCU~IC!f ALLO~lntr. 
'tl/0 UHSTM.f:t:T TA'l' CP!OI! 
•n1.1 1UHT£-orrs LIMITED Ta lM 
V/lilRIU-orrs TRONC'UEO SY :.l!lLTR 
V/VRUE-OlFS tRUliCAUO 81' UCOME 
tllTl&t. T£NUR?: P'ut.f. RtlTER 
UL11ES II YUR 1 
IliCRUSt OVl!:P. JO l!ARS 
llSIC CDHPltUSOI 
11/D TJ.l I!IOCltrlC 
V/ffICf.ER C'O~SO!i!PTIDll 
lf/D U'T!R~ST lilRUt-arr 
110 lflY!:ST>'C:!IT t.P' CREDIT 
V/UI VRIT£-0PPS Ll'HTED TO lM 
V/lfftl'f!-OFFS Tlitt~l!.l'ffO IJf UCO.'tE 
8452.• 
11551!1. 



















































43000. n7'14S. 937145. • .. o. 
!53016. 1 'i511~'5. 3013554. 29~0. 
1s112.• < 4.,0\) 
34144. l '20212. 23357'12. 2280. 
13406.• ' l.71) 
11441. 403274. 486933. '560. 
5250.. ( 1. 31) 
'1£8,., 8'o3S6. 1216104. 12H. 
-5359.. ( ). 3\) 
19639. 1125064. 14'3834. 1520. 
5950.• ( 2.81) 
41940. 1165032. 2610163. 2560. 
15003.• ( J., 1\) 
4'1'>55.. 11211380. 1484766. 1520. 
21730.. ( 2.8\J 
17489. 3970'7. 1160356. 1216104. 121!0. 
to4JJ.• 21eo6. • < 2.Ju 
1'741!9. •11993. 9611!91. 1216215. 1280. 




































8003.• ' 6.41) 
16R~H. S61334. 
SOQJ.• ( 6.0) 
10211. '211588. 
6901.• ( J.111) 
10035. 344733. 
59?o .. • < s.co 
1use. 321176. 
4765.. ( 4. 91) 
13791. SS!>J7e. 
1eaa.• ( o .. -41) 
29616. 11'111'J:J. 
13759.. ( 6. Q\) 
:tS090., 5567~3 .. 
9019.• ( 6.4\J 
1970115. ~Joaa. 
12419.• < s.nJ 
19123. 13056. 
9A41. 527859. 
2J11. • < a. 01) 
91J41. 52'1859. 
2::111.• ( 8 .. 01) 
..2249. 56521. 
.. 11J04.• ( 2 .. 41) 
JSJO. 3110811., 
'500.• ( 7.01) 
29'74. 275034. 
201.• ( 6.0t) 
181'103. 527468 .. 
2se o. • < a. ou 
25645. 4620tl. 
8603.• ( 1.6t) 
l'1tot. 526391. 
2889.• ( tl.Ol) 
16461'. 1279~1. 





























t 'JI. 1101 .. 
111. 1109. 
4•. 144. 












16 • 64. 








RESULTS OF SIMULA'rION RUNS AT 12% FOR ·rHE 
KANSAS TYPICAL FARM 
STITI flllflt: 1U,"IS.U 
llCPLAtlOI Pl TE: C.U 
'fllE.S suucs- litl!T llrilJTH mnu~o !"lR't SIZE F&CtOJI: 
ncmw: PUD lNVEST~l!N't ISSSTS araano l'UU-r.<;Ul 1'! tfORTCAGEt 
----· U'79 O(l.LARS ------- ·-----1cnrs-------
llfnUL TE~'IUPE: Putt. nVHI 
nuu:s u tr.u 1 
IKCRE&.St 0Vt1' 30 YF.:l.RS: 
11.:ac Cat'Pl:llSC!I 





-1545.. -5216 ... 
.. 3101. 939685. ..... 
J40"i9. l!1'110:ll.. 2639025. 26C.. 
5945.• ' 3.91.J 
22,;1J11. 11'46114.. 221lS22.. 2JM:. 
21125.• ( 3.7\) 
V/HICP.EI COHSOHPTtOI 9932. -u:n. 101s1. J?9St'5. 418617. ..._ 
-17114 .. • ·S226.• 25'58.• ( t.31) 
1-9099. 16940.. 17~1. 1',!3991:i9.. 12004~&. 12t:L 
.. 9:z"f.• 12~-1.• -10061.• ( 2.41) 
f/0 DEPR!C'UTlt!Jf lL~OVHCC 
11/0 UllfEST~EICT TAI CREDIT 





V/Vllt£-orrs TRONC1 ':ED BY H.1.LTll SSl 1a. 
34lGS.• 
V/VHTE-OPP'S TPU!tC4T&O 1' lkCHE :21216• 
llftUL T!k0P£: Z!'D CUR n.ov 
llt.O'!S U Y£lR 1 
tlCIElSE CilE~ lO TEI.Pi 
1912.• 
12835. 
BASIC: CC!'!PARISC!( 1026. 
4824.• 
·111/D ?II t~DEXUC !DU. 
4824.• 
11'/JUC:llER CORSUfl!PTtal &673. 
5750.• 
'1110 D1!R!'ST 1iUIIT!.-crr '741!13. 
c;os6.• 
11/0 DrPRCCUUCS lLLDWHCE 769?. 
5066.• 
1/0 l"tEST~£st TAX CREDIT 8026. 
4824.• 
I/TU WIJTE-nrrs f.H!ITED to 1M 27T19. 
120l4.• 
V/Wll':'E-arrs TRUNCATED BY UIL:H 9026. 
"824.• 
11/llRlft .. orP'S TRUtlCltED H IIC'DME 2?509. 
JMlTUL TE'tU~I';: fOt.L P.!JfT!I 
HLO't.s U TUR l 
llCR!ISI OYEr 30 'ttl.1.S 
7·U4.• 
19'03. 
usrc cofi!r1P.r::ci. ss1. 
-1129.• 
w10 tu n:or.xuc ss1. 
... 1'129.• 
W/Hl~f!ER cor.::Uf'PTto!'I .. 363J. 
-1aao.• 
V/O IUl!:RrST VAtn:-arr ".iSO. 
-1655.• 
W/D D!f'R!CUTICB 1LtCUrtCP! -<t78. 
•1840.• 
V/O Ulits':'~E!:T TU C'iO!:CilT 5".il. 
-17311.• 
vnu ~RnE-nrrs f.IMltED TO lM 21162. 
seo2.• 
V/WllTE""°rrs 'U0~1TZD llY ~!AUii 551. 
•1'129.• 











































1506!. 132296'4.. 1696572. 1729. 
1503.• t J.U) 
42041. 1823394. 24515561. 24& 
5000.• ( l.81) 
47'71!!1. 1151475. 1428592. 15& 
22sn.• < 2.n) 
40822. 939989. 1200458. lltt. 
25171.• ( .Z.41) 
3969. 94106_9. 1206294. 1329. 
-2123.. ( 2. 4\) 
nan. 80153. 
7910. 39637-11. 
46ll.. ( 6.31;) 
7810. 3116314. 
4631.• ( o.Jt) 
6289. 102091. 
SJH.• ( 2.91) 
53!11. 328647 .. 
l?Jfi.• ( S .. 81) 
5906. 279882. 
3559.. ( 5. 11) 
12ftll. 396374. 
46Jt.• ( 6.31) 
25312. 364923. 
111a1.• c 6.11) 
nu a. 396374. 
1.631.• ( 6.l1) 
25111. 385311. 
1010.• ( i.21) 
19123. 63447. 
1048. 3?~857. 
-130?.• ( 7.ll) 
1049. 39!J85'7. 
-llOtt.• ( 1.11) 
-3442. 32041'. 
-112s.• ( 1.01> 
-tisa. JJt.H"i. 
-2019.• ( 6.61) 
... 216. 2S07l'S. 
-154!1.. ( !J.8'1) 
18ql'J. 31JU551. 
-1121.• ( 7.11) 
19~01. 367$15'7. 
5681.• ( 6.8\) 
10411. 398115'7. 
•1309.• ( '7.1\) 
15425. JS7302. 
uae.• , 1.01, 






































. .. :ZS6 • 
••• lil4 • 
oo. 320 • 
96. 3114 • 
... 352 • 
o. .. 
111. 







111. .. .. 
103 • 41 '7. 
134 
TABLE XXXIX 
RESULTS OF SIMULA'rION RUNS AT 6% FOR THE 
MONTANA TYPICAL FARM 
SUT! '11&!'£: 'l~'ITUA 
t~rL& • .I.DI Rl~!: o.o& 
HHS SHIKS• IF.1 1'0118 UllP.:D FIRM SIU 
PllD lllHSTHEIT ASSETS DP!llTED rnLl.-P.CUJ TY M011:tr.AGf:D 
------- 1919 DOLLARS ------- ----1c1zs------
IRITUL TEKV,E: PULL 01111:1 
T&t.QIS U YE U L 
HCRllSE OHR l.O YE&:>S 
14119. 
llSIC COHPl:?lSOll 1111,. 
13414.• 
via TH 1~c::1uc 76059. 
11123.• 
•ll!ICll!I cnlilSUllPTlDN 30575. 
6611.• 
•ID lftlUST VRlTl!•OrF 32601. 
1661.• 
SID D!PPECllTtC!'I' lLtDlll!ICI "1262• 
l3l29.• 
11/D lllTESTP.F.:NT UJ' CREDIT '75'515. 
llJZ6.• 
•ITH v1n1-orrs·r.tMITID TO UI 165615. 
56016.• 
•1111n1-orrs TRVNCI tED H lfllt.tl 68012. 
49076.• 
.,Kllt!•OFFS UOllCUID Br llCDllE •26942. 
-1245.• 
P't'fl&L TICIOPE: ZERO ClSI n.av 
TILDES II YE&.R 1 
llCll£&S£ OHR '30 Y!IP.S 
llSIC ClJJCPlRlSO• 5221. 
3509.• 
WIO T Al U'DEl UU: 4335. 
3472.• 
W/HIGHEI COllSUMPTIO!I 4035. 
35DO.• 
•10 llt!AEST ntn:-arr 4035. 
1500.• 
110 DIPIECHTICR lLLOVHC'E 4035. 
3500.• 
1/0 lllVESTMF.9T TA'!': Cl!Dlt' 4389. 
3494.• 
•1t11 WIJTE-Orrs LIMITED ta '" 5221. 
3509.• 
V/lllTt•orrs tliVll:' I. TED BY V!ALTH 5221. 
3509.• 
VIKRUE•OFFS TROIC U!D Bf IICONE 5221. 
lllTUL TllURll PDLI. REllTD. 
llLGU ll 1111 1 




30824. S4064. 1115214• 1715214. 3010. 
4Hl3. 35141. 2922360. 4111084. '7140. 
2854.• 8195.• ( l.i1) 
66444. .1601. 2146632. 26D19J2. 4960. 
u&o2.• -2603.• c 2.nJ 
15453. lllDl!I. 1034565. 13'1195. 214G. 
121.• 4060.. ( 1.61) 
392'6. -1'70llJ. 1121410. 1530422. 3G40. 
25999·· -19162.• ( l. 71J 
43295. 25953. 2°Mil'919. 3901211. 1'?20. 
1110.• sus.• c J.11> 
40257. 53616. 2852'7'74. 4Gl21159. 7680. 
3411.• 8083.• ( 3.41) 
502?4. 34211!. 1434855. 1591055. 3610. 
10119.• 23412.• , 2.1u 
19291. 21s1l. t1211u. 1530422. 3040. 
25999.• 21253.• ( 1.11) 
39296. -68253. 1128015· 1530484. 3040. 




















2592.• ( 4.4'J 
61. 43090. 
1555.• ( :Z.6') 
2581. 25951. 
2560.. ( l. lflJ 
3741. 39132. 
3029.. ( 2. 5') 
2015. 22•41!1. 
2091.• ( 1.71) 
12503. 63509. 
2'513.• c 3. 4&J 
3471. 95545. 
2592.• C 4.4U 
3471. 95545. 
2592.• ( 4.41) 
3417. 95545. 














l&SIC C'OHPIRISC!I 211. -u1. -ua. 5nu. 66242. 
-·-
l/G TAI JlfDtlUG 
V/BIGHER co::su!-!PTIDH 
lr/O INTEREST 'lllRITE-QPf 
VIG DF.PREC'UTtON l.Lf.QVl1'CE 
11/Q 1 ll!STMC:tt 1' lt CR.EDIT 
V/T Al VP l TE•OFP'S LI "lTED 'TU UI 
v1v1n1-orrs TRUllC'AT!D llY VE&t.TR 
M/VHn-arrs TllON: &'TED IY UCUllE 
114.• -965.• 85.. ( 4. 1') 
-su. 1230. -2693. 10'H8. 
-so.• -243.• -190. • c 1.1i> 
•22'10. •103"1. -2065. -4161&. 
•386·· -1019.•. -Jlt.• (t6.'J1) 
•4111. •521. -1009. 21071. 
-19.• -674.• •461.• t 2.1n> 
•2280. -1041. -231!5. -31919. 















uos. l '14t14. 
-ue.• ' ~.'5\) 
-ue. 50314. 
as.• c t. "' 
-161. 50314. 
IS.• C 4.7U 
•1611. '50314. 






















.. 32 • 




.. 32 • 
"· 
24. ... 













RESULTS OF SIMULA'rION RUNS AT 12% FOR THE 
MONTANA TYPICAL FARM 
ST&TC N&f'EI wo•:'t!~:l 
llrLlTIDI A.ATE: 0,.12 
TAXES snncs- Ml!T WITft Oll•ED , '""' SIZf PICTDll 
l?ICOMI PIED llV!STHEtlT lSS!TS OP!'ll.f!D PULL•EGUl11 MC1t:TG1.;c:c 
1'19 Oa.L.&RS ---·----- ----ACR!s-----· 
llXTIAL TEllURE: f'tt.L OWIU' 
'llLGU l" YF.1"11 l 
UCP.'!'ISE OHi lO YE&P.S 
14n•. 306'1. 
l1$1C COMPU'UC.lf 381155. 1531:14. 23143. 301008. 152'5162. 1160. 
-e·n1.• -9346,.• .. 1so.• t J.81) 
11110 TU u;cr::xnc •l69o. -31J6U. 2SS94. :10217'il. 01s219. auo. 
-9112.• -6314.• -J68t.• ( J.5\) 
V/KIClllR CO:ISUP.PTIO!I 11!16111. 8496. 9176. HI0'52J9. 1245569. 2441. 663.• -2l:Ja.• 2uo.• t l.b•> 
V/O 1111'.ERP:St 1'Jl"m-l'lrr 2J'S79. 41537. -18366. 128374tj,. l6G9J75.. l:ZOO. 
uo2.• 2nu.• -232"•·· t i.~,, 
VIO DUPECU.TIC!I ALLCIHCE 394•4• 216172. 1631"4. 305Jf,J2. 3914653. 1720. 
-6'107.• •4981.• -2203.• ( J.St) 
KIO lal!STM&r:T tll CIEOtt 39556. 163~2. 53809. 3351594. 4415571. 15H. 
•826 ... • •6410.• ... 731 .. • ( J. 71) 
•ITU :llUTE-OFFS LIMITED TD lit 99133. 51905. 36921. 1647484. 1993440. 3920. 
43641.• l3704.• 19059.• ( 2. 31) 
V/lllllTE•orrs TRQ!IC'lT!D !1' lil!lt..Tft 7.2423. 41537. 30411!. 1293745. 16093'15. l2GO. 
1.$121.• 2371!.• 20520.• ( t.'J1) 
1fl"'RIU:•O!'ES 'U'Ulel'?ID H UCOHE -4621.0. 
-12a-ts.• 41537. -as
1es. 121-tsH. l609S3:S. uoo. 
23110.• •36618.• ' 1.9\) 
tlITU.L TEICUREi Zi!JJO ClSll rt.CV 
ULOES lft YEH 1 
llCR!lS£ Qf!R 30 Y!.l~S 
l&SIC Cf.HPl1US~! 
.1 V/D Tll l!IDEXUC 
sue lCl!EA CDNSUYPn 01 
V/0 O!PRECU.'rtCn ll..LO:IHC!: 
lf/D lllT!STMr.n:r 'UX Cll'£DlT 
l/T&l MR1?E•OFFS Lf!.UTED TO 1" 
IUVllTE-OFFS TF.U?.'eAT!D !Y W!ll.Tfl 
•IVllTE-OrF$ TPUNe&TED DY llCOlll 
l•ITUL TENURE: P'UU. R!HEll 
UL'QES U TEii l 































B&:nc COMPIP.t::r:J -32.l.. -6115. 
•'51 '7... •1057 •• 
V/D tlX UllT.IUC -16'15. 2999. 
-515.• 592.• 
lf/1UCf.F.lll CD!l!iU~?TIOll •2J'76. -1012. 
-su.• -1036. • 
lf/0 JllttPEST ~AtT!-CFr ... 6<110. -516. 
•!i07... -732.• 
V/0 O!PA£CUTICft' lLLC1fA1'CE •l955. ..9,9. 
-642.• -tO•S•• 
V/0 OV!Sittu~:r: TJX CRtDn -u:n. -Bll. 
-603.• -10'16.• 
•ITU VPtrt-nrr• Lr-IT!D ta 1M 573. -51&. 
•l6'1.• -1021.• 
V/lfWIU.-orrs TVUNC.ltED lY lfULTI -123. -686. 
-'511.• -1057.• 
V/Vllfl-OttS UUfCA.TED "' llCCl.'llC -323. •696. 
•'517.• •lG'57.• 
111149. 25060. !'224. 3041. 
l16P. 69978. 




2451.. (•2. 11) 
299'.i. 32?H. 
263<11 .. • ( 3.01) 
1726. 5•22. 
213J.• ( 0,.81;) 
12211. 36296 ... 
2211.• ( J.l\) 
4392. 61373. 
.249t.• ( 4.51) 
nu. 69971!. 
2206.• c ... 61) 
316·L 6'971!. 














11930 .. 111215. 19215. 1040. 
•4'5.. 46'513. 5241!9. 
-·· 
-235... ( 4. .. 51) 
-sos2.. ...41676. •3'995. 
-·· 
-1894.. , •••• ,, 
-1752. -4-4202.. -4420:Z. .. 
-26.c. • ' a.oo 
-'5Jt.. 26812. 3495"1. 
-·· 
•6H.• C. l.21} 
-L4l S.. •19625. •l'58'15,. ... 
-'IS.\.• (••••1J 
14541. l4l51. U!l9tJ5. .... 
•Ht.• ( 2.11) 
6111. 4!t49'7. $14'73. 
-111.• ( "·!:11) 
•4$. 46513,. i21H. 
-:us.. ( 4.50 
-·· 
•.\'5. 46513. 52419. ... 























.. . . 
. ..
.. l2 • 
.. . . 
... 









RESULTS OF SIMULA'rION RUNS A'r 6% FOR THE 
COLORADO TYPICAL FA.RM 
S1,tl "l,,.[1 CCLO,jtJn 
l$f'LIT ."111 ltA Tf:: 0.06 
'TUP.1 $UUr.~- •ll;T llffil:TH U"fi!:'D P lftM s t:P FlCTOR 
llCDMI PAID l!IVUTH!IT lSSF:TS OPtRAtP:D tOU.•F.1.iUl:11 "'Ol'l'Cli:r.C 
------- 1919 OCLLlF!S -------- ·-------AC!t!S·-------
tllTUL U!IUR£: FULL QKMEI 
t&LOts ti fl.AP. 1 
IICR£1S! OVt~ JQ YEl'lS 
'1909. 31144. 66065. 213G4ll. 21:10433. uaa. 
llSIC COMf'lrtlSC!I 11206. 11490. 60101. 3606670.. '5'519106 .. 
t5JS.• •13327. • 18041... ( 3. 61 > 
V/Q TU UIC!UIC 88457. 
11143.• 
1/llCllU COllSUllPTIO!I 28045. 
lHJ.• 
•10 llTPEST •Rln:-orr 33104. 
5'!14.• 
V/O DEPllCI&1'101 lLLOVHC:& H791. 
17:Zt.• 
V/0 lft!STMF.::'iT TAX C!IEDIT 7'1~41• 
1954.• 
V/TU wrnt-orrs t.t•UT!D ta '" 92157. 
64126 •• 
11/111'1"!'!-0rrs tROf!CUtO BY VE&LTll 81392. 
57735.• 
V/llllTl-Orrs TPV!r.AT!D H 1-ICDHI -14114. 
•10414.• 
lllTlll. T.!tcUR!: ZERO C&S• rt.OW 
llLUU U YEAR 1 
JMCIH!ISE Or!'!t 30 Y!l.rfS 
ts201. 
IUSIC: CQMPlRUDI 8207 .. 
44tt.• 
V/D TAI lllDEIUC 1!20'1,. 
4411··· 
11/DlGHEI CDftSOJitPTtOI '5256. 
4391 .. • 
ll'IO ll''T!P.!ST liRin::-orr 1194. 
'1460.• 
tl/O DIH!CUtlCI lLtOWINC!: 5955. 
4342 .. • 
11'/0 IM!ST~!:r:T TAX C:~EDlT 9035. 
44JO.• 
11/TAI. llRIT!-OPrS t.HU'T!:D TO lJI 1'5020. 
6188.• 
11/lllltt-DFPS TROr.iC"4U:D BY WULTll 8207. 
4411.• 
V/VllU-DP'FS 1ROrlCUED BY llCOlll 1201. 
PITllt. TE!OR.U tULL l!JITER 
t1L0£S II YElR 1 
1NC~&IS! OHR 30 YP.:APS 
4411·• 
11196. 
IASIC COHPA~l:SCll :Z'7BS. 
-14-t.• 
V/O !JX UCEXINC l'785. 
-144.• 
V/fttC:f!EI Cml'SUHPTf011 -l'1ll. 
-1262.• 
11/0 UT!REST llRltt-orr 1826. 
-231.• 
11/D Of.P?.£CUTICll lLLQURC:& -12so. 
-111.• 
llD llftEST."&fiT Tll c:'R!CIT 2785. 
•144.• 
V/TU WRIT£-orrs Ll!(IT!:l TD lM 61109. 
1458.• 
V/llPnr-orrs TfflJ~&T.ED BY WEALTR 2785 .. 
-144.• 
V/WHTE-orrs TJiO!CU!D BY llCOMI 278!5. 
.. \44.• 
511582. 31760. 3137203. 4154663. '792'0. 
1491.• 1ft2'J.• ( J,21) 
Bl4B. 11993. 10HU2. l38'766J. 2B40. 
.. 5262.• 65HO.• ( 1. 41) 
3949'. -8401. 13449'7'5. 1892620. :ll!llO. 
39IOJ.• -22212.• t t. 71> 
39536. 2524l't. 2<(81565. 3349124. 6440. 
2178.. 4427.• ( 2 .. 71 > 
22119. 64726. 3~Jsu. 5135399. 9159. 
-9869.• U99?.• t 3.41) 
44610. 451'12. 1642685. 2119211. 42llO. 
28144.• 3use.• t 2.ou 
39497. 40881. 1344975. 189262G. 3890. 
25802.• 30108.• ' 1. "7\) 
3949'1. -55625. 1344685. 1192570. 3840. 
















41 ~2.. ' J .. 41) 
7691. 221634. 
4162.. ( 3. "'') 
4130. 566!. 
10'72.• ( 0 .. 2\) 
6244. 1'7453"1. 
362"1·. ( 2.1''&) 
2541. 73757. 
1920.• ' l.51) 
15054. 218'?35. 
4106... ( J. 41) 
13559. 213420 .. 
6025.. ( J. J\) 
7691. 221634 .. 
4162.. { J .. 4\J 
7691. 221634. 
4162.• ( J.41) 
114SO. 10J213. 
--146. 2'709. 1561554. 
-446.• 10.• < 3.21) 
•446... 2709• 1561J54 .. 
-446... 10.• ( 3. 20 
•4-46. -1613. •91043. 
-416 .. • ~lt23.• t••••1) 
-446. 15~,.. 12·0649. 
-446 ... • -s1a.• < 2.11> 
-312.. -2367. 10341!. 
-s9o.• -1'5'5e.• < o.n> 
-ZH.. 1!14SO. 156531. 
•431.• -o.. ( .).21) 
-·'146-. 6401. 152259 • 
... 44&.• 1482.• l 3 .. 21) 
-446. 2109. 1568~4. 
......... • • 10. • ( 3 • .21) 
-4415. 210•. 156354. 
-446.• 10.• ( J • .21) 




























































RESULTS OF SIMULATION RUNS AT 12% FOR THE 
COLORADO TYPICAL FARM 
st&TI UM!: COLORADO 
11n.n 101 11:.1. n:: 0.12 
T&l!S UYIWCS- .. , WORTR lJlllNF.D "'"" snr 
PHO IHUTHP.IT AS5ets OPPH,.D PUIJ. .. f.t;UUf MOatc:lCEC 
------ uit Dfl.LlRS ------- ----•Cllr;s ... ------
tUTUL TENU'-tl 'Ul.L OVl!I 
tALOE~ U T£llil 1 ., .... 3l104 • 66204. 2133695. 2Ul6'1S. :g11. 
llBEISI OHP. JG 1El~S 
II.SIC CDM,IAUC11 14045. -152'12. 3fl9'2"J. 4114599. 564'j2!:17. 
•21619.• -2so111.• 2559. • ' 3.n> 
WJO Tll t'IO!':llllG 6342. -Jt104. )7639. 3179543. 5241099. 
-19605.• -11901.• •15UI!.• ( J.t.1) 




11211'5. 991~'19. l24701'J,. 2610. 
2879. • ( lel1) 
•ID ll11R!ST 1ill'ttt-QH 20611. 3")725. •l'J522. 1492024. 190!1160. l'tU. 
-5~1'1.• 2Jt7l.• -JB515. • ( 1. U1) 
1/0 D!Plt£Cl.l'UCJI ILtDHlfCE 3343'. 1144!1. 15583. 2999303. l895204. .... 
-126'>5.• -10046 .. • -3532.• ( J. 11) 
V/0 lHESTr.r.NT TAX CREDIT 
I/TIX MlltE-orrs LI:iilTED TO lH 





llV•ITE•Otrs tPOllC'&T!D 91 I!ICOK! -341"13. 
-14lH.• 
tlllTUL fUURt: Z!RO CUI rtOW 
f.ILO!S ll T! H 1 
UCRUSE GYP.:R 30 YU.~$ 
llSIC CCHPARISCI 
V/D T II JllCEJUC 
V/D lltCRtS':' lillil?r.-OFP 
W/0 Dtr"t.euttt?I lt.LCUXCI 
V/tll lil\JTE•OFF5 LIMITED TO lit 
lllVRITE-orrs TtHJrtCA?!D !Y V!ILfR 
V/Nlnt ... orr:; nux:.i TED IT UICOMI 
UlTUL TUIUR!: FULL RtlTD 
flLU!$ U YEU t 
llCRf:UI DYER 10 Y!l.~S 
u:nc COMPAPTSCr. 
1110 T 1l l!IDP:ll r:c 


























v1n tnEREST !r.~ttt ... CFP -no. 
-1'551.• 
11/0 D!PRECUtIC:'I ILLOVU'C! -1623,. 
-1688.• 
V/O lflVtSTHEHT TJX C'Rt.DI? 355. 
•1620.• 
WITH VRlu-crrs ~ IMIT!D •a 1K 2575. 
35 .. • 
V/WltTE-arrs TRU!'IC',lTED 8f WEALTH 355. 
-1120.• 






641166. 394021'1. 5281755. 
921.• ( l.71) 
49786. 190994'1. 
2'1251.• ( 2.11) 
'42899. 1492024. 
21119.• ( 1.8\) 
22t7272. 
1'109160. 
39'125. •74306. 1493933. 1908452. 3HO. 
22ut.• -31J79.• < 1.au 
111-
-us. 






















2421.• ( 2.9t) 
4162. 19G'J'94. 
2421.• ( 2.9\) 
2380. •59634. 
Ja1s .. • t-1.a,, 
l!OIJ,. 1~8 .. 40. 
2116.. ( 2.til) 
3364. -'""'· 1535,.• ( 1.-81) 
15'520.. 1'0767.-
20{1.. ( 2. 9\) 
i.10•1. 1'!3909. 
5Bl6,.• ( 2.9t) 
4162. 190794. 
2421.• ( 2.91) 
4162.. 190194. 
2~21.... ( 2. 9l) 
19450. 103458. 
421. 91692. 
-uu.• < 2.Ju 
421. 9769'2. 














-3915. -113263. -lll2rll. o. 
-146.• -1516.• , •••• ,, 
_ .. 46. -? 1. 74065. 8639L 
....... ,.. -1641.. ( 1.<J1) 
-·· 
-378. •1653. 16690. 
•793.• -1130.. ( o. 51:) 
-'446. 18'450.. 97692. 
--i16.• -uaa.• c 2.Jl> 112.WS... .... 
-4'46. 2614. 89316. 
-4-46.• 14-3.• ( 2.21) 
111-. 
-·· 
•446. 421. '7692. 112'"5.. .... 
-446.• -1311 .. • ( ;z.3t) 
.4 .. ,. ·'21.. t'769l. .... 
... ,...... -1111.. ( 2.3\J 
3200. .. 
1114. •:zos. 
15811. liU 1. 



















64 • .... 
o. .. 
... 192 • 
31. U9. 






STAT& Ii&~~' CAL:rmwu 
IHLATJOI aur: O.H 
TABLE XLIII 





tnr.s SUUC!'I- liET VOaTH OWNED ,,,R~ SIU ractoa 
UCQllS P.UD UV!STHP:NT .l.S~t:TS OP!:Utr.0 F'JLL-£C:t'l 'tY HOllTCAC&t 
-------- 19"19 DOLLARS-------- -----&CaEs-------
lllfJ&I. TF.1DRF.: FULL QUIEi 
lll.O!S U TUR 1 233050· 113215. 1191?5. 4041245. 4041245. 1200. 
lRCRl&SE CV[ll! JO HlQS 
IASIC COJ.!PARISCI 221192. 119001. 1062711. 6'113463. 94U8001. l880. 
60'101.• 15'57').• 43303.• ( J.l\) 
W/O TU ll'IOUUC U7!1H. -113275. 22914'1. 761J6J91. 1-4210910. 4400. 
lf/flltlfEJt CC:ISOMPTIOI 
v10 llTEREST w11nc-orr 










6311.• ' 0.41) 
o. • o. 
o.• ' o.oo 
'119811· 320. 
.. o • 
11/0 ·oEPAECUUC• 1LLQU9CE 1571411. 106807. 48321!. 4306106. 51822'7'. uoo. 
48751.• 2911'51.. 11015.. l 2.3\) 
11/D IH!STHEnt TU CHDl't 22:605. 123229. 11'162?. 6349521. 11119'11. 2680. 
59215.• 18647.• JSBOl.• ( 3.0\) 
11/Tll ltltU!:-OFFS LU!UEO TD lM 165'528. 100912. 62512. 2207144. 2422356. 1040. 
141024.. 8132:.. 56979.• ( 1. 4' J 
V/llRIU.-OFFS TRU?:C&T£D H WE&t.TH 151698. 
106843.• 
l/V'ITE-DrFS TIO!CATED BY llCD>1£ -190039. 
-115196.• 
l•l":UL TUUPF.: ZOO CJSR rt.lf..r 
u.Lar;s Ill YUP ~ 
JaCRE&SE DV!R JO TF.ARS 
IA.SIC cnHPARtsDX 
1110 tu irrc::xnc 
V/lllGP.ER CD,SUMPno1 
tllO UTEH:St WIJTC-orr 
tl/D Dt'PR!CUTt1l!I lLLDU!lCE 
1/0 UtESTHEHT ux catatr 
















VIVfll'tl-DFFS TRU:.:C1tED et liUL1'1 81230. 
4'5242.• 
l'/VHTt-orrs TPU!:.a.tED 81 UICOME 9221. 
lll?UL URURts FOLL U:IT!A 
tlt.UES U YUP 1 
n:car.:.&SE CYER JO Y!IRS 
!I.SIC COMPl!'llSCll 
1110 TU IFID!'1.t~G 
V/fl!Cl!,£R CONSU~D':'(Orl 
11/D I ::·:ER ES':' WP.tr.-arr 
1'/0 DtPRECUttC~ lLLCVl!fC!: 

















11/HIT!•OFFS TPUNClTED et ~l!ALTft 669l8. 
2Jtt2.• 




51278. 2141359. 29'11695. 
4USt.• ( 1. 31) 
92405. -284458. 2147359. 2913'95. 
6l16B.• -18071111.• ( 1.31) 
960. 
960. 











44201. 1191113. 23188'19. 
23469.• ( 7 .. 21) 
21CJOO. 1150836. 853230. 
15968.• ( S.!11) 
262'11. -3663. -540493. 
19814.. (-0.0t) 
o. o. •• 
o.• < o.o\) 
1996'7. 6'1lt43. 285209. 













21145.• ( 6.11) 
44236. 991384. 
3041'5.• ( S.St) 
61~3. 
-49193. 120511'1. 1080976. 
2911S.• t 6.01) 
24251. -17043. '13'1136. 393601. 















29345. 1115338. 2997443. 
8762.• (lG,.'j\) 
9264. 1270745. 1762219. 
3184.• ( 9.21) 
•"llH 4. ...5027'511. -502759. 
•03-4.• (••••1) 
o. o. 
o.• ' 0.011 
2528. 456'5H2. 
1101.. t 6'.1\) 
o. 
691091. 
46932. t 444317. 2436144. 
7056.. ( 9.71) 
JOIJ'19. 911329. 12Q64S4. 
18022.,• ( d.U) 
21ao6. 1111 s. 1 J1JS29. nnus. 
643J.• 149.J5.• l 9 .. 31) 
l'M'76. -'26'12!!,. '101'HO. '5114'i3. 



































.. . . 
.. o • 
40. 160. 






ST·ITI IUIF.: C.ILIFCflnU 
l•FLITIDI '1TU O.U 
TABLE XLIV 






uc .. , THU 
SHtRS• .r;T lllDl!H Olllif!D Pl!JN SIZ! 
IUD l1V£5TMEll1' ll:iETS OPIHT!D f'ILL-F.QUlTY !l'OA1':lr.£C 
-----,·- 1t1• Dot.L&llS ----·--- ••----·ACRES------
lllJTUL T£t1UPl1 FCLL 0111!1 
HLOES IN YEAR 1 233050. 1l3I07. 119941. 46467.a. 46461151. uoa. 
t•CWEIS& OIF.P. 'JO YF.&•S 
HSIC COHr.aRtsn~ 153fJ08. 62565. 
4219.• •ll491.• 
909J"i. llLS4D&t. ta6HIJH. nsa. 
24882.• ' 3.&11) 
w1a Tll IHDEllr:c 60764. •11310'7. 113462. 9•52506. 1.1'794520. 4320. 
-21u1.• -•s4s:z.• 42901.• c 4.ao. 
11111 ICH• ca1::UJ11PTI DI 










39t'fo.• c a.st> 
o. o. 





V/O DIHICUTIOD lLLOVAllCI 121123. 11030. 39686. 5496161. 7012'15. 2200. 
11211.• 11111.• 6565.• ( 2. 11) 
VIG llllSTMEIT ':Al' CR£DIT U449J. 56627. 117797. 1641655. 10093510. 312C. 
5'193.• •16485.• 21396. • ( 3.UJ 
111ru ·111lTl•Orrs LD!l'f!D TU Ut 1?'7254. 101090. 61751. 2119'703. 35111'71. 1111. 
104141.• 59=1'39.• 4l52S. • ( l. 7\J 
PIT.J&L T!NURE: ZEID C'&S1f f'LOll 
l&t.U!S II YEii 1 
UcPE&S£ OVER 30 'YEl.'llS 
l&SIC CDlfPIRUCI 
1110 T JI uro-;xuu: 
1'/llC:HER CO~ISt:'H!'T!OI 










VJO D!PRICUTtml &LLOU?ICE 25134. 
21'66.• 
11/Q lltESTP.~NT 'r&X C!ltDIT 35&'1.3. 
19514 •• 
11n1x llPl'TE•DFFS LIMIT~'O TD lM '7t4'7l. 
43:J2a.• 
v1••rt1-orrs TPU:tel TEO 81 VEILTft 851154. 
380'14.• 
l/lllU!-DFF!: 1'100M:'ltEO BY UCOME 1554. 
lllTUL TEllUPE: FULL RENTER 
llLUES lJI 1E&A 1 
llCRl:IS! DYER :JO YElPS 
llSIC CCHPar.u:ns 
tl/0 T Al lllDEIUC 
' l/BICR£R CD:ISt'PP'flDft 












V/0 Ut!SU!'ElfT 'TAX CREDIT 7485. 
•3062.• 
VITAi tiPlTE-OFr:'I t.t?'ITED TD lM 4'92'76. 
21722.• 
11/llllTl-OfFS TPU1C&T£D If 111.lLTft 631119. 




30134. 169342. 4••529. 1200. 
2974. 
""51.• 
30303. 1618071!. 20H'73'7. 
11342.• ( B.5t) 
16502. 
8793.• 
119'74. 1069290. 1251340. 
12649.• ( '7. U) 
1840. 
4021.• 





o.• < o.ou 
o. 
10899. 13825. 6700'74. 692717. 
8413.• 12393.• ( 5.0\) 
7391. 30460. 13'78B54. 1654144. 
3021.• 151~6.• ' 7.91) 
25388. 456'71. 891465. 843190. 
12292.• 30182.• ' ta.6'\) 
32141. 53291. 1151481. 1221751. 
9104.• . '2'7524.• ( 7.41) 
25388. -18242. 1892'14. 813080. 



























12692. 1025460. 2298265. 
25.• (10.HJ 
195011. 1 l!'li6l5'5. 15280~7. 
-389"1.• ' e.eo 
•3614. -·!122442. •522442. 
... ,,, •• (14.l1J 
.. . .. 
o.• ( O.H) 
1629. 534165. 
-'561.. ( tt. ,,, 
o. 
'1'0'7790. 
4'1019. 1346061. 1901280. 
-12fli.• ( 9.41) 
28122. 8'4116. 1101329. 
ll694.• ( o.ou 
3'160. 1168122. 1495500. 
10466.• ( 8.9\J 
16107. -15015. '763596. 




















12. 288 • 
-·· -·· 






















STATr. •n•!: ·~a:aiucmx 
tsru .• 11,;1 tU.tE: a.a6 
RUNS AT 6% FOR 
TYPICAL FARM 
THE 
T&XF.S snucs- l!l!T ijQRtU UV!l~:t P'lRM SUF. P'lCTnR 
UCCI!£ PAID UIYESt~EN1' .1.ssns OH!UfF.D P''lLL-F.C:Ul.'lY 11cu:a~eo 
------ J9'79 DOLLARS ------- ------·ACR!S-----
JltTUL 't!!ICRE.: FOt.L OIN!I 
1ALOU U TEAR l 101050. 3105". 6999.J. 1ns16l. 1•1s162. t:!:sa. 
lJCREJ.Sl! CVE:l' 3J T!:JPS 
llSIC CO~?ll'tSCff t::nnca. 4955. 114320. S5B49U. 11!366'73. 7411a. 
16659.• -22033.. 36819.• ( 4. 71) • 
lf/0 UI UDP.lUC 121591. 42367. 84215. 5045689. 1551584. 6160. 
lOD11.• •10231.• 28492.• ( 4.51) 
lf/R ICfttlt C'C!ISUMPTfO·I 41680. 8902. 36763. 1614565. 23450'11. 2010. 
6399.• -9335.• U909.• ' 2.2u 
41162l. 522'5B. •5649. 1 '740294,. 250653'7. 2240. 
10414.• 31751.• •23169.• ' 2 • .zu 
V/O DtPW£CUTtG11 ILLDWHC! '63112. 'T760. 3660!. l15'7985. 4349303. l'T20. 
1'1690.• 6934..• 119Jl.• c. 3.41) 
lf/Q IH!ST'f!-':M? tl't CREDIT 118192. 18639. 6!2'70. $110180. 791'~21. 6680. 
n1s2.• -156&6.• 31014.• < 4.~o 
If/TU HI't! .. OFtS LU!l1EO TD lM 131921. 5114119. 10 .. u. 211J-t10. 2913299. 2s20. 
86097.• l512B.• 49151.• ( 2.~1) 
l'/1'111-0FFS tRO:J:.1.UD BT WE.lLtll 111585. 
76676.• 
V/llJTE•Orl"S TPU!l':lTED Br UCDHE •4138. 
-4682.• 
lllTllL 1U:JRE: %HO CUR n.ov 
HLOU Ill 1ElP 1 
UiCRElSE CIF.R 30 Y!:lTl'S 
IAStC COMPAP.UCll 
W/O T Al UDCIUC 
W/RIGP.!'R t:OUOPt'TIOR 
V/0 Il'!TEPP!ST ltPITc:-OFF 












V/0 lH!STJll!IT Tl'.: CR!DIT 36426. 
15942.• 
VITI.I llP.!Tt-orrs LUllT!D TO Uf '12980. 
37"81.• 
l/lllltl•OFI$ tPU~ATED IT lllEAf..tR "?5330. 
30251 •• 
11'/lfRITE•OFrS TROllCAfED 111' IJICOME 54401. 
lll13.• 
l»l'TUL TUiOR!: ror.t. R!l'l'!I 
ti.LOU 11 tEH l 
lHCRElSE OIER 30 Yt.lP.S 
llSIC COMrARtsO!I 
'1110 TU UO£XIllC 
V/0 :)£PRE.C'UtICJI ILLDVHCE 
11/D UYt.STHF.~T UX CREDIT 














V/VIU'E-DFFS TSO:lCU!O llY 1111Ltll '56161. 
1254S. • 
V/VH'TE-OFP'S TROICl.1'1D !Y UC:OMI 1467'5. 
11506 .. • 
~2259. 
31758.• 
63312. 1'140294. 250653'7. 2240. 
43093.• ( 2.21) 
52259. -59411. 1 "139942. 2~06455. 2240. 
31718.• •3B28S.• ( 2.2\) 
o. 15491. 114924. 513962. n•o. 
a. JSMJ. tJ:J111s4. U3517J. 
o.• 15691.• < 1.6'> 
ll'J?. 34414.. 1331315. 1133!!154. 































24914. 6304911. 6072?'2. 
15312.• ( 5.31) 
191'>9. 1!i51S1. '164541. 
11206.. ' 5.51.) 
2131 '· 9'50543. 1068598. 
10619.. ( 6.51) 
15481. ll30~71. 1832171. 
15409 .. • < 7.St) 
'543:69. 93196q. lCl13361J. 
29!11'1.• ( () .. 41) 
57841. 11593~4. 13711'6. 
25fJ86.. ( 7.11) 
37619. 166055. 91331'. 
20 4155.. ( •• 21) 
26949. 8'7391. 
18956. 11971!14. 1911653. 
2u1.• < 9.a1> 
18956.. 11911!111. 191165]. 
2All.• ( 9.Bt) 
2061. Jl 2153. 5115028. 
23. • ' ~.su 
:Jl6'1f. 190~04. 1201999. 
-2457.• ' d.J1) 
9315. 8524'13. l309417. 
122.• ( s.1\J 
26539. t19649<4. 19'115711. 
3148.• ( 9.8\) 
43246. 900)55. 1306055. 
nao "· • ( a. ao 
45335. 1121436. 1"'1356'4. 
10986.. ( 9. Sot) 
1961. 1101102. 120211'91. 







































211 .. 1463. 
353 • 




u1. .. .. 
19•. 124 ... 
150. .. .. 
141 
TABLE XLVI 
RESULTS OF SIMULATION RUNS AT 12% FOR THE 
WASHINGTON PALOUSE TYPICAL FARM 
SUTI Uff&: 1u:;:inc-:'!'111i 
IULAT'IUI UTf: O.U 
TUU SUlttCS• W.f VDHll OW.ED PlltM Stzf' r&CTDll 
tKCOMI UlD UIV!.StMENT ASStTS DP!Pl'l'r.D FIJU.-EQUl1Y tl'OJl'n:.\C!D 
1t79 DOLLAllS ------- ------ACR!s-------
llU:Tllf. TENURE: P'ULL CHER 
llLUES S:!f TEIR 1 
lllCPUSI!! QT[~ ltJ n:ms 
101090. 30919. '!Olli. 19'71165. 1911165. 1200. 
lllSIC cnMPIRISQI 1290&. •30'919. 1341"1. 5J950U. 7499308. 641!0. 
•196'19.• •2'1415,.• 8R41.• ( i.b1) 
1uo tu ucc.u::c Jl69o.- -uns. 4CJ6ao. 5167714. 1u12s'1. 6160. 
-17416.• -24314.• 6093.• ( 4.51) 
V/llCf!U cn~Strl'l'PTI0'9 271!65. 192. 27265,. 1~19'139. · 191545!5,. 1900. 
-s;u9.• •129&9.• 6055.• c 2.00 
V/0 llTOESf "'l'T!•orr 29890. 51167. •21685. 11193!8'7. 24'7251. 1280. 
•3807.• 26202.• •3D97J.• C. 2.31) 
VIO D!PR!CUTlOS ILLO:flnCE 51925. 271'2!1. 243!'1. 31110'76. 41!186209. 4240. 
•9'7l:Z.• •9380.• -123'5.• ' J.11) 
V/0 UtESTP'~n TU.: CAEOI! 31968. -210.11s. 611409. 51'79909. 1142l!5. 6160. 
-19209.• -21344.• 7251.• c. 4 .. ~1J 
V/TH lill'l'E-OFfS t.UIIT!D TC 1!1 135011. 60807. 7319~. 22941103. 2!'79393. 2600. 
65799.• 26099,. • lSSJJ. • C. 2. 1') 
11'/ll'HU-orrs TAO~&TED DY VEALTll 115895. 
65665.• 
lf/lfHU:-arrs TliO'IC&tz:D IY llCOME -15609. 
•10552.• 
JllTUL TF.!IURE: Z.CJID CUii FLO~ 
HLDP:'S 1!I YE.Iii l 
111CR£1SE DVE~ JO YEl.RS 
l&SIC CCMP&RISOI 
VIO tu uor.xr:rc 
V/lllCnf!P. CO~SU!'IPTlO't 
11/0 UITEAEST VRltt-arr 













V/TJ.X llPITt-orrs Ll"'lTED TO UI 60213. 
]0454 •• 
V/VPlt£•DrtS TFU:CAT£D BY WtALTH 60156. 
19143.• 
Vlllf Plt!-OFFS' no~ I U.D BY UCWIE 60049. 
llIT UL '!!"fUR!: FULL A SRTER 
ULUF.S IJI Y!U l 
l!ICP&AS! OT&R 10 Y!.L~S 
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